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THE HIMALAYA WONDER WHEEL, OR THIBETIAN PERISCOPE ..

~ l'L-.d"A:'!:> 7f"-"-" a+1-43.e.L,~ ,-Le.-~ /lu.A.~.
An ingenious compilation ol astrologic lore, .showing at a glance the Zodiacal Signs. their
names. numbers and horoscopal correspondences, the d«!grees of Zodiac correspon<ting with yearly
calendar; parts of the body and the human characters ruled by the signs. their lordships; the
decanates and terms. of the signs and their rulers, the clock hours of the day by which horoscopes
may be calculated; the planetary hours, and weekday rulers, aspects and angles from the several
signs. Years ol Life circle; differences in tilljf :it various parts of the world; the significances of
houses of the horoscope. the elemental nature ol signs and houses, the localities of prominent fixed
stars, etc. By use of this wheel, in its full size, any and every problem in Astronomy and Astrology may be more quickly approximated than by any other inexpensive method. It is particularly;
well adapted as a Demonstrator of Divine Law in Theosophic. Astrologic, Spiritual, Biblical, o.~1
other systems of Occultism, and is prepared for Teachers, Lecturers, Students or Children, as_~
intense study, or as a simple game of am.usement for Kindergarten inst· :ictions.
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ASTROlOGY IN A NUTSHELL. ·
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Designed to show the Symbology and Personification of Astrology in the Religious
World and also in ancient forms of Secret Societies.
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PROF. HENRY'S SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF FINDING THE
DAY of the week UPON WHICH ANY DATE, IN 18th, 19th, er
20th, CENTURY FALLS, or the day of week on which you were bol'll.
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Add° s to the day of the month required and to this amount add the
number that stands at the head of the column which contains the desired
year, also the number at.the head of the column which contains the desired
month. Divide the sum total by 7 and the remainder wlll be the figure
at the the head of the column, beneath which is the day of the week.
When there Is no remainder the day of the week will be on Sunday.
Example:- Upon what day of the week did July 4 1822, fall.
Day of month .......... · ·. · ·. ·. · · • • • · · · · • · · · · · • • · · • · ., .. · · • .. • • 4.
Add s to day of month [If In 19th. Century] thus.· · · · • • .•. • · • ••.. • 5.
(20th. Century add 3 Instead of s )
Add figure at head of column In which the year number Is.
For year 1822 it Is ....••....•••••••• ••••• .8.
·
Add figure that 1tands above the required month. For July, It Is···· 3;
.
· Total
18.
Divide the total ily 7. and the remainder will give. a figure that stands
at the head of the column beneath which you
find the day of the
week, as follows: 7 Into 18 goes 2 times and 4 remainder. Lo~k at bottom of column, marked "4", and you find "Thur". Hence, July 4, falls on
Thursday In 1822. Find your own week-day of birth, or any other, In
1ame way, except It happen In Jan., or Feb., as above stated. For 18th.
Century, [If you need go back so far] It Is not necessary to add the S or
3, but make sum In same way otherwbe. This is the simplest Ready
Reference Calender ever given. Jan., 4, Feb., 1 Mar., 1, Apr., 5, May 3,
June 7, July 5, Aug., 2, Sep., 6, Oct., 4, Nov. 1, and Dec., 6, always
lo the aame year, fall on the same day of the week.
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INTRODUCTION.
The contents of this book a.re of great
value in educating the human mind, es·
pecially in its appreciation of the fact,
that "Order is Heaven's First Law."
This may not be realized in a single
reading. We advise repeated readings of
the whole book before attempting to
· practice its lessons. Each reading will
throw a new fiash of light upon minds
unfamiliar with .Astrology.
Super1i.cial · readers might ·judge the
lessons herein given to be . tautological,
but the author deems these repetitions
necessary to impress certain important
facts upon the student.
Repetitions in teaching are psychologic factors. The teacher who never
alludes to a matter but once would · be
apt to make a superftci&l impression.
The Wonder Wheel herein preaented
is an ingenious compilation of .Astrologic
lore, created by the Author for his
own convenience, many years after he
had become adept in the Science. He
'found that he often needed an .Astrologic
lay-out of the heavens before his eyes
when working out his problems. In
using it he soon learned that he could
dispense with the mathematical sums,
for, knowing the motion of the planets,
(as per page 28) he could trace their
position from point to point about the
circle with his eye.
The . Wheel reveals at a glance the
Zodiacal Signs, their names, numbers,
and lloroscopal correspondences; the
degrees of Zodiac corresponding with
yearly calendar; parts of the body and
the human characters ruled by the
signs, their lordships; the decanates and
terms of the signs and their rulers; the
clock hours of the day by which Horo>1<.'0pes may be calculated; the planetary
hours, and week-day rulers, aspect.I! and
nngles from the several signs. Years
of Life circle; ditterences in tune at
various. parts of the world; the sigiilfi.
cances of houses of the Horoecope, the

elemental nature of signs and hoUSM;
the localities of prominent fii:ed stars,

etc.
The· Author 'discovered by use of this
Wheel, that it answered the purposes
of a globe or a map, and by which any
and every problem in Astronomy and
.Astrology could be more quickly ap·
proximated, than by any other inexpensive method known.
He was induced by his friends to make it public,
and he has done so, in various fonm, so
that the Wonder Wheel and his Tabula
Magus, are now known in every civil·
ized portion of the globe. They have
been found to be Wonderful Demonstrators of Divine Law, in Biblical, Spiritual,
Theosophic, .Astrologic or other systemd
of Ancient or Modern lore, and what·
ever a person's religious faith, it may
be upheld by lessons drawn from the
Wonder Wheel.
Teachers, Lecturers, Writers and ·Students have already drawn many illul!·
trations from it, in their particular lines
of work. Even the children have found
out several simple games of amusement,
by use of the Wheel, with checkers, buttons or dice. It is well adapted in Kin·
dergarten schools to various lines of attention, and all scholars may discover
new truths in its use.
During our pablishing of the Wonder
Wheel, in the large cardboard form, an
erroneous impreesion was abroad that it
was only for the purpose of Character
Readings, like Butler's Bolar Biology,
Eleanor Kirk's book, and Mr. Colville'&
work on Zodiacal infiuences.
If the Wonder Wheel was for no other
purpose than character reading, it would
have been foolish for its Author to have
put so much work in the design. Since
the creation of the Wonder Wheel, he
has created a Wheel for character read·
ing, to show the differences, and the
simplicity of the latter. At a glance it.
shows us our places in the Zodiac and
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the month at the top, and it will be &
our Tribal Characteristics~ (See Plat&
picture of the circle of the heavens, with
of Character Reader~)
Signs and Stars, as they stand above
Character Readings are the Basic Jaws
and about you at that moment.
of Human Life, but are not all of the
Note the angle from you, of any of
basic laws. People are not satisfied with
the clock Houn, A. M. or P .M., and
character alone. They crave more de·
turn the wheel so that the date of the
tailed knowledge, more particularly a
month will be at that angle, and you
knowledge of the times when the forces
will have a map of the heavens, signs
of their character are most likely to
gather some worldly · benefit or advan·
and stars, as they stand at that very
tage; also a knowledge of how their own
hour. Any person who will leam to do
this simple operation, need never bother
basic forces are related to the forces of
his head about erecting Horoscopes, for
others; also how the basic character will
he can at once, with the wheel, have the
progress in life.
Horoscope instantly before his eyes. In
These differentiations are given on the
wheel, and may be easily found by atthe lessons are shown many other ways
to arrive· at results without mathemattending to the explanations, or the lesllons. Days of the Year, Degrees of
ics.
Signs, Decanates, Terms,
Planetary
About the wheel, also, Prof. Henry
Rulers, Elemental Quali.ties, Years of
did not forget to take advantage of the
Life, Planetary Hours, Declinations of
opportunity to present the . order of
Dccanates, and to mark the days of the.
Sun, Movements of Planets-Each of
week, which every 3d Decanate reprethese have significances, which by position or aspect, truly reveal the qualisents, exactly in the middle of each
ties and the changing conditions of
Sign, with the Planetary Rules marked
every human life, be he wise, foolish, · in them.
rich, ·poor, believer or sceptic. His name
There is much that one may learn
is written in the Book of Life, and that
from these Decanates, which run in the
Book is the starry heavens. If a scoffer
exact order of the Planetary Houni, behe is written there as s.uch, and in his . ginning with Mars at 1st point of Aries.
scolling he is but testifying to the
Going backwards in the order of t'1e
truths of Astrology, as may be easily
signs, beginning at 1st point of Aries,
read of him, from the heavens.
with Mars in last of Pisces, and we find
Everything on the wheel is arranged
the Decanates to be in the exact order
in the regular order and the harmony of
of the 36 years Cycles.
Natural Law, all discordant parts so
At ·time of this wr_iting the world is
well balanced against each other as to
in the closing years of the Mercury
form a solid wheel such as can never
cycle, which has stocked the worhl with
break.
inventions and elaborate schemes. In
The 'relative positions of the Fixed
a few years we will be in the Mars
Stars are very correctly arranged about
cycle, which will have 36 years to run.
the border, showing which sign they
The world-thought· is ~ually ·changare in line with when viewed from
ing to meet the exigencies of martia.l
earth. They may be easily referred to
impulses.
and located in connection with any
Just as we inay follow the course of
data. The days of the month in line
a ship on a marine chart, or the line of
between these stars and the centre of the
a railroad on a State map, we have only
wheel denote the tim.es of the year
to know where a pl~et is on a certain
when they will be on the meridian at
day, then, knowing how fast it moves,
noon. At the exact opposite time of the
we may easily trace it on the Wonder
year they will be on the meridian at
Wheel, and tell where it will. be at any
midnight. Hold the wheel before you
future time, or where it was at any. time
at noon, or midnight, with the day of
in the past. This is the Jaw of reading
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.t he past and the present and the future, . varied expressions of the unchanging
law. Superficially-minded man is apt to
for as the planets in their courses, or
cycles, aspect ·the Birth points of any
draw his judgments from the ephemeral
individual, so will · the Thoughts, the
effects, than from the ever-abiding
cause. The Wheel presents the unchang·
Will and the Action of that individual
ing laws. The movements of the ch~ng·
be for good or ill, for weal or woe, and
no power on earth can prevent its being
ing bodies must be obtained from
so, for "the heavens do rule.''
Almanacs or Ephemerides, but they are
The silent influences in the atmopractically useless to one unpoesessed of
sphere, vibratorily regulated by the
the l/asic laws as layed down on this
·movements of the heavenly bodies, are
wheel.
the instruments by which God moves
The Wheel and the Lessons herein
all things to His will. These vibrations
teach, not how to find the mathematical
are the Ministers of Heaven, and they
places of the planets; but how to . be·
come to us from Angles, (termed "An·
come Clairvoyant, or clear-sighted in the
gels" in early days.) These Angles, 12
forming of judgment.
in all, form 3 crosses. In the centre of
People who see character-reading
these vibrating crosses, every human
most prominent in the wheel, are those
who are more familiar with that branch
being is born, as is denoted on the wheel
by the photo .i n its centre. (See also
than with any other. People who can·
the plate representing the law of hours.)
not see the Horoscopal features in the
The characteristic features of the
wheel are those who have learned of
wheel, are the first of all considerations
Horoscopes only automatically.
to be entered into, in Astrologic studies.
Neither pen, pencil, nor even Wonder
He who enters into the study of
Wheel are needed when ·we know the
Astrology other than by the strait .and
tru~ laws of Nativities and Horoscopes,
narrow path of the Sun, is bereft of its·
but the wisest of students will always
saving influence, ·and is . like unto a
have his Wonder Wheel and Tabula
thief and a robber who entereth by the
Magus at hand, just as he has his watch
or his clock. It is easier to refer to it, ·
back way.
He who learneth the laws of the Sun,
than to tax the brain with problems.
in all their. relationships, as presented
Jesus wrote with his finger on the
upon this wheel, knoweth then the law
sand when sizing up the mob about him.
of all creation, which is one .and the
Under the conditions about him it was
more reliable than an Astrologic prob· ·
same from the molecule to the great
universe itself.
lem mentally.
As Jesus said: "He that knoweth the
People in the habit of drawing HoroSon, knoweth the Father.'' . The Sun
scopes seem lost in their conclusion>i
above our heads is the Sun of God, and
without them, and yet when completed,
they have· before· them nothing but a
it is the "Life, the Light and the Way."
wheel, precisely like the Wonder Wheel,
The Solar laws existing between Sun
and Earth are the patterns after which
with plmiets inserted. It is hard for
all other laws are made, whether they
people to change from their old cus·
toms, even when the new is by far the
be between Earth, Moon and planets;
easier way to others. This fact is b~t
between nation and nation, or between
man and man.
an Astrologic law. It shows us that
The Solar law is constant, and the
new things are for the new generations,
only constant law applicable to man.
as Jesus said.-"New wine is apt to
The Solar law is God's unchanging law . break old bottles." When old people
denounce new tpings it is but an evi·
of cause and effect. All other laws are
but the effects of the unchanging
dence that their generic mind is not able
Solar laws.
to comprehend the genius of a prog·
The effects change according to the
ressed world.
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The Wheel as a whole la a grand
circle of the earth, represent.eel b7 Da;yw
and Months, surrounded by .the Zodiacal
Circle represented by Signe. They are
80 ingeniously combined, and 80 filled
with detail and correspondences that it
ie an Ever-Ready Reference.
It ie convenient for any oiVinary or
daily requirement in Astronomic or
Astrologic work.
It answers also quite well in a busi·
nees office 88 a Calendar, or an Almanac.
The more familiar one becomes with it
the more uses will be found for it.
Some of its features we herewith
enumerate:
1.-A Concise Character Reader.
2.-A Recorder of Years of Life.
3.-An Eaay Method ·of Considering
the Age of Life.
4.-A Record of the Length of Nights
and Daye Around tlie Earth for the
Latitude of W88hington.
5.-:-Appro:x:ima.ted Sunrise.
6.-Appro:x:imated Entry of the Sun
into each Zodiacal Sign.
7.-Names, Numbers, Degrees, Lord·
ships and Elemental Qualities of the
Signs and their Correspondences with
the Days of the Months.
8.-The Planetary Hours for all
Times of the Year.
9.-The Decanates and Terms of the
Planets.
10.-The Names and Location in
·signs, of the Fixed Stars, and Their
Qualities.
11.-The Planeta.ry Rulers of each
Week Day.
12.-The Differences in time at Bev·
eral Principal parts of the World.
13.-The Calendar Days of the
Months, Represented by a Circle of
Rings., each Ring corresponding to 5
dayil of the Sidereal year and correspond·
ing to 5 degrees of the Zodiac. Thie
Circle is the Basic of all ca.lculation . in
"Time, Time and the Dividing of
Time," whether in seconds, minutes,
hours, days, months, . yea.rs or cen·
turies. From its never-changing iawa
(88 the Circle of the Earth), all move·
ments of Time, or Bodiea in Space, are

calculat.ed, 88 relative or corresponding

values. Knowing the movements of the
other bodies from time to time, their
couree, and their angular relationship to
the earth and to each other, may be very
cloeely approximated. The Daye of the
Month 88 marked about the Circle of
Daye denote, by their poeition in the
Circle, the Sign the Sun ie in on that
da7, in its apparent annular revolution.
13.-The Clock Hours of the Civil
Day, arranged from a point marked
"Noon," above the photo, to a white
star below the photo, 12 hours for
P.M. and from the star to "Noon" 12
hours for A. M. Standing on the earth,
facing South, with Wheel before you,
and the Sun will be in the angle of the
hour 88 marked, day or night.
.BY this, knowing the Ho.u r of one's
Birth you may know the angle the Sun
we.s in at that Birth. That angle
would be the 1st House of the Sun, but,
in a Horoscope it would be the House
as per the Number of the Sign, which,
on the Wheel, stands outside of the
Clock Hour. This would be a fact, re·
gardless of the Mathematical Horoscope.
The Sun would be in the Sign · corre·
sponding with the date of · the year:
Calling that sign, then, the House of
the Horoscope as so found by the Angle
of the Hour, and .one would only have to
count each other Sign backward or for·
ward to find the even Hour Ascendant,
or any other even hour House, and this
answers most purposes in quick Aetrologic readings, but several other meth·
ods are given in the Lessons. Divide
the . length of day by the Planetary
House Rule, and the Houses from the
Sun point ma.y be fairly well propor·
tioned unevenly. All of these opera·
tione, however, are but foolish. waste of
time, unleBB the hour of birth is poei·
tively known.
14.-A quick and comprehensive idea
of. squares and trines is given in the
black and white drawings about the .
photo. The squares are drawn to the
let degree of the Signe and the Trines
to the 15th. Both of them alilCe answer
from any other degree in the Sign.
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Showing how influences from any point in the Zodiac cross and blend with each
other and with the Sun, Earth or Birth Point as a centre.
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INTRODUCTION.

When a planet is in any Sign, it forms
squares and trines to the other Signs,
as shown by the drawing. The trines
denote good to and from those other
Signs, and at the times of the year as
.per the Circle of Days. The squares de·
note evil. (See Birth Number, page 2,
of Lessons.)
The TabletS at these
points denote qualities tliat work good
or bad in our lives, and the parts of the
body marked at that point are for good
or ill affected by the planet which aspects these points. The Tablet is the
Key Word to the· Solar or Spirit force.
Its aspect denotes its harmony or discord with the other forces, or phases of
mind. (See Tabl~ of Symbols, page 4.)
If Sun was in Cancer, and Mars in
Aries, and Jupiter in· Scorpio, then a
martial expression of "Independence"
would create discord in the "Domestic"
sphere, by square, while Jupiter by
trine from Scorpio, would palliate by a
"Magnetic" condition of "pride." Thus
learn to combine good with evil, and not
condemn "on one testimony. The Basic
Nature of Sun will always in the long
run of life assert itself, in spite of its
apparent lack of manifestation at times.
The trines and the squares (we call the
opposite a square) from the Sun point
of birth, will always prevail in the run
of life, for when the others are discordant, they must of necessity be in evil
places to it.
The Physical Nature belongs to the
Hours-the Hour-scope, or Horoscope,of the earth, earthy.
·
The Sentient Nature belongs to the
Moon, or Luna-scope.
These arc our Triune spheres in life,
disposed, or dispositioned, or tempered,
by the planets. Our several dispositions in these spheres are differentiated
according to the planets which rule the
Signs that these moderators are in, or
as they are aspected by other planets.
The law is simple, but the various combinations which these simple laws
create, are beyond our power to compute. Hence all judgments of good and
evil may be summed up in detail and
elaborated upon, according to the skill

of the operator, but he who ignores the
fatalities of the lower mind (the Moon)
and adheres closely to the laws of the
Sun, to which the Moon 'is but a secondary factor, is best able tO keep in
the strait and the narrow path. The
Solar laws are the foundation of true
Christianity. The Lunar laws are ~he
laws of people who dwell on the heath,
or lower plane, termed Heathen. Both
laws are good, when we act in accordance with the crossing forces between
them. This crossing is termed Mediator,
or Medial line, and is the true Christ
Principle now dawning upon the world,
preparatory to the· new dispensation
when Sun, by precission of Equinoxes,
arrives at Aquarius.
The character and the life of every
person, for better or for worse, is as
the earth and the heavens were at his
nativity, and as they have progressed in
altered relationships since that time.
This wheel, with its lessons, gives each
person opportunity of proving the matter, instead of being obliged, by ignorance of these laws, to depend upon
the theories of others. "Let every one
be convinced in his own mind," said
Paul.
Nothing in reality is bad, on the
higher plane of life, but on the Lunar
plane of life we are .apt to entertain
most startling delusions of good and
evil, whic;h have been hypnotically impressed upon us by ages ·of custom, and
the regulations by Civil laws. So long
as those delusions continue, then good
and evil will exist, but always on the
sentient plane of life, the field of animal impulses.
The Square influences in Astrology
arc in reality the Sabbitarian periods· of
life, and governed by the law of
For
instance 4x7 equals 28, which is the period
in days, that the Moon from birth _invariably takes to return to the .place it
occupied ~hen a human being is born.
This Moon motion is an epitome of the
motion of all the other bodies in the
heavens, each of which have their septinarian period in their own spheres,
and these periods are the squares.

1:
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INTRODUCTION.
They warn us to rest at auch times.
By resting we may overcome all serious
eff.ects of the squaree. ''Remember· the
seventh day (or period) and keep it
holy." The system needs rest, not all
of the system at the same time, but
that sphere which the square affects,
and not all of that sphere, but only
such parts or matters as are governed
by the planet that aftlicts.. Herein is
Astrologic Wisdom, and herein is Religion. He that hath a mind, Jet him
consider.
As mortals we are uneasy to get out
of our orbits. The trine influences open
paths to us of least resistance, and per·
mit us to ·go therein, to the extent of
our rope; at such times our will is free.
They are immediately followed by the
squares, which cry us "Haiti" As wilful and rebellious mortals we persist in
pursuing our will-o'-the-wiep, and sick·
ness or trouble surely follows. There is
no exception to this Jaw, but by
peculiar placement of planets in the
lives of some, there are planets in trine
when others are in square, and these
permit some people (deemed fortunate)
to pass through planetary. conditions
which othere are not permitted to do.
One may get a slight understandirig of
how mortals are governed in life by unseen powers, by studying the Centripital
and the Centrifugal forces of gravitation which keep the earth continually in
motion. never varying one iota from its
accustomed c0urse. And yet, there are
no visible bodies nearer to it than the
planets, Mare and Venus, excepting the
Moon. As the aspects and the planets
are to our Point of Birth, so too, a.re
our relatives, neighbors, friends and
enemies. They are to us but visible
representatives in the flesh of the expressions of the planets in the heavens
upon our lives. .As we read from the
planets-according to their configurations-of the past or the future, so by
our conditions from day to day we may
conversely judge how our planets are.
Hence, note the Lord's Prayer: "Thy
kingdom come, thy will be done, in
earth aa it is done in heaven." We, in·

dividually, are but unite of the great ·
circle of humanity. We may find the
places of our unite in the circle, by the
lessons. of.· the Wonder Wheel.
15.-A Horoscope, or Physical Fea·
turee, blended with the Lunar or Sentient
matters of Life, are mQBt interesting to
minds that have not awakened to the
Sun-ship sphere, just as delusive toys
are most interesting to children. In
both cases, however, the sentient forces
in time progrell!' to the Sunship Maturity. As a toy is created of minute
particles, so the Horoscope is devoted to
ephemerial detail, yet there are other
ways of arriving at these details more
e.atiefactory than by the Horoscope.
Such matters require a different course
of study, after these . fundamental Jaws
are learned. ',l'he whole Wheel, under
Horoecopal laws, would be the Horoscope, for all circles large or email are
governed by same law of aspects, 12
principal divisions, and the four cardinal
points: I, East; 4, North; 7, West; 10,
South. (See Horoscope in Lessons.) The
e.ame features in a Horoscope are called
by different names, so as to distinguish
the sphere to which the matter belongs.
By not considering this fact, the facts
of Astrology have been badly mixed in
the minds of the people, and thereby
misunderstandings have been created.
The 12 Divisions of the Wheel run
like a V or A way in to the centre, but
the Cusp lines are not drawn to the
centre, on account of the other features
therein presented.
The Months generally begin at about
the 10th of a Sign, so, if a person is
b_orn about the 12th of a. month, add 10
days, and that gives us the approximated degree. If born after the 2oth,
subtract 10 and it will do likewise.
It will be noticed that there a.re two
Clock Hours in the space of a Sign, ·so
a Sign, or 30 degrees, is often called the
Double Horary Time. A Horoscope in
reality embodie1.< but 12 Hours, the spaces
being but I-12th of the Diurnal or.
Nocturnal Hours, as the case may be.
The Houses are the divisiQns of the
Horizon _a bout the birthplace, and not
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divisions of tlle Zodiac nor F.ellptic.
· The meridian of birth deaeende to the
West, while the Horizon Circle riBeB to
the Zenith, in 6 boure after birth, and
this movement, with it.a aspect.a, etc., la·
all there is to the Horoecope, yet in
nearly every particular it correspond&
with the Zodiacal Circle, or path of the
Sun above and below the earth. (See
plate illustrating "Law of Hours.") It
is the exact Planetary Hour time in
which the midheaven moves to the West,
or the Ascendant to the midbeaven, or
the Nadir to the Horizon, or the Western Horizon to the Nadir, that makes the
Horoscope of a life, or in other word&,
the Hour of the birth forming in the
Circle a square to itself. This idea of a
Horoscope has never been properly ex·
plained in any work that has come to the
notice of the Author. Horoscopal even·
tualities are worked out mathematically
by a method known as Directions. Progre11sional methods have little to do with
the Horoscope except by a law of correspondence, or similarity.
Four minutes of clock time correspond&
with a day or a year in the progressional
movement of planet.a; 20 minutes corre·
sponde with 5 days, 5 yeare, or one ring
in Circle of Days on Wheel, but, these
correspondences are not as correct when
used in law of Directions. They are then
useful only to adept mathematicians.
People born from the 1st to 10th of a
month are stronger in the quality of a
sign because in the centre of the sign
farther from the influences of the signs
either eide of it. People born on the di·
viding line of a eign are hard to read, because they partake a little of the two
signs, neither of which are p~ominant,
unless eo made by other planet.a of a like
nature.
A pereon is beet titted for walk of life
or business according to the character or
nature of the eign born in, and in special
sub-department.a of that walk according
to the testimonies of the other bodies.
The Birth Point is called the Conjunction of our Spirit with matter; the Sun·
ship inheritance. We inherit earth.
The next angle to one's own, either

way, is senrl·aextile. The next aextile,
the next square, the next trine, the next
inoonjunct, the next opposition.
Semi·aextile, aextile and trine are good.
Square and opposition bad. The incon·
junct is the Judas of the 12; be may kiss,
or betray, or both. Until his injuries
are noticeable, he feele blameless.
Plate 2 in this book gives the Signe
in regular order, with their qualities,
powere and physical function&.
THE WONDER WHEEL. It is but a·
symbol of the human body in a circle,
like a hoop, with feet resting .upon top of
the bead, face outward toward& the east.
}tun your eye around the wheel where
part.a of the body are marked, and get
the impression in your mind as illus·
trated by .a hoop contortionist. When
you learn from Astronomic works the
path which the Moon makes about this
circle, you may think of that "old aer·
pent," who has always more or less dis·
turbed the mind of man.
The purpose of the Wheel iB to eluci·
date the wonders of Natal Astrology,
more than to encourage the Lunar inter·
est.a of Horary Astrology, without deprecating the value of either when righteously used. The plates µi our book il·
lustrating the Horary features are too
fine for weal,c eyes. By aid of a magnt·
fying glass they can be distinctly read,
if it be so desired. We look for encour·
agement to our book, more from the
highly intelligent classes, who will learn
to appreciate this Higher Astrology. We
leave the Horoscopic features to those
who prefer brass and tinsel to pure gold.
(See 3d paragraph, 2d. col., page 16.)
The Signs, like the part.a of the body,
are divided into four Triplicities, 4x3
equals 12.
Firey Triplicity:-,-Aries, Leo and Sagittarius, or Head, Heart and Thighs.
Earthy Triplicity:-Taurus, Virgo and
Capricorn, or Neck, Bowels and Knees.
Airy Triplicity:-Gemini, Libra and
Aquarius, or Arms, Loin$ and Lege.
Watery Triplicity:-Cancer, Scorpio
and Pisces, or Chest, Secret.a and Feet.
People born in the same Triplicity, or
having ~ood planet.a in the eame Triplic-
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ity with another, .are atways more or lesa
agreeable to each other, - according to
the nature of the planet.
The Elements of t4emselves are always
resisting each other, but Fire and Air
and Earth and Water work best together
when not exactly opposite. People born,
or having planets in any one of these
elemental signs, do not long agree with
people having planets in the other elements, but these agreements and dis·
agreements must be judged by the na·
ture of the particular planets, and not in
a general way, for in most cases, one's
planets are in several elemental signs,
hence we may agree with another on
some things most admirably, while on
others we may not be able to tolerate
his views. In this way we learn the
law of affinities in the order of humanity.
For instance, Taurus and Scorpio people
would be opponents, but Jupiter or Venue
in Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn or Pisces,
would, by good aspects to both, modify
the opposition, through mutual interests
which neither would care to destroy, yet
the determined nature of Taurus and the
magnetic nature of Scorpio · would find
ways of expression from time to time,
not mutually agreeable; yet not discord·
ant all of the time.
Taurus and Scorpio people with most
any planet in Leo or Aquarius, might
require some pretty strong modifier else·
where to keep them in harmony.
In like manner judge any couple, trio,
or body of people, or judge any individual
alone, for as his planets are discordant
or harmonious, so he will be with him·
self, if with no one else.
Every other sign, beginning with
Aries, is termed a positive sign. Begin·
ning with Taurus and every other sign,
is termed a negative sign. In Horoscopes, these are termed male and female,
on the symbolic idea that males are
more positive than females. That eymbology will not now apply to Natal Astrology, for womankind today is as pO&itive mentally, as mankind.
In a general way, the first six Signs,
beginning with Aries, are positive, and

the last six', negative, because the former
are in the North, and colder than the latter which are in the South. Other in·
formation of the nature of the above,
may be, if necessary, found in any of the
common text-books on either Astronomy
or Astrology. Our Lessons do not require more·· than as given.
The people in: Mosaic times were separated into Tribes, according to the
Zodiacal Signe, and the Disciples of
Jesus and the G!ttes of the New Jerusalem, are Aetrologic significances which
the world, in the Coming New Dispen·
sation, will more clearly understand.
We are now passing through the Abomination of Desolation, as spoken of by
Daniel. In other words, by Presession
of the Equinox the Constellation, Aquaries, is within a few degrees of the first
point of the Sign Aries. The Astrologers
hold to the Signe, the Astronomers follow the Constellations, and that is how
the two disagree iii speaking of the
places of the planets; but there is no
disagreement as to the places of the Sun
or Earth.
When the Mind of the reader is prepared to practice the Lessons, the fol·
lowing indices may aid in the sequence
of his work:
Pages.
Birth point for Sun, or Birth date
1, 4, 7, 16
Description of Sign ...•......... ; ... 1, 4
Astrology in a Nutshell ....•....... 106
Birth Number, or Birth Sign ...•.. 2, 3, 7
Good and Bad Aspects to Birth
Pointe ..................... •2, 13, 14
Circle or Cycles, etc. . . . . . . • . . . • . .
2
Compaes Pointe . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . • .
3
Houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 3, 19
Cardinal Births, N. E. S. W. . .. .
3
Sign and House Correspondences . • 3, 14
Cardinal Pointe . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . •
4
Degrees of Signs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
4
Circle of Days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 4
Decanate or Faces ...............
4
Planetary Symbols...............
4
Planetary Terms.................
4
Lord of Sign, Ruler; or Master In.fluence .••••.••..••.•.••••• ;• 6, 13, 30
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Nu1U9 of Lord, or llu&er . .... , . . •

6

Influence of Planeta Oil Hum&ll
Character or A.ctlOD. • • • • • • • • • • • • •
8
Table~ Character of 8lpa • • • • • • • • .
e, '1
Example for BeadlDg Cbanct.er • • • 6, '1
About Planet& • • . • • . • • • • .. .. • • . • • 7• 18
Character . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . .. • • . • •
7
Parts of Body Ruled by 8lpa ... . PlaU 2
Elemental Qualities . • . . • . . .. .. • • • 7• 13
How the Life is Attracted • • . • • • . •
r
Busineee Qualiflcatione ae per Birth
Number •.•.•.••.•.•.• • .••... 8. 9, 10
Qualities of the Signe .....••.... 8, 9, 10
Years of Life, Liabilities .••.• 10, 11, lZ
Age of Life, Liabllltlea • • • • . . . . • • • • .
12
Squares, Trines, Etc .. . • . • • . . . . . . .
13
First Things to Leam • . • . . • • . • • ..
13
l'o Obtain POl!ition of Other Bodies
than Bun ......... ••.•• .• • •• •••
13
Birth Number, or Sign of :Moon and
Planet& and how the aB'ect each ·
other . •• .• •. •.• •• .. .... •. .. .. .
lo&
Judgment, Sol·Mind and ~
Mind •• ;...... .. ..............
16
Why Signe and Planet.a are not ae
Strong to .All . • • . • . • . • . • . • .. • ..
15
Year and Hour . ... ............ :.
16
:Man Likened to Machinery • • • . . • •
15
Almanace, Ephemerides, Signe and
Constellations • • • . •. • . • • • . • .. . • •
16
Virtues of Bun and Moon • • . • • • . •
16
Animal, Beast and Angel Man • • • •
16
Thumb Rules • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • •
16
Qualities and Powers of the Planet&
17
Earthy, Watery, Firey and Airy
Matters . • . • . • . . • • • • •• • • • • • . . • •
17
Good Aspect.a, Norma.I, Bad Aspect.a,
Amiction .. ................... 18, Iii
Example Shown by Mars and. :Mercury ..........................
18
Qualities and Powers of Sun and
·Moon .... . ....................
19
Eft'ects of Planet's Aspect.a to Sun
or Moon . .....................
20
Note.-The same eft'ecte are produced
upon the Disposition in Horoecopal Astrology when aspecting the A.eoenda.nt;
upon bueine11 when aepecting the loth
House, and upon the several hOUll88 according to their Department ·of Life
Horoecopically. Similar judgments in a
general way may be drawn from the
corresponding eigDe 88 they &re upect.ecL

How to tell the Good Timel aa4
A8:lnitiel Without Kathematial
.2, ia. 14.
Table of ID1lueaoee for Boroeoopa.l
Houaee, and ComlllllOlldiJlal7 for
SigD.a •••••••••• • ••••••••••••• •11,
Exact Time of Bventa . .. • • • .. • • • •
AD Easy Table for Telllilg the Decli·
nation of the Sun, for arq Time
in
All about Horoecopee, and how to
Draw, or Erect Them, by :Means
of Clock Hours on the Wheel,
Where Time of Birth ia Cl~y
Approximated ....... . .. . ... 25, 26,
:Mathematical Horoec0pes and Remarks .................... ;...
Planet.a' '.Motions, Celestial Pllriod
and Generations • , •••••. 31, 32. 33,
Planetary Hours •....••.••.. ;3", 36,
Primary Idea of Reading
37, as,
Bumming up .•.. '. .. . .. • • • • • .. • • •

80

28
Z3

a Year................... .. U

n.

27
29
3"
87 ·
4.0.
4.0

These are the only matten in the
book to . become thoroughly familiar
with· for practical work, yet the same
matters are more or Iese again spobm
of, because by other methods of alluding to them may throw more light upon
points which the popular mind of tod&7
appears to be very unfamiliar with.
The Philoeophic articles, the Questions and Answers, and the General
Descriptions of the Wheel, at the end
of the book, will each contribute to impreu the mind, until the Light of Truth,
in many unexpected ways will be revealed.
One should become familiar with the
Wheel and the movement.a of the Plan·
ete--all of which move in the ea.me order
from east to west, .but in different intervals of time-so aa to be able to see
~he various features of the Wb~ in
one's mind's eye, the moment any hour
of day, date of month, or even the year,
may be mentioned. Repeated readingl
of the book, without any epecial study,
will soon create this knowledge.
When such is obtained one will inetinctively be able to harmonble Astrology with every phae of religion, and all
mysteries of the· Bibhi, 88 well u with
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forces. Man's particular · spheres of expresaion are through Will, Sense and
Form. In no case do we Ind these free
from superior power or guidance. The
Will comes nearest tO a state of freedom,
yet it is proven by a study of Astrology,
to be consciously or unconsciously subject to a superior power in Nature. In
its freest form of expression it. is fOWld
to invariably manifest in strict conformity with the Zodiacal relationship of the
Sun and the Earth at the time of the
individual's birth. Each other expression of that individual will, is in addition found to be in accord with the
changing operations of Moon and planets, on the more material planes of life,
known as Sense and the Voluntary ac·
tion of Form.
These latter planes, or factors in life,
"To thme who have given but little occupy those conspicuous departments of
attention to a study of the heavens, its
power which regulate our standing or
truths, its predictions, its revelations are
operation in the daily affairs among our
astonishing, and but for their rigorous .fellow mortals, regardle&11 of one's real
veriftca.tion, would be absolutely inestate or hie persona.I property.
credible."
No denial of these facts can be mainIf so acknowledged by such able autained when the heavenly witnesses a.re
thority as he a.nd others, why should · brought into the case.
these truths, predictions and revelations
The Will, the Senses· and the Form
each have · their own periods of strength
be suspected when presented under the
title "Astrology." The reason is self.
and weakneu, rising and falling like the
evident; The people a.re not properly in·
waves of the sea in the pathw.ay of life,
formed as to what Astrology is.
and these waves are marked by the asIf "the heavens do rule," how unwise
pects of the planets to one's Point of
and even foolish, for mortals to deny
Birth.
the fa.ct. If the heavens . have no inluIt ls . dimcult to explain Astrologlc
ence upon earth a.nd its inhabitants, laws ~ minds that have no clea.r conwhy are they not alike governed by ception · of what Astrologlc laws are
night as by da.y; and why a.re not our founded on. We claim that the motion or movement of everything In nanecessities, desires a.nd feelings the
ture effects In some way ever;y other
ea.me in winter as in summer!
thing In nature, perceptibly or ImperNewton declared:-''Every p&rtic~e of ceptibly•
.matter in the universe attracts every
As human beings we live In ether,
other particle of matter with a force or aa I.shes live in water. Any disturbpower directly proportionate to the ance of tltat ether produces a correquantity of matter in each, a.nd deereas- apondtng dlaturbance In tlie human
D•iad, but, not ~ aame dlaturbance to
ing a.e the aqua.res of the distances which
separate the particles increase. This is all, for we are not all attuned alike
the Astrologie law of Aspects known in. to nature.
In the W..ter the whale ts not alike
Astrology long before Newton impressed attuned to the vtbratJons which &ffect
the fa.ct upon the world.
the parpoise, nor ts the cod attuned to
The earth has several motions and like the vibrations which affect the perch.
it.a inhabitants, is swayed by several
l::lo on tbrougb all ~ dtfferentions
every Seientile or Social law known
to man.
It will thereby become evident that
Astrology is the Key to Christ, Cr088
and True Christianity, and as Jesus declared, "The stone rejected by the builders, and which is to become the head of
the corner."
No knowledge of Astrology, aa presented by the Wonder Wheel, can disturb
any one's love of God, of Christ, or of
one's fellowman, but each of these will
be revealed in a clearer light, in strict
accordance with the text of the Bible~
though not always in . conformity with
the views of Biblical Commentators.
The ~r of the Cincinnati Observatory, in one of hie published lectures, aaid:-
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among residenta ot the watery element.
Pisces, Cancer and Scorpio are t:le
aeneltory trlpllclty ot the Zodiac.
On the earth there are moving creat·
ures as Tarled as the fishes. There
are disturbances ot earth, such as
tc-embllng11, jarrings or earthquakes,
and most ot all the coldness that comes
from tile native earth when north ot
the Torrid Zone. ~heee vibrations' are
la t.he nature of waves and aireot every creature according to each creature's attunment, or sensitiveness to the
particular disturbance.
In 11.re, or its expression ·in heat,
there are declal'ed to be llving creatures which mortal eyes are not permitted to Bee. Disturbances In the
Fiery Trlpllclty of Nature-the Zodiac
-no doubt aftecta the creatures born
t<> ftre accordftig to their particular attunement to the vibratory waves.
Then there iii the _Airy Trlpllelty In
which birds are the visible repreaentatlTes, and these winged ci-eatures are
according to their particular attunement a.trected by evel'Y-disturbance in
the atmosphere, and geese fly south
long before the moving ci-eaturea on
earth are made conscious that earth
ls growing <;iold.
Being attuned to warm zephyrs and
more active than creatures of the other
trlpllclties birds pC>68ess a very sensitive order of Intelligence, nevertheIe.ee are graded from eagle to hum.
ming bi.r d in attunement in like manner as the creatures of all the trlpllclties &re gradell.
Each tripllcity le especially attuned
to the vibrations, or dleturbanoes in
nature, not only aa tribes, sub·trlbee,
genera and species, but by an individual attunement as well. ·
Thought is "action of the mind."
To mind a thing produces the action
(thought) or creates some special form
or image.
The lowest order of form is doubtless dots, germs or points, and extended i~to ~aves. These no doubt are
disturbed In the atmosphere or Airy
Trlpllclty.
Ether ls the 11.nest conception of the
Airy Trlpllc1ty. In this trlpllcity of
tl•e Zodiac (Gemini, Libra and Aquarius) are the most sensitive. points, or
waves of thought.

Imagination, or Ideals, are but
wave products ot mind.
On the Wonder Wheel. Gemini. Libra
a.nd .Aquarius are presented as "Activity, Intuition and Usefulness. These
qualltles are the garden of delight In
the cultlnUoii. of thought, wheth~r
the thought growth be as 1lg trees or
noxious wee.Ia.
Ba.ck of Thought Is Lite, or Mind
Power, without which Thought could
not be created.
This Lite, or Mind Power la best
manifested In the Fiery Trlpllcity,
Aries, Leo and Saglttary.
On the Wonder Wheel the Fiery Trlpllclty is presented as Independencl',
Lordllness and Pride. These are forces
which rub, and rub, and rub, one body
against another body, and by the rubblags, or the friction, produce in Natture that live-giving Will Power, manifested scientifically to us as Electricity.
The product Is carbonic, or earthy
and atmospheric or 11.uidlc. .Earth ls the
polarity of Fire, Heat, or the Sun.
Water ls the polarity ot air. Theae
may be blended on_e with another, but
their elemental natures ca.DDOt be
l·hanged.
Thought fa most actlvel7, l•tultlTely and usefully expressed In airy
manifestation. In Its ethereal expression it Interpenetrates all substances
and ftlle all space so tar as sclepce
knows.
The 11.ner or ethereal thought-not
humanely expressed-is transmttte4,
received and felt, in every department
of nature, animate on inanimate, according to the attunement of the department to the particular waves of
disturbance.
·
Every particle of nature reswnds to
Er.ergy when it ls great enough.
Mountains are removed by our present knowledge of dynamic energy.
The Morse ticker in telegraphic work
is systematically moved by graded
waves of energy.
The human braiII. ls an instrument
as sensitive to energetic waves Qf
thought in the atmosphere as an7 Instrument made by physical man.
Our nerves· are the transmitters or
thought, through physical expreasl.ons
The brain and nerves of all other
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creatures are likewise attu!Mld to the
ethereal laws and each moves after
its kind, 1n perfect accord with the
will of the great "I Am."
As children we all learned that a
stone or pebble dropped into water created a clrcul$r wave which ceased not
in extension untll tne frictional ener·
gy produced by the pebble striking t;JJ.e
water was exhausted, The greater the
stone, the grea.ter the wave and the
farther Its extension. A post or a
rock standing ln its path would be unaffected by such waves unless the en·
ergy was exc'easlve, but a chip would
b-i mlRutely affected by the undulation.
Feathers are affected In the atmos11here as la a weather vane on a steet le, by waves.
If one man is speaking and another
ts Ustening, then nervous energy of
the one, propels the symbolic language
of an idea, which the brain energy of
the other, receives and Interprets ac·
cording to attunment.
Attention ls a heated copdltion
which is easily acted upon by earnestness which transmits a thought wave.
These brain and nerve instruments
must be attuned to each other, else
attention and earnestness are of little
avail
The vibrations of French words will
not be laterpreted by purely Bnglish
ears; n-.alther will the Jore of aJepts
in Mysticism be intelligible tO those
of a purely worldly mind.
No man can catch or steal the Ideas
of another, unless his brain is properly
attuned as a receiver of those Ideas.
Even .ff properly attuned, attention
must be gtven to the ideaa as they are
expressed, else the ideas would be like
angels' visits to a man'" home when
the man is absent and the house clesed.
What we are writing will reach only
the minds of the few. To some, .ideas
far beyond our expression will be
evolved, while to others this "!frltlng
will be but a combination of words.
All writings are the sam~
Ideas contained in writings, whetller
Scriptural, Shakespearian or puerile
billingsgate rea.ch only those minds
that are attuned to receive them. 0th·
er minds are as unconscious of the
c:xlstence of such ldea.s as the rock·
bound coast ls unconaclous of the
ftTtl

that Uck lt.

Astrology ls founded llke wireless
telegraphy upon the laws of vibration,
!llld these vibrations are graded from
the 11.nest order of undulations under
Mercury tO the longest order of swells
under Neptune.
The growth of the mind In human
form ls from the keenly sensitive Mercurial waves to the long and calloused
·
swells of Neptune wavea.
The Kingdom of Hea..-en, or kOO;Jlest
sense of dellght, was llke!Mld by Jesus
to the child mind.
Child minds do not alone exist In
bodies of tender years. When a person-no matter how old-becomes 11.rst

interested in a new subject or thing,
he then ls In the enjoyment of a child
!sh mind, and he ls ready to receive
any ideas on his new theme, whether
transmitted through the atmosphere
from an unseen source, or dellvered
by word of mouth in his presence.
Transmission of Ideas can only be
made to a rightly attuned mind or instrument, properly attentive or opened
to receive.
This same law applles to every order of telegraphy whether physical,
,
mental or wireless.
Wisdom cannot be taught to a fool,
ii.either wlll a wise man be the recipient of foollshnese.
These two extremes are cold resistances to each other.
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TwQ foola mQ' agree or two wile
nothing but the llnea of Influence going
men ID&7 act In harmo117, but tool and out into the ether and aftecttng some
wtee man are on different pl&nee of person, sensitive or attuned to the par·
lite, and their attention or attun.e- ticular Influence or etherlal auggea·
ment la In different ke79 or oct&Tea.
Uon, by Pl&Detar1 l&w.
We an. cllTlded Into tribes Zodiacal·
The same cause produces the same
17 apobn of aa lZ-Ariee, Taurus, effect, Invariably. Both the cause and
Gemini, etc.
th-e effect depend upon the harmon7
Ea.ch of the trlbee b7 lunar dlfferen- or the discord exlstlng between the intlaUom are biblically allud~ to aa 1«, strument ot the cause and the -instru·
while atlll further dUferentiated \y the ment of the effect.
n11iatance of planetary vibrations,
The cause and the effect in Nature.
croaalng and crlaa-crosalng the solar
and lunar raya, would carry the range are governed by the planetary moveot 41lfferencee in each of the different mente upon the zodiacal ether, and
this ls fate, but there la a law of Dea.
tribes, 111.to the mllllons.
The Astrologer's work of Judgment tiny, which la above Nature, and bels based on the simple, fundamental longs to the supernatural realm-the
laws of what are known as the "wave realm outelde the Zodiac.
The suoernatur&l ls that spark with·
theory," which Ma.rconi, In ·wireleu
telegraphy is practically demonstrat· In us whlc.h connects us with the pow.
Ing to be a law in the ether of ·the · era b-eyond tlhe Zodiac and comes to
heavens, and in the waters of the us through the lite saving powers of
the Sun, and this spark ol Destiny
earth.
In other schools ot thought this la shapea our end to a higher etherlal
known by the name ·"vibration," law, unless by deep Immersion Into
through which In the dlaturba.nce of matter, we lose It and follow the down·
the ether, by the movements ot one ward pathway ot fate.
Causes and effects ma.y be called b7
ttitng, other things S911Bltlvely attuned
to the undulation, IU'e aftected for good any name, or by a variety of names,
or tor UL
as at th"& Tower of Babel, but we "can·
In ancient times the same law was not rail the seal from off the bonJ" ot
known wider the term "raia ot light" Divine operations In Nature. "The
or ot color, or, as In the bible, "lines rose will smell as sweet by any other
of motion." "Their lines have gone name." New names are merely evl·
out unto all the nations...
dvnces of the knowledge or the lguor·
"Hypnotic influence," so-called, la ance of the one who uses them.
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FOR A READING OF

~

LIFE BY AID OF

•
. OR,. TIDBETIAN PERISCOPE

A

day of birth, and that
birth Point on the wheel.

)'Our

Leeeon No.1.
Put down at the top of a aheet of
paper the month and d&7 of )'Oar
birth. Never mind 7e&r. hoar, nor
your age.
Find on the wonder wheel the little
circle of white rlnp UDked together,
like this:

This circle of rlDp ls called "The
Circle of Da¥s." On the outer edge
ot this circle. all around the wheel
you will see the names of the months;
These names of months denote ID the
circle the place where the Sun ls on
the let of every month. any rear.
Now flnd the name of 7our own
month of birth.
Between the name of rour month
and the name ot the next molltih are
six white rings. Each ring represents
flve d117s, and between these rings
are marked 6-10-11, etc. Now ftn4

111

your

That 11 your BIRTH POINT, for SUN.

Every point on the wheel must be
In some sign, or exactly on the dlvld·
Ing line between two slsns. A sign
la 30 degrees or 1-1~ of the whole
wheel. The heavy black lines running
outwards are the lines that divide the
signs. A sign starts at the centre of
the wheel and extends outwards In a
V shape to eternity. The heavy black
llnea are called "cusps."
Carry a
straight edge on these cusps from the
outer edge ot the wheel to the nostrils
of the photo In the centre, and 70U wlll
notice that the cusp la In line with the
20th d~ ·of the month. In a general
way we call the 20th of each
month the beclnnlng of a alp, but
the exact date for . the beslnntng la
marked under the picture of the sign.
For Instance. the picture ot the sign
Arlee ls a lamb: of Taurus, a bull, etc.
Look under the lamb and note "21
Karch," and under the bull, "19 April."
The Sun then enters ArJes, Karch 21:
the beginning of the slcn and enters
Taurus April 19. Now see what sin
your birth point is In and mark it on
your paper. That gives .you the sign
that 7ou were born undw.
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BIRTH NUMBER.

Each sign has a number.. Not neces.s arlly, but merely to denote the .
correspondence between the signs of
the zodiac and the horoscopal houses,
whleh are numbered from o'n'e tOI
twelTe. The number of each sign will
be found under the 15th degree of the
degree line like. this: (See Taurus, .
on wheel).

Note on· the wheel what your birth
number ls. Birth number ls the number of the sign that the date of your
birth ls In.
If your birth number Is 1, then
the signs, numbered 3, 5, 9, and 11 are
good for you, and within ten days of
the date In those signs corresponding
with your own date are good times for
you to be more or less favored. and
people born at those times are more
or less favorable to you, and all
things relating to· those signs are
more or less favorable to your birth,
and are more or lesa attracted to you,
or you to them. People and. things
and the times -0f the year relating to
signs numbered 4, 7. and 10, are more
or less unfavorable to you. They are .
your natural enemies, or adversaries,
but, enemies may be made good by
agreeing with them, hence the bible
says, "Love thine enemies," and
agree with thine adversary quickly."
~
The same remarks apply to all
the other birth numbers, only the
numbers are different as follows: :
For birth number 2, all that relates
to signs numbered 4, 6, 10 and 12 are
good and signs numbered 6, 8, and 11
are bad.
For birth number 3. signs numbered
5, 7, 11 and 1 are good, and signs
numbered 6, 9, and 12 are bad.
For birth number 4, signs numbered
6, 8, 12, 2 are good and 7, 10, 1, bad.
For 5, ·the numbers 7, 9, 1, 3 are
good, 8, 11, 2, bad.
For 6, the numbers 8, ~o. 2, 4 are
good, 9, 12, 3 .bad.
For 7, the numbers 9, 11, 3, 5 are
good, 10, 1, 4 bad.

For 8, the numbers 10, 12, 4, 6
good, 11, 2, 5 bad.
For 9, the numbers 11, 1, 6, 7
good, 12 3, 6 oad.
For 10, the numbers 12, 2, 6, 8
good, 1, 4, 7 bad.
For 11, the numbers 1, 3, 7, 9
good, 2. 5, 8 bad.
For 12, the numbers 2, 4, 8, 10
good, 3, 6, 9 bad.

are
are
are
are
are

This is the Geocentric System of oalculation, regulated, bv the ancients, to
fit the Geocentric angles of the Earth
to the Heliocentric angles of the Sun,
In the Ecliptic, regardless of the earih'1
equator.
They are not Horoscope, but are the
Higher Basic Corresponding Lawe on
which Horoscopal laws are founded.

GENERAL

NOTES.

Geocentrically· we use sun as the
birth point, and omit earth .. Hellocentrlcally we omit sun and use ·earth. as
opposite to birth point. From either of
these positions, the effects of the
angles would not be different, although the angles might be .called by
different 'lames. Call them what you
will, and It would not alter (Hello or
Geo.) the good and bad influences of
the signs from the birth date as we
have given them.
Every circle ls composed of 360
degrees. A cycle of a year has 365
days, and . is a little larger than the
circle of the Zodiac, and yet, each of
tLem have but 360 degrees, because
a degree Is but a point, or a corner ol
a circle, no matter whether the circle be large or small.
One-twelfth of a circle I'S an Angle,
an Angel, a Sine, termed In Astronomy and Astrology ~·a Zodiacal. Sign,"
and never changing. A Sign measures
exactly 30 degrees, never any more
nor less. The constellations, or the
equinoxes olf. the 'heavens, or the planets, tbe moon, the earth, or thEll Sun,
change .more or less from time to
time, but th·e Signs never change. To
understand the laws of movements it
ls better to carry these other factors
around the Signs, than to carry the
Signs around the heavenly bodies.
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Hence the Wonder Wiheel presents the
Signs as they are arrangeld for ttJ.e
Compass points. Aries, east, Cancer,
North, Libra, W,est, Capricorn, South
always. Variations from the'Be points
are Mundane and not Zodiacal matters.
The Wonder Wheel contains all the
signs of the zodiac, arranged ln a circle, and each sign corresponds to numbers ln relative order "from 1 .to 11.
The earth ls a ~lrcle and also hae
360 degrees. One-twelfth of the Earth
circle is called a "House," to ,Ustln·
gulsh the quality of things whethe1
Mundane. or Zodiacal. The Houses are
constantly changing, sometimes even
and sometimes uneven, in their rel&-·
tive pO'Sltlon with the Zodiacal Stgns,
so that a House may sometimes contain
two or three Signs, yet In Nature, no
house has mi;>re than 30 mundane Jegrees, measured on the earth circle.
Even Houses, as the Earth is
about the 21st of March and September
every year, are called Natural Hou.iee.
The Whe~l shows the Natural Houses.
They are same as the Signs, hence, in
Nature, th·~ quality of · the Signs and
the Natural Houses are precisely the
sam·e, and people born when the
Signs and the Houses agree, are
called "Cardinal births." Within then1
are contained the qualities upon which
all life depends In Nature. Tbmr conception takes place at the solstices
and they are born Into· the world at
the equinoctlonals. Uneven House!!
are at all other times 00' the year, and
are called Artificial Houses. People
born with uneven heuses are not natu
ral births, but, are more or less artl·
fi.clal, though perhaps not so much
sc as if born in an incubator. Positive!~· even Houses are not possible onl1
at the Equator. The true chlldren ot
Nature may best be found there.
North or south of the Equator we are
more or less artful according to the
lnharmony existing between the Signs
and the Hous-es at our births.
A figure of a horoscope ls irtven at
each corner of the wheel. In the four
horoscope circles will be found the
different slgnlficancles of each house.
We make four because ·ihe same
amount of matter In one would make
the ·spaces too crowded to present so
conv~nlently.
These horoscope flg-

urea look Uke this. which ls a, reduction of the one in the lower left hand
corner of the wheel.

The number of the sign we call
your "Birth Number."
Find your
birth number and it refers you to the
house in the horoseope corresponding
with the sign · that your Sun ls in at
birth. The things in that house (in
the four circles. like the above)
spoken of there. are (most, or -all of
them) associated strongly with your
life, or are attractions or events ·of
your life in the sun-ship sphere.
For instance, suppose you were born
with birth sign "2.'' then you would
find in the No. 2 departments of the
four horoscoplcal circles the words:
•:Riches, enemies of wives, liberty
and loss or gain." By this you would
know that your leading characteristic,
which, . in the Taurus tablet, ls "Determined," would be largely exercised
in life over iosses or gains, liberty
of action or conscience, and enmity
to your wife or to your mutual companion."
The sign Aries always corresponds
with the No. 1, ln quality and matters of caluculattons. All longttudln·
al calculations are made from Aries,
111 the heavens. "Aries ls the natural
starting point for all. In a horoscope all calculations are made from
the first house, which ls called the
ascendant.
The sign Taurus corresponds with
the second house, which ts the "Buccedent" of the first, and Gemini
corresponds with the third house
which ts called a "cadent" sign or
house because lt ls the farthest from
the 11.rst house, which ls the head of
the trinity of angles In the quarter
of the heavens to which It belongs.
To arrive at. the exact variation between the Signs and the Houses, Horoscopes are calculated, out, usua111
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with erroneoU'S conclusions because of
luauftlcl~nt data. The Wheel la a Natural Horoscope of even Houses, each
year, and, without deluding yourself
with erroneous flgurea, you have In
the wheel th\3 Basic law, which la to
ftrat learn how far you are born from
the true law of Nature. Thia we learn
by our Birth point In the circle, and
by Its aspects to the Cardinal points,
Aries, Libra, Cancer and Capricorn.
The'B~ are the hinges of all natura.1
life, and as you .are In touch (or as·
pect) with them, so wlll your life In
general be, regardless of whether you
are otherwise possess~ of Fortune,
li'dcnds, or the opposite.
LESSON NO. 2.

flueoce

°""

the alp D&t.ute bL 10vPut down your· decanate on
your paper aa 11.rat. second or ·third. .
and then put down the planet that
rules It as marked In It on the whe.eL
To those who do not understand the
marking in the decanate. we will say:
Planets may be repre8ented by
name, number or symbol. On the
wheel · they are represented by
symbols for economy of space.
The symbols of the planets and
the algna are in most 8111 alma&
aca, dlctlonarlea. books of astronomy,
encyclopaedias, etc., and yet It ls aur·
prising how few people can tell one of
these symbols from another.
Look In the decanate of your Sun point and see by
the symbol therein what planet rules
the decanate, and put that down on
your paper.
For those who
do not know the · symbols of the
planets, we present ·them as follows:

aelt.

.iYAtaoL.- GOl>·PART. -

JIA14t.

0-}te1f~4~r

It corresponds with the circle of
days, ftve degrees equals ftve days.
So see how many days your birth
point la from the beginning of your
sign, and count off as many degrees
on the degree line. and then you wlll
have your Sun point or degree of
sign. Put lt down on your paper.
Each sign ls divided Into three Dec·
anates or faces as per the scalloped
white spaces on outer edge of wheel,
as follows:

M1,.,a.. SUN.
J>- • Lower .. tr100H
IJ- . . .Mistit, .. URANUS.

1',- .. Sdett1~cc- .. S~TUR/I.
"- .. A-oud .. JUPITE~.

J'- •CoClr--seous .. MARS.

¥- . . Lor'1'&
'f. - •ltestle.aa

• VENIJS.
.. .,[~U"

A1 lte.se. Ale. ba. N~·11101t.Y 01:.

. 3'iscoH., 10 la tU. MlnL,
~iclt i& tit~ Crea.tor •.J-

"'°"''f. \I 'Aou.1/•.ha MAN.

Each decanate la one-third part of
each sign. They are called the first,
second and third face or · decanate of
the sign. Ea.ch decanate ls ruled by
some special planet, ·and the planet
that rules the decanate In which your
Sun point ta. baa a modifying ID· .

Every atgn is again aulHlivlded Into
what are called "terms." This subdivision ta elven in the Scalloped
White Ribbon Border. Just Inside the
circle of d&ya. This division by terms
ls uneven. The flgurea .after the symbol of the planet. denotes the degree
ID which the planet ends his rule and
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The wheel ia published on card or tough Chineae paper, 7x7 ; also, for Teachers
and Lecturers, 18x18 inches. Handy for wall or before one's desk.
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the rule of the ne.xt planet begins.
Look to the terms and see what
planet's term corresponds with your
birth point. and put that down on
your paper. (Use the atralcht edge
for thla from birth point to photo).
Now over the whole aign there la a
planetary ruler and thla planet la
called the "Lord of the Bien." Find
what lord rules your birth sicn. and
put that down on your paper. The
lord of the sign ia given ln the white
triangular space formed between the
cusp of the sign and the word "Bun·
rise," or between the name of the
sign and the picture Of the slen. For
Instance, for Capricorn the lord of the
sign ls Saturn and will be found on
the wheel at the cusp of Capricorn,
as follows:

Now the nature Of the lord la of the
nature of the elemental quality of the
sign.
That will be found directly
over ·the picture of the slen aa over
the lamb "FIRE;" over the bull.
"EARTH;" over the twins "AIR;"
over the s::rab "WATER." The planetary temperaments. we judge by these
elementals. Fire suggests to our
mind heat. Earth suggests cold. Air
suggests dryness and water suggests
dampness. By these suggestions mix
the qualities of these rulers and get
your own combinational result, ac·
cording to your own sklll. For deep
readings It would be well to judge
from the condttlon of these rulers, aa
they are situated In the heavens them·
ae..lves at the time of birth. but begin·
ners . at readings had better not ven·
ture beyond their depth of mind. so
for beginners we will give the follow·
Ing simple form for judging what the
planets denote:
Sun-Dignity or commandlnc ten·
dency.
Moon-Common,
Indifferent
or
wandering tendency.
Saturn-Steady, thoughtful and reserved tendency.
Jupiter-Proud, self glorious ten·
ten07.

Mare-Energetic, or forceful ten·
dency.
Venus-Quiet, soothing or faatldl·
ous tendency.
Mercury-Active, uneasy or stu·
dious tendency.
Now these qualities may be easily
mixed according to the Decanate.
Term and Bien in which your birth
point ls, givlnc the ftrst and greatest
power · to the lord of the sign, the
next to the ruler of the decanate and
the next to the ruler of the term.
Then over all give the over~rullu In·
fluence of ..,_e sign Itself. which wlll
be found In the word In the tablet
over which a stral&'ht edce wlll run,
by placing It from your birth point to
the nostrils of the photo in centre of
the wheel. For Instance. for Aries,
"independent;" for Taurus, "deter·
mined;" and so on for such one of
the signs that you .are reading.

This cut shows you the tablets between the photo and circle of disks
showing the position of the earth each
month. These disks are· not used in
reading. They are only Inserted in
the wheel to give a slight idea ot
what ls called the obliquity of the
ecliptic. Whenever we speak of these
on the wheel we call them the
"obliquity circle." .
If you have now all that we have
spoken of on your paper or In your
mln.d, th.en tvou llr.ave ~ready !the
foundation for a good story relative
to yourself.
Jl'or instance, suppose you were
born March 30, then you were born
In the sip Aries, between the 1st and
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2nd decanate and in the 2nd term of
The term 111 ruled by
Venus; a soothing lnduence. The dee·
anate le ruled by a mixture of Mars
and Sun. (see wheel) &1.ving a mixture of enerv and dlsnlty. The sign
ls ruled by Mars. which le Fiery. The
sign Itself ts "independent." Hence,
your character would be as follows:
Intensely independent. with dignifted energy; disposed to soothe
rather than to exasperate; somewhat
fastidious or tasty; With a tln11;e of
eelf-glorUlcaUon, yet decidedly forceful.
Not an easy person to butt
against, tor. like a ram, you would
surely butt back again. You could not
help It for it would be your nature
in your positive expression; yet In
your negative expression you might
easily be led like a lam1b to the
slaughter. All planetary forces are
apt to express under proper occasions the attributes of the other sign
ruled by the planet. All the planets
(not Sun and Moon) .h ave two signs.
so Mare le also t'he ruler of Scorpio,
and therefore. Arlee people are gifted,
more or lees with "ma11;netlc" powers.
All of the&e characteristics. as In
. this way found. express themselves
most strongly In the parts of the body,
ruled over by the sl11;n. Each sign
rules some one-twelfth part of the
body. The part ruled by the sign will
be found on the wheel between the
disks of the obllqulty circle.
Arlee
rules the head and when the Arlee
char~cterletlcs are free to act or undisturbed, then there .le joy In the
head, as that ts where the heart lm·
pulses of the Sun express themselves,
but when these characteristics are
annoyed or restrained, then there le
misery in the head.
Arlee, poe11essee the nature of an
unaftltcted Mars, i. e., bold, lntJl"epld, warilka, headstrong, impetuous,
independent. It contributes these
qualities to every ltfe when no planet
is !n it, or aspectlng it, hence ls said
to be ruled, or "lorded by Mare." Thld
term "lordship," is only for a hint, or
a reminder of what the nature of the
sign is; just a8 the t1;rm "Fire" gives
th~ hint to its elemental quallty.
We are not bothering with planets
yet. We want to get the lay out of
th·e 'heavens ftrst, before we botller
that sign.

'l

with planets. T".ney are 0111y modltlen
of· these basic matters. Students of
Astrology are always anxious to get
at the love matching or the money·
making points In Astrology before
they are acquainted with the Baste
laws. Like chlldI10D at th'e table,
they want the pie ftret, and, as with
children, if they get It first, it sooner
or later makes them sick, because
their etomachl!I are not prepared to
receive It. . What I have already giv·
en as a law and method of judging
combinations, le the key note for all
kinds or judgments, and if these Basic
laws are thoroughly learned and Jf.
geeted .before other matters are un·
dertaken, then the rest of Astrology
id as easy as mixing dough.
Remember that the basic matters
of life are of the greatest Importance,
Now, before going any further, just
take any other date, In any other part
of the wheel, and see the Basic char·
acter of the person born at such
date, by mixing the Sign, Tablet, Lord
of Sign, Ruler of Decanate and Ruler
of the Term, and see what sort of a
combination of forces you can make,
but don't 'Say lt does not flt tlle person, because you do not happen to
recognize lt all, because it will be
correct as the foundation matters or
the life. Walt until ·you later learn
how to get all of the various modlfica·
Uone.
The Sign the party is born in is where
th11 date Is. The Birth Number Is In the
shaded Cone In center of that Sign. The
Planet ruling the Individual is the Lord
of that Sign. The Character Gf the person
is of the characte.- ofthe Planet and Sign.
The character of the Sign and Planet is
given in the Tablet above the Sign,
The. Elemental quality of the Sign
is given above the Pictorial Sign.
As these are. so is the Individual born
on that date, and the life is attracted
towards worldly things such as are given
in the corresponding House in Horoscope Cirdes.
Tht>se features give
the overruling conditions of a life.

In like manner as we have- judged
and read the sign Arlee, so read every
other sign as desired, and you have
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the "'true tnwarclneea" or the person

that you are reading for, and this 18
the very simplest method eTer given
for a true reading or one's baalc na.ture-the foundation upon which the
· whole structure depends, and remem·
ber thl8 In connection with all and
every other finding made bJ &n7 other
law. "A founta.tn cannot rise above
Its head." The head of the fountain
or each human being la at the Sun
point or one'• birth, and In a run tire
of 90 years, this Sun power can never
express more than 80 desreea from
that Sun point.
The law of the signs themaelve11
should ftrst be known, before In an7
way bothering with
planets, and
l~arn the aftlnlUea between the signs
end the planets. There Is a reaaon
for this aftlnlty, which Is called "Lordship." The rrason Is not generall7 un~erstood. To explain It would lead the
thought Into Geometry more than to
AetrologJ.

the

BU81NE88 QUALIFICATIONS.

To tell the sphere or greatest usetulness In the long run of your life, look
down these following numbers and
find your own birth number and read:

I-You are best caualUled for llOllU!
business sphere or world)J enterprl11e
In which your natural buslneu lntal·
tlons or ways and means to ends may
have fUll piaJ. In all business tendencies, you possess a stroncly conquering turn or mind, and wlll. In gen·
eral, be disposed to "fight It out on
that line If It takes all summer."
You are strongest under your own In·
tultlonal guidance, and ordlnarll7 J<MI
will have your own way. when superior Influences are not overpowering.
You live to save, and you save In order to be able to carry out your own
will whenever the opportunity la of·
rered.
'DAURUB Is, In nature, ahnllar to
that of aa aftUct.ed Venus·: Loving
worldlJ posseislons beyond the natural supply. Determination ts engender~ to overcome the .1eftclenc7.
8.-Art, science or educational af.
fairs, In which your nervous. restleu,
unfettered tendencies may not be annoyed, are your best lines for pur·
suit. Teaching and reporting are
good. Being stronglJ Intellectual with
great· activity. you should guard
against excitements or extreme Ideas.
for actlvltJ In acquiring knowledge la
granted, you are not so very set about
just what you succeed In knowlnc, ao
long as JOU are not restricted In your
own pursuit for knowledse.
GEMINI, like the planet MercurJ',
lo nervous and unstable, manifesting
either on the ph7slcal, sentient or
soul planea or life; unsatlttfted like an
aftllcted Mercury.

1.-You are beat qualified for bead
work In which your native qualities
for · lngenultJ or mathematical skill
may be brought Into play more especlallJ In llome manner of leadership or
reform. You are a thinker and a
brain worker. You love to excel; you
4.-You should never be far relive because you think It cood to live, moved from home or the Influences of
and while you live you are pleased to domestic environments, unless en•
manifest In all operations the fact gaged In matters benetlclal to home or
that you ar~ alive; and that you are domestic Interests. Reform work on
by no means unconscious of the fact. an Intellectual plane, you mlr;ht easllJ
Should anJone attempt to show that perform or domestic manufacturlea,
you are not on earth, you would as- or even be a good worker In local Poll·
suredly prove to them that you are a · tics. You have love In JOUr heart for
Vf!ry lively corpse.
otherwise JOU the hearthstone where the mind may
will move alontr wl~h the current of be Intellectually entertained. .You
affairs and seldom occupy position live because you think by living you
with the laggarts unless some purpose may be a blessing to others.
CANCER. like the Moon, ts of the
Is in your mind for l:!elnr; there.
ARIES pOSBessea the . nature of an
Sf>nUent type. Like water, It Is always
· malllleted ·Mars: I. e., bold, Intrepid,
calm. when conflned within the limitwsrl.tke, headstrong, Impetuous, ln- ations or boundaries of home, and,
dependAnt7et read)' to move 11nder the least
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IUKwbaace, and u qulckl7 returniq
who 10 directed. It l&ckB stabillty,
or flrmDeee, 7et cllnp tenacloosl7 to
earth, and earthly things, hence ill alUed to feminine and maternal matters,
lo<sl or domeatlc Interests.

which it would not be well for 700
to be attracted towards, for 7our love
of excitement ts so great that this
heart love would have no. head to
reason with until too late. You live
to love and are naturally foresighted.
LIBRA p068esses a mild nature like
6.-0f course your life ls not so . an unaftllct.84 Venus. Being mild and
nrr enjoyable unleBB you feel that calm, It does not provoke a violent
form of reason, or lmagtnation, lilm
YoU are exercising some tn11.uence
oTer others; hence you love to be in the other social forces, but, as a next-·
the van; in command, or where you door neighbor to Mercuv. and Man,
can act spantaneously from the mo- It partakes l:atultively tf a pasitive
menta?)' impulses of the heart. You scientific trend and spontaneously ta
are quite apt to succeed if only by bright and knowing.
hook or by crook, for you cannot be
easlly crushed, and you dell~ht in
· 8.-ln government employ or as a
bobbing up again serenely after It bas manager In some enterprise, corporabeen thought by others that your tion or Institution, especially a hospiname was blotted out. You live to tal or where many would be under
enjoy aii that you can find to enjoy; you would prove agreeable to you;
hence, leadership ts your aim and pur- more particularly If the dollars came
pose.
easily. You have natural qualities as
LEO 18 of the nature of the Sun, a doctor, a healer, a chemist, or a
which rules the world as the lion nurse, and with good staying qualirules the forest. It is of a lordly and ties.
When depending solely upon
a comma.nding type, regal, firm, yourself you are not so strong. You
ste.adfast and nob)je, yet lives mainly have a wonderful pawer for good or
to enjoy according to Its changing Im- for evil. as you may be Inclined.
pulses. Like the Sun it Is generally Your natural love fs to heal.
br~ht and Imposing, yet often obscurSCORPIO Is the nature of an aftl.lcted.
ed Mars, his negative side not being·
ft€e, yet, naturally hold, It expressee
6.-As a social reformer In some a magnetic Influence In a subtle,cratty
line that would bestow food for manner, generally looking for worldthought to others. would be a !y \Jr spiritual gratifications, accordgood pursuit for you. Your mind ing to the plane of ~peratlon.
ls of the critical or chemical order; hence you would do well In
.9.-You are a little too Impulsive
.connection with any kind of mixtures, and wavering for conservative lines,
such as drugs, paints, food stuff or as- yet where fln·ance is the conservative
sortments. You see Into the state of question you might not object, so long
things about you quickly; can dis- as there was a surplus for dally decriminate quite readily; are very as- mands.
Financerlng ls no doubt
piring, yet pos11et1sed of great self- your better business qualification.
controL You llve because you love Stock boards, banks, or some form of
to serve or to be of some service to speculation would easily attract your
earnest attention, and In connection
others.
VIRGO, like an unaftllcted Mercucy, with these affairs, church bodies or
Is more harmonious than Gemini; tA. horse flesh, and such worldly glor11lan Intellectual type and observing it catlons would find a ready advocate
partakes of an hygienic, discriminat- In you, and In some cases. a broken
ing or critical nature.
down victim In the decline of life.
You live to worship.
SAGITARIUS,. ts the nature of an
v.-Jlercantile occupations or ~e
fine arts are your best quaUflcations. unaffllcted Jupiter; proud, ·vain-gloriI• schools, on the stage, or the plat- ous, self -gratifying, and generous ID
form you wo-.ld be quite at home, matters that may redound to ltll
but there Is an art known aa gambling honor. It ts b7 the Centaur, repre-
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aented as the most satisfying condition of man and animal blended.
10.-lf you could be given the res1><>nsibillty of bearing the entire
world upon your shoulders you might
not hesitate in accepting the miBBion,
although you \tnigblt a.tt:erwards be
sorry when y:ou found your labor for
your pains, with others ready and
willing to accept the glory after your
efforts had ceased. Large undertak·
ings are the trend of your business
qualifications, and your pleasures in
·llfe are in the great expectations
from your herculean task. To organize and bring latent powers lnto combined action is your principal forte,
and with means you would surely be
a success to the extent of the means.
No menial position will ever be gratl·
tying to you. Were you. a street
sweeper you would soon want a contract to clean the entire city. You
live te glorify.
CAPRICORN ls the nature of an
amicted Saturn, ambitious, scientific
and, like the goat, continually soaring
in an endeavor to reach some unattainable height.
11.-Whenever you can be among
many, dealing with, or benefiting
many, there is where your greatest
usefulness is. Your faithfulness for
all, even when pulling several strings
at a time is a pleasing power. Most
anything of a public nature. among,
for, dealing with. or catering to many,
is your forte. Your devotion may be
relied upon. You live because you
love to please.
·AQUARIUS is the nature of an un·
amicted Saturn, who, like his mythical father, Uranus, is fond of curiosities, l!lclan.ce and hidden things, and
most happy in being useful in the furtherance of humane affairs.
12.-Your life requires great effort
to arise above a plodding condition,
no matter what walk of life you may
be cast in. You have wonderful ability, but there ls a pall of melancholy
always shadowing your efforts, yet in
no way detrimenting your intellectual
powers. Obstacles in your pa.th are
by no means detrimental to you. for .
they are to you good Inciters to actlon.

You would best be suited in some
comfortable place where you coulcl
drink In the lore of aces, without excessive excitements or where you
could deal in variety. and leisurely
saunter from one thing to another.
Your faithfulness and dependence
makes you excellent for positions of
trust, but if the world had to be
·levered ·up every morning for your
own special purposes, you would very
likely let the earth rest every seventh
day at least. and also every holiday.
PISCES is the nature ·of an afJUcted
Jupiter. Naturally proud and selfglorious, it feels its deficiency in expressing itself, and, dealrous, of well·
standing it ls apt to be self-decelv·
ing, hypocritical or backward a.bout
coming forward, yet, With the Jupiter
trend tor self-glorification, it absorbs
\\'hatever oomes in Its direction,
whether it be material or mental
wealtli; more apt to be the latter.
LESSON NO. 3.
YEARS OF LIFE.

By the· first law of the heavens,
which is "Order," there are influences
of a general nature for each year of
life. The year of life is, of course,
one year greater than the age. For
instance, if one is 45 years of age at
the last birthday, then the year of
lite would be the 46th, extending
from the last birthday to the next
birthday. On the wonder wheeL between each of the pictorial signs,
you will ftnd numbers arranged like
this.

There are seven numbers in ea.ch
sign. The above set is in the sign
Aries (see wheel).
The particular
sign that the year of life in in shows
by its nature, tablet, lordship and
horoscope correspondences. what the
influences and interests are that may
be expected in that year of life.
Now ftnd your own year of life
and read it Just as you have read from
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a birth point, and make your own
story out of the combination.
To assist you a little, here are a
few brief Ideas concerning the years
of life, which you may read by noting
the number of the sign in which you
find your year of life, and reading
from the same number in the following. For Instance, If your year of lite
was found In Leo, then the sign number would be five, and you would read
from the paragraph following, numbered 11.ve:
1.-You are starting upon a new cycle of horoscopal experiences. and
your life ls mustering Its. forces:
hence your energy ls on the Increase
and you . are llable to force matters,
brave dangers or court Injuries. You
should guard the health of self and
those dependent upon you, and avoid
trouble through friends, relations, or
In courtship.
Not safe to venture
upon the water nor where there is
danger of accident, or dislocations.
Journeys are apt to be of a fretful nature, short. or on pressing private
business. You will be restless. In·
stable, and engaged with associated
Interest, gaining through love or busl·
ness, triumphant over enemies. and,
according to sphere of lite. be fav·
ored with girts or heritage. The year
Is naturally strong for good or tor
evil, because, by a natural law of hu·
manlty, the life force In you ls
strengthening, as It was at birth, more
independent than ordinarily.

11

are good, and ft ls largely due to the
difference In the acts, or speech, of
those upon whom the influence ls
operating. There are opportunities
shown for a Journey, but at home or
abroad, look out for large animals.
3.-Danger In this year of offending
superiors, or kindred, or loss of
friends or goods, through a natural
law of aftUctlon. discord or enmity.
Many changes and change of circumstances are denoted. Be careful and
make the changes beneftclal rather
than detrimental by not giving of·
fence to others. You wlll be disposed
to be useful.
4.-Thls ls a better year for busl·
ness, through this order of Influences,
than for affectlonal affairs. therefore
look more for business favors than
for atfectlonal favors ,yet despise
neither. Gifts, heritage or good will
Is promised, according to your sphere
Your
of business life or standing.
family connections are likely to
travel, and personally you should
guard against falls, or drownlnr; if
near to water. Falls may be had In
the estimation of others. as well as
bodily falls, and the effects of drown·
Ing may occur In drlnklnr; as well as
by being submerged In water. Good
attention to business Is the best ad·
vice for this year of your life. Your
tendency will be ambitious.
6.-In this year of life there Is a
tendency to travel, moving or roaming
about, with kindness and benevolence
denoted, and fortunate opportunities,
or assistance. If marriageable there·
will be opportunity to marry. In spite
of the otherwise good, look out for
some perftdy or treachery. You will
be disposed to manlfest more pride
than ordinarily.

2.-Thls . ls a good year for Pecuniary Benefits. Other lnftuences may
be against you, but this one ls for you,
therefore you should encourage all
the financial good that you can,-not
by expecting It to come by some luck
or chance, but by exercising this
good Influence or planetary vibration .
6.-Moderate prosperity ls denoted
that ls operating upon yourself, giv- In this year of life. yet It would be
ing you more vim, or courage, In such safe to trust no one, and no thing of
directions. You may more easily win a dangerous or troublesome nature as
In this year ·the aid of Jnftuential pro- some form of adversity contradicts or
tectors, or protection, yet, you must modifies the good, through struggles,
be on your guard and not offend. be- accidents or sickness. Your tendency
cause there ls, In the nature of things, this year Is to be magnetic.
daager of sudden reverses and of
7.-Thls Is another year of Ute In
some of your friends turning enemies.
There ls always such danger in every- which superiors or kindred may be at
one's life when 11.nanclal lnftuences variance with you. Also danger of
[3]
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robbery, ftre. or some lnftatnmator7 yond what we have given) entirely
trouble, together with ch&nee of cir- upon the ablllty of the reader.
cumstances. Thia year. If marrtagA8E OF LIFE.
able, ls favorable to marrlace. Your · The age of life. la of course. the num·
intuitions will be strong•.
ber of years one baa lived up to the
8.-In this year of life chronic or last birthday. ltls of course one num·
old complaints or troubles are liable ber leH than the 7ear of life. The
to return; or sickness or trouble due sign and corresponding houses; ruling
to excesses. ~ad ti-lends are quite the age of lltie, are found by the folliable to manifest. You wfll be dis- lowing method: Add the ace of life
posed to be more critical and dlscrlm· to the birth number, and divide the
total by 12. The remainder will be the
lnatlng In your tastes.
NUMBER OF THlll SIGN for the age
9.-Thls ls a good year of life for of life. Having found the sip, then
business, courtship or travel. with you can regulate your judgment by the
danger of reputation throu.ch scandal, different factors In evidence. or use
or In· lighter veins, some comments these ready-made judgments which we
In disapproval of you or your GPera- present for the various sign numbers.
tlons. · You will be apt to betray some
Note.-Look at the good and the bad
form ot lordliness or superiority.
lnflueincee In both year· of life and age
of life. and mix them for your conclu10.-Thls year of llfe shows some sion, and In llvlnr: out the year try
family aftllctlon. more particularly to Ignore, or be Indifferent to the bad,
with females. On the whole the year or guard against It, and put your whole
ls good for males, but not so good for efforts Into an encouragment of the
females, and especially bad for fe- good, and then 7ou will be working
males whose age falls In the alp No. with natural forces.
4, (as further explained). Your ten·
Years of life are the same ·for all
dencles this year will be domestic.
at the same years of llfe. In judging
11.-Thls year of life shows secret them caretully from the wheel they
enemies and devoted friends. together must always be considered subject to
with short journeys, or removal. anxl· the basic character. They are modi·
etles, amlctlons principally .In the fled by the "age of life." These modi·
moral sphere, through rusperslon of ftcatlons create such a diversity of
character, or disapprovals. You ·will combinations that no two people of
the same year of llfe can be precisely
be quite active In mind and body.
the same. unleBB they each have the
12.-Thls year of life Is a comple- same birth niimber. 1n such . cases,
tion of the cycle, and like the 12th they would be similarly condltloned,
house conditions. threatens obstacles, so far as these laws of years of life go,
The y-.rs of life are the "within" lnhatred, slckneBB, persecution. or tra·
ftuences,
and alike to all. as life protorlous friends. It Is a year of life
that promises little good In anything. gresses. The age of life ls the en·
Look for good, It any, In the age num- vlronlng or outside modlflcatlorui of
Two paths to choose
ber, or trust to some higher Influences. the within.
Your tendencies will be "determlna· from In our capacity known as will,
and while both are In evidence. our
tlon."
choice determines which shall predominate. This Is a llke Satl!ple of all
These ready-made judgments of· the matters regulated in astrology: b7
various signs, apply correspondingly what are known as the solar or the
to the houses of the horoscope, and mundane laws. Mundane laws of
any analytical mind, with good judg- earth earthy, are without.
Solar
J;Jlent may use the hints therein for laws are of the Son. sunny and with·
all kinds of astrologlc work. If any In. It makes no difference from which
planet at any time la fin these houses point we make our mathematical calor signs as numbered. they work witli culations, they both bear the same
ttie matters of their own nature. The r.elatlon to each other. as do darkness
reading, then, of a lite, depends (be- and daylight.
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them with characteristics al. sicns,
then learn to read the years al. life
Next you will want to know what &nd the . age, and become proficient
kind of people you wlll fl.nd ln Ute to . In all of these things before attempt..
offer most or least resistance to your Ing to think of l\rloon, Planet-a or of a
Ufe efforts. This ls the phllosophy
Horoscope.
of squares and trlnes. etc.
Count
When all of th'ese matters
four signs trom your own and the are understood and the various
fourth signs toeether with. their factors blended a.nJ the good
corresponding horoscopal houses will and bad times of the year are
give you what are called "squares." known, as judged from the birth point,
Count five signs and· the 1lfth with then· one has become so proftclent In
their correspandlng houses from your the general law of Astrology that a
own sign. and you cet the trlnes. similar judgment may be made from
Count seven houses and you cet the any other point in the circle, It desired.
opposition. The trlnes are the least
The places of the Moon and the
resistance, and are called good. The Planets at time of birth constitute
squares and opposltlon are greatest these other points, and when each one
resliitance and are called bad.
Al· of them has been gone through with,
ways count ·your own sign as one. they may all be blended, and the genSextiles and seml-sextiles are called
eral mix-up, or combination of times
good. Count three · signs for sextlle
and places In the circle gives the ex··
and two for seml-sextlle. The other
act condltlon of one's life without any
signs are uncertain.
regard tO a Horoscope.
There ls a trinity of. parts, or thr~e
To obtain the positions of all other
signs of the zodiac, .to each quarter
of the heavens, or each season of the bodies but the sun, an Ephemeris
year, and, the element of ea.ch sign, must be resorted to. and when their
viz., "Fire, earth air or water," ls In places are .noted in the wh~el it ls
trfne with the same element in any only necessary to see whether .they
of the other quarters. Things of a are in the signs spoken of as good or
bad, to know how they affect ones·life,
like nature, added, give power in
quantity, ff not In quaUty. This ls and to notice how near they are to the
one of the reasons why trlne aspects dates corresponding with Dirth date to
In zodiacal relationship are good. judge .whether they are strong or
Houses bearing the corre&JOndlng weak.
Now, if any planet happens at birth
number of same elemental ·order In
nature, are also termed good, because or otherwise to be In any of the signs
the same quality of power Is supposed which I have termed good, from birth
to exist in the same angles ol a circle point, then that makes those good
whether lt be a circle of tlie heavens, · signs better, and if any planet hapa circle of the earth, or the circle of pens to be in any of the signs which
gold which forms your finger-ring. I have termed bad, then that makes
The very ttrst thing to learn In As- tnose signs worse, and the strength
trology ls the S1gu9. Of the Zodiac. of the good or the bad ls most power·
What a sign (or atne) le. The names tul, or most noticed. when these plan·
of the Blg'ns. The symbol of the Signs. ets in these signs are nearest to the
The cusps of Uie Signs. The numbers date in those signs corresponding to
of the Signs. The Pictorial Signs. The the birth date. This certainly ls easy
lords of Signs. The correspondences to understand.
of the degrees of Signs, with the days
It any planet happens to be in these
of the month and year. The elemen.- signs at birth. then it is bad if they
tal quaUtlee of the Signs and their u- are in the squares or opposition, but
pects or angles to each other. then their good if in the trlnes. sextlles or semi·
relationship to each other by trlnes, sextlles. The latter ls the weakest of
squares, oppositions and sextlles; then the good. If any planet at any time,
the decanates of the signs, and the passes through these signs then it
terms and the lordships of signs, de- stirs ·up all or a portion of the quall·
canates and terms, and how to blend ties of these good or bad signs
To Get the Aepecta.
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Now there Is but one Other matt.er
In &TetT circle there ts 1 conJuno
and that ls to state how the moon . tfon, 1 opposition, 2 wexWea, J
and planets affect each other for good llQUaAB, and 2 trlnes, so called. In
or bad. Take each one of them sep. reality the opposition ts OD.17 the ~
arately and call the sign In which they er end of the conJunctlon and ls a1aO
are in 1. Then count every other sign onl7 the co~er of one Square, w!lD9
from that one (either way) good, and the conjunction ta the nearest corne1
all the rest of them consider bad, in· of the sam~ Square of the Circle an.I
eluding the oo.e directly opposite. It the "2 squares" are the other cornera,
any planet ta in these signs then half way between the conJunctton and
they are good or bad, to the moon or tbe opposition. So, if 7ou cannot
i...e planet that you count from, and underatand how to get thM& aspects
more strongly so the nearer they are cut a plecie of cardboard, exact.17
to the corresponding date, or degree square, mark one comer "COD3uncthat the one counted from la in. tion," the next corner ''square,'' the
Judge of their effects upon each other next "opposition,'' and the last one
just the same as judgment Is made "square." Put the corner marJoo.!
from the birth Point. In every par- "conjunction" on your prace of birth
ticular, and use the Horoecopal on the wheel, an·d the other Pointe
Houses In corners of the wheel pre- will tell you where your bad aspect.a
cisely the same as done from birth are. Don't have your cardboard so
point, and In addition to that use the large as to ext\'lnd outside the cfrc1tl.
House corresponding with the number Everybody has these same aspects
of signs (not number of sign), from somewhere In the Circle, and when
the planet counted from that any your squares or opposition touch t!llil
planet Is in. By the time you have points that they are born In tlMn
done all of this (using same law In all both you and they are not living oa
cases), and these things are jotted harmonious lines with eacri other an4
down upon paper, you will have ma- cannot do 110, except by mutu&l conterial enough for a $10 Astrologlc cessions, any more than can dogs "'14
reading without bothering with any cats, or lions and lambs. When we
learn to concede, to eacll oth\)r's differHoroscope from hour of birth.
All planets are good in the sign of ences, (.charity), then we will overcom•
the birth number, except Uranus, the evil of artifice, b7 learning lta
Saturn and Mars. If exactly on or true astrologlc purpose, and both A.rt
close to the date even then their In- and Nature will be combln\3.1 · tn the
fluence Is In the life, although It then enjoyment of the Elysian fields.
Take anot!ter piece of cardboard aad
manifests itself In combine with the
sun influence all through the life, be- make a perfect trlang1e. Pot one
cause they both meet the rays of .a ll of the points on ·your placQ of birth.
other bodies at the same time, and and the other two polata will lllow
aun being the strongest of all the the ~ times a:nd the g004 pi90ipl9
bodies it Is sun qualities that man- In your life. Half way between th. .
trlne points wlll bel good points, called
ifests most prominently.
"Sextites." After doing this onoe or
The rel&ttonshlp of the Sun to the twloo
will throw 7our car4
Moon (which Is equivalent to earth) aqU&resyou
and
triangles aside
and the relationship of the planets to
Aspects
to
any
of the zodiacal signs
each other and to the Sun and Moon,
and, the relationship of the Earth ruled · by a planet, as glTen. on the
circle to the Zodiacal circle and the Wonder Wheel, have effect upan the
signs to the ecliptic as shown on the life, much after the same manner aa
Wonder Wheel, Is the Book of Life, if the planet that lords the atgn, ..,..
In the heavens, In which all our con- so aspected, yet the planet Itself, elseditions are recorded according to time where otherwise aspected, would modiand planetary positions, either In the fy the effect, or a like aspect · to the
past, tke present, or In the future, rlanet that lords th~ sign would lnten·
and so on, backwards or forw.a rds, slty the effect.
through generations past or generaF.aeh a.tom In the universe ts related
tioJls to come.
to every other atom, and while each
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baa • epeclJlc natur11t of lta own, 7et
each Is modlfled, aa ID any other chemkal •~ by any other atom, or
comlltnatlon. of atoms w.biab. mtxee
with them. 'nle law ls plain, precise and sure. Judgment ot the law. ls
the onb' apparent wealm.ees.
Judgment depends entirely upion
c;,ne's own genius, or ab1Uty to blend
t'he law of one 'thing with that of llOme
other, W'b.ich may, perhaps. in Its specUlc nature, be diametrically oppoe.l.te.
This genius in judgment, like th&.t of
a judge on tlle bench, is of a clear·
sighted or clairvoyant nature, which
Improves most wonderfully by practJce, or familiarity with the subject.
Thumb rules are only for those whose
thinking ts dependent upon the readymade thought of otht·rs. ·
'.l!Jvery atom In creation stands in
the centre of its own cross. and by
the laws of progression. e'V'OlUtion. reincarnation, or whatever name we
choose to call a never ceaseless cyclic
movement of change, each atom as in
the waters of a bolling chaldron. is
continually changing its relative posf·
tton wl!th the universal mass, but
never for once departing from the
centre of Its own cross. The Sol-mind
ls the Son of God. The lunar-mind ls
the son of man. The former is eter·
nal; may be crucified (or. crosslfl.ed)
but can never be killed. The latter
suffers according to Its own appreciation of Its own creations.
These aigns and the planeta, with
their crh1s-croBSlng aspect&, make up
the whole story of earth-life, or earth
existence. Ail they ar') operative nPon
th<- physical, sentient or solar man,
In their blending an'1 In their movements and modifications from hour to
hour, day to day, month to month,
year to year, alld life to Ute, so will
the life of enry creature on earth be
affected, In thought, speech, action,
health, weal or woe. Whether we like .
It, or whether we do not like It, the
''Mills of the giods grind sk>wly but
~ind exceeding :fine."
Are these all alike as strong and as
clearly manifested to everyone having
thetre birth numbers. No! they are
all more or leBB good and bad, but
not eq.ially as strong or as clearly
manifested. WhJ'. Because these are
the good or the bad influences created
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by the "8.l'th's posltlon, at time of
11trth, like the differences tn the seasons of the year, by earth'e decllnatlon
north or south of the equator. When
the earth ls north It Is generally more
or less colder than when the earth
Is south, but every winter is not
equally as col'.1 as other winters, nor
summer equally as warm as ether
aumm~.
Why!
Because the moon and the planets
are dlfterenUy situated In relation to
the earth and the sun, and the moon
and the planets, are not in the same
parts of the heavens each year at the
self same 'times or seasons.
Just as they are difter.ently located
In the combination of the whole of
them, just so are there differences in
the weather, or atmoepheric lnfl.u·
ences on all things upon earth, yet,
surely by the earth's declination the
summer and winter are more or less
favored according to their respective
requirements, and so when the sun,
Is in the good and bad signs as given
by birth n.umbers human Individuals
(of th·e earth, earthy) are more or
less favored according to their natural
requirements by virtue of the months
in which they are born.
No matter about year or hour. We
can attend to those matters later on.
What Is · the use of mixing so many
things all up In the mind at the same
time, let us get one thing straight
Any mental machine for spirit use
bom into life on any particular day,
thus becomes a "living a·oul," stamped
with the characteristics of its Birth
Points, as Its Trade Mark. All things
else connected · with that machine is
and must be subject to its make and
style, regardless of ornamentations,
We cannot make a man born In one .
part of the Zodiac, do things in · the
self same way that men born. In other
parts do them. They do not crave the
same mental food, nor the same love,
nor the same appreciation ol dolla.rs.
Until this primary law ls thoroughly
understood and digested, Ailtrology to
the world Is nothing but a delusion
and a snare, because its votaries fall
to recognize the one chief and funda-mental law, that what Is food to one
Is Poison to another. The parts of
one make of machinery will not properly flt the parts ot another make,
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and no whitewashing nor plastering
with laws that fit one order of humanity will ever create peace in the hearts
of the diametrically opp.oslte order.
You may ftt the bodies if you will, but
lf the mentalities do not fit then there
will be weepl.nga and W&l.Ungs and
gnashing of teeth, at times in spite of
all good intentions. It la man-made
·1aws on sentlnent and physical planes
of life, that have created what are
termed the Inevitable laws of "Fate."
We all have mental necessities that the
. laws of Church and State have not yet
provided. They have tried to provide
them but have failed because they have
Ignored and are ignorant of this Basic
law of Astrology, which we are endeavoring to make plain through the
kindergarten system of the wonder
wheel.
The Birth Date ls invariably the
place of the Sun. The places of the
Moon and Planet's must be obtained
from an Ephemeris.
Astrologlc Almanacs, called "Epb&merls," give planets' places In Signs.
Astronomic Almanacs give their
places In Conlltellations.
At this present age the Sfgnll and
the Constellations are about 30 d&grees apart. Astrologerll depend upon
the Signs an:d their Decana:tes.
By virtue of tha Sun we Exist. The
Sun ls the Saviour of our Being. By
the Sun and its aspects we judge our
Sun-ship with the Great Eternal.
By virtue of the Moon, we live. The
Moon ls ruler over the Animal forees
\lf the world. All the Moon and its all·
pecta are we judge ·our sen~ations,
which are the Earth life in the conftneB of a beastly body.
The Consteilations ·are the natural
rultirs over the beastly body. They
create the beastly forms on Earth
and while the Sun overshadows th~
Earth, by standing between same
member of the Zodiac, our Eternal B&
Ing enters into Earth life by the Sign
protected by the Sun, and the Moon
takes us under her ca.re and protection as Animal-Man, until by conquer·
Ing the ·Animal and Beastly forces
·we are raise·d to our true Man eatate
at. Sun-ship, under the Solar laW11 as
the primary and the Lunar laws as
secondary. Under this law of dlspen·
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sational progression, we In time refine the beastly forms, until we reach
the Angelle stage again, l;>y precession
of the equinoxes, and according to
our merits we wlll inhabit this earth
as good or evil demons, dwelllng ln
darknells or llg'ht.
·
With this bit of tla'Sh-llg'ht thrown
upon the science, we are better able
to judge the Signs, Constellations,
Planets and Aspects, without being
confined to Thumb Rules, built main·
ly on the Animal plane of Astrology,
regardless of both Soul and Body.
· Those who desire to deal In that
line of Astrology, which Is lhe Fortune Telling field, will find all that It
ls neceS'Sary to know In William Lilley"& Introduction to Astrology, Bohn.'s
edition, from wb.lch all other modern
works are mainly copied.
The Wonder Wheel will fit any system of Astrology ever written, or that
ever wfll be written, whether for FOi'·
tune Telling, or for Self-Knowledge. .
. With the Wheel one gradually 'Sinks
into the science and the philosophy
by a sort of unconscious absorption,
because the laws are before one's very
eyes.
In learning from the books, one 111
apt to become a mere Automatic As·
trologer, depending. upon uncertain
'nlumb-Rules, or upon experimental
remembrances, that are often absent
when most needed.
Thus It will be seen that one must
educate his judgment in this analytical
line, to be an Astrologer, and not d&pend so persistently upon his math&
matlcs, as the only thing necessary to
arrive at conclusions.
Thumb rules in Astrologlc booka,
are like the matrix of an organett. You
put ln the matrix and grind out the
tune. It may be pleasing, but unless
you are famlllar with the air you will
not know wh~ther the matrix ls correct or not.
The same thumb-rules and the same
things said in books on Astrology will
not apply to every one ln the self same
way. Thar' are only hints, to give you
an 1008., and unless you first know the
basic quality at. the subject, you will be
quite apt to run amuck in your conclualODB.
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hypocritlcall7 and mean, is ever strlv·
Ing to take advantage ot others.

PLANETS.

The planets, as previously state1,
have qualities and powers similar to
the signs which they rule, but each
planet baa a primary power of its
own, which is as follows:

Saturn, normaly, is grave, reserved,
scientific, profoundly imaginative,
industrious, austere an truly friendlv.
When amicted, Saturn Is sordidly
11tubborn, 'Suspicious, envious, jealous
and murmuring.
Mars normaly is bold, intrepid, warlike, headstrong, impetuous, Independent, conscientious and magnanimous.
When afDicted is treacherous and
cruel.
Venus ts norma11y pleasing,' gracefUl, cheerful, artful and more than ordinarily inclined to social accompllsh:cients, and also JeJ'lous. When allllcted Venus is profilgate, shame-faced,
debauching and not to be trusted.
Mercury Is normally smart, active,
intellectual, sea.rch1ng, re11tless, scientific, fanciful and curious. When
amlcted Mercury Is an unsuccessful
dabbler Into all things, pretending,
trlfting, boasting and deceiving,

Jupiter, normally Is bashfully aspiring, desirous .of dOing good, a.1fable,
wise, prudent and virtuous, and dellling fairly. When amicted, Jupiter by
preteme and IDalll.uat.IDg m&DD6l'll,

But how sbout UMLI1us and Neptune.
Never you mind about them. Get your
first ~ycle perfect, before you enter
a foreign cycle. Uranus and Neptune
will do no good to any one on this
earth, unless the ancient cycle of the
r~anets are first harmonious or thoroughly understood. Uranus makes a ·
genius, a saint, a worthy, or vlllalnous
crank, a homeless wanderer, or a
hobo, in accordance with what the
combine Is, of the planets, as I have
l!'lven them In this lesson.
Mars Is the life-giving planet;· the
11lanet of energy and of force, for
life sustaining power we look first of
all to Mars, and note his relationship,
by position Cir aspect, to Aries. Arlee
rules the head,-the store house of
thought. It these are free from other
forces (by af'pect) then the Cardinal
Fires of life In the head, and the Ma.r-tlal energies wherever else they ma:r
be, are strong, and di'SpOBed to do good
work in such departments of life aa
the signs represent to be in good as-pect to Aries. Mars must be in one
of the other fire signs, or in an alr;v
sign (excepting the one opposite to
Aries}. In all other signs Ma.rs expresseB his Negative, or Femlnln:e
characteristics. In femlnlnet slgn'S 'he tu
similar to being In opposition In tendencies t.o the .positive, or Masculine
nature of the Odd-Numbered sf'grul of
which Aries is one. In the Zvt'lllNumbered signs, Mars leans towards
the Feminine Bide of lite forces, ancl
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also in the poeiUve sign Libra, which etary conditions would produce, if op.
is opposite to hla own JDIOSt po91.tive
portuntty ls ever offered.
etrooghold, Aries. I am talking much
wm the opportunities be offered!
of Mar&, and yet, I am teachlnlO of t.he Ah! that ls an entirely different mat·
S!gns, because I wlah to show that ter. It belongs to an entirtey different
these signs where Mars exhibits his · part of Astrology than the aspects of
Negative quaUties, are Negative Signs, the planets to ea.ch other, as above
except the .>pposite sign, which ts al- given. Most people are looking !for the
ways a.n exception to this otherwise opportunity before they learn of the
general rule. I wish to ab.ow also capablllcy to take advantage of it.
why trtnes and sextllee are good, and
The planets ltY aspects, become mu· ·
aqua.res bad; .merely. because they are tual in their opera.tlons, for either
not of the same strength, or a11Ulating good or bad, as we may hereafter
elemental quality, as ts the sign from learn.
which the various angles are made,
When planets are in bad aspect to
When a planet la hi Signs of the same each ·other, then both of them are in
quality as another planet ls in they affilctlon, a:µd, are not disposed to ac·
must be in good aspects to each ·other, cord ·with each other, hence trouble
and &lso good if in ctgns of the same .arises in all matters which these two
gender (male or female signs; posi- planets govern, and as they both act
tive or negative signs; odd or even upon the human mind at the self same
etgns; or by whatever other term you Ume-one puillng in one direction and
choose to can them, for the purpose of the other pulling differently, we have
registerlq them upon your memory.) but to see which ls the stronger of the
excepting, tt.J.ways, the opposite, ·which two, to know which way the pull is
though of ·itself positive, becomes ne- most likely to be.
gative, because of being upon the other
J.<'or instance, Mercury ls the weak·
side of the sphere, and therefore out
est planet in the heavens, hence, any
of contact.
·
The opposite Slgn, alwa.y& re-pre- planet can pull him. He can pull only
sents· mutual operation, if any, by rea- the Moon, which ls not a planet, but
son of their trtnes and sextilee at the Mercury ls just as full of life, whether
cusps of! the 2d, 6th, 9th and 11th pulled one way or another. So Mer·
signs, from either. Hence a planet in cury represents the passional nature
trlne or sextile with any other planet in life, whether It· be the passion of a
must ot neceastty receive a sood u- savior or the passion of a debauche-.
When planets are in good aspect with
pect, from that other planet to its
own oppoelte. This is the law of each other they are stlll abnormal, but
in their mutuality they are friendly 1n
D'.arriage between opposites.
th.
e lr good will or assistance to each
Now, study out these laws on the
Wonder Wheel, by Signs, and not by other, and, in their mutual desires, or
planets, merely keeping in thought, interests, or ·reqlurtments they assist
the similarity '*tween the planetl!ll each other. If a person under good
and the S1g1113 they rule. When either, planetary aspect with another, assists
or both, of them In a person's Dfe, that other, It ls just as mucn a benels situated in a Horoscope, or a Figure i.~ to the one assisting as to the one
of the H'(!S.V'.lns by 1'ransit, Progres- assisted, but if one in bad aspect with
sion, or 3.Df other way, just draw your another assists that other-unless the
conclualon from their natural qualities assistance is protected by the will
01-oerating upon each other, as you power of civil law-then the assist·would if you were Judging the effects , ance wm not be of any permanent
good to either of them.
of a kettle of water on a stove, or
By this it will be seen that civil law
on a cake of tee.
By combining the description of the Is only to proteCt people from people
planetary charactert11ttcs as given, as who are bQrn in planetary bad aspect
they may be formed at birth, normally to each other, and when the law of
or abnormally, good or bad, your own ABtrology ls so well known thateachin·
genius, or judgment, If you have any, dividual ls able to protect himself by
ought to be able to tell what such pl&n· his own wll1, through his own kn.owl·
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edge of the Divine law, then no civil
law will be required. AB Jesus said In
reference· to the civil Jaw: "He that ls
above the law has no need of the law.
It ls ln and through and by this
knowledge that the benetit of Astrology to the world, can be most wisely
P ppreclated, more than in the attempt,
by its aid, to flnd 20 dollar gold pieces
rolllng up h111, on the fortune telling
llne of the art.
By what I have written, it may be
seen that It ls not necessary to know
whether or not Saturn is a bad or
Jupiter a good planet. Any planet in
the heavens. at any time, when normal, Is good, an.I operates in life, .fJ.100
and unrestrained, but when in aspect,
then It Is not 1ree. It is then hi partnership with the aspecting planet, and
jointly expresses Itself In the world
llfe through the person upon whom
euch planets hold a partnership claim.
A planet is considered to be free or
normal when no other planet In the
same sign, or in any other part of the
!leaven ls wlthln ftve degrees of the
self same degree that the planet ls in.
These ftve degrees, both sides of the
planet, are called the "sh·o rt orb of the
planet~" 'l'he long orb Is from eight
to ten degrees, but alter the five degrees the effect might be termed semi. normal. A planet (meaning, of course,
the person affected by the planetary
conditions) ls considered to be abnormal, or inftuenced, for worldly good or
evil, when any other planet ls in the
l!ame sign, or in any other part of the
heavens within ftve degrees of the
self same degrees that the planet under consideration is in.
When any one planet ls anywhere
in the heavens within five degrees of
the degree of a sign, In any other part
cf the heavens, then these planets are
r.ald to be ln aspect to ea.ch other. for
good or for· evil.
Neither one of them Is free nor normal, but each of them Is Influenced by
the X-rays of the other.
For convenience of expression I say
the planets are so· and so, but lt Is not
the planets at all. It ls the tendency
of the people upon this earth who are
from time to time affected by the X·
rays of the planets. These X-rays reveal In the human being such special
characteristics as are only shown by

the X-rays of a partlcul&r1 planet. :u
above described. Every human being
has within him all the known charac·
terlstlcs of both saint and devil, but
these particular characteristics do not
come to the surface of our present lite
only when the proper planet, whose
i)OWer It le to reveal, casta its light
upon the particular Ute, either normally or abnormally.
So when a person is born with all
the planets free from ea.ch other than
!so far as the law of these orbs are
concerned) the being born la ot normal birth, .and is more free from both
assistance or detriment.
through
others, than the majority of people
are, and ea.ch of these planets would
Instill into such a person's llfe, the
characteristics and the tendencies as
given In the foi:egolng description of
the normal planets.
Herein, then, we have learned the
normal attributes of the planets, as expressed In a human being, by the
planets at birth.
The great majority of us are under
the abnormal law, for all aspects, conjunctions, or parallels, of one planet
with another destroys the normal
power of both planets ln their operations upon the human life which
comes under such aspects.
Their Influences upan llfe depend
antlraly upon 'their aspect'& to the Sun
and Moon, IUl'd the Sun and Moon's
aspects to them.
"Oh, no," crlee some one, "they
have aspects with the cusps of Horoscope Houses." Well, what virtues I
ask, have these cusps of House'B, except 'SUCh as come from the Sun and
Moon, whose movements make the
cusps of Houses! With t'hls hint In
view, take an Ephemeris and flnd
where In the Signs the planets were
at blrt'h and then judge th'0Dl as fol·
lows: .
Sun Is normally noble, magnanl·
moue, yet proud· and lofty, fond of distinction, a good friend, a. generous
enemy. When afftlcted he Is arrogant,
mean, vain and ignorantly . pampous.
Moon ls normally of mll'd manaers,
fond of novelties of. famlllar scenes,

....
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and yet Inclined to ramble In thought
or action; solicitous of the present;
eaally moved, peaceful and careless.
When aftllcted she la idle, discontented, beggarly and more or leas stupid.

How to t9ll your good tJmes 1»7 tlt.e
Wonder WbeeL Count 12 or 24 rings
in the Circle of Days from the date
degree that any of 7our planets were
In at birth, and this will tell you when
to expect the very best in your life
that the particular planet can gtve.
then dnw your conclusion of the
Basic Nature, as per the different naturns of the Sign It is In, (fiery, earthy
airy, watery, posltlve, negative, odd,
even, etc., etc.) the tablet giving the
key note to the general tendency.
Judge Saturn as earthy; Mars as
fiery; Mercury as airy; Moon as
watery; Jupiter and Venus as temperate; Uranus aa eratlc; Neptune as
aedltloua; and make your own story
from a combination of the laformatlon
When In good aspect with Sun or gained. For general judgment of di~
seases, note the places that Saturn,
Moon then,
Uranll'S gives pleasant journeys, r& Mars and Uranus occupy and blend
movala or changes, unexpected gain, with places occupied by Moon at same
When Moon or Sun are in
and favorable dealings with opposite time.
squares or oppositions, or in conjunc- ·
sex.
Saturn gives conservative gain, per- tlon with any of the planets. those
sonal proaperlty or popularity through are moat Important times for noticesteady habits, soberness of manners able evils. except the conjunction
with Jupiter, Venue or Mercury. Sun
and conservative people.
Jupiter gives 1lnanclal gain, or in· conditions, Independent of planets,
crease of health, honor, buslneas, from time to time. may be judged
from the wheel, as the Sun each day
friends, pleasure or marriage.
·of any year Is judged by the day of
Mara gives forceful activity, energy, the year as found in the circle of
courage, social gain, health and auc- days. That Is where the Sun will be
cess through push, but famales under · In the circle on the day that you are
any aspect of Mars should guard looking for. The Sun will always be
against opposite sex.
In trlne, or square, etc., with Its place
Venus gives 'happiness, pleasure, of birth on the days marked In the
love, marriage or courtship, or, if mar- signs which are In trlne square. etc.,
ried, Is apt to give offspring. It la a with the birth point. Within six days
cheerful, lov.able and favorable time. from the exact degree are the cautionMercury gives nervous activity in ary points, as the Moon durin~ those
study, travel, business and prosperit7, six days will form a like aspect,
or succeS'S through the Intellectual ar whether or not you know where it Is.
paS'8ioJ?,al forces.
If perchance a planet happens to form
Sun to Moon, or Moon to Sun, elves at the same time. or within that per!·
business lncree:se, friendships, good od a like sood or bad aspect. then the
connections or assoclatlona, good etrect--good or bad as the case may
health, .and sometimes marriage.
be-will most assuredly be felt. All
The bad aspects give the exact of this Is easy and devoid of headreverse of what ls above given.
spllttlng mathematics, and though not
Bad aspects are when a planet Is as exact or perhaps as sure, Is neverby count, 4, 6, 7, 8, or 10 Signs from theless just aa essential for watchfulplace of Sun or Moon always count- ness for the aspects to the Sun are
ing the place of Sun or Moon o 1.
the most Important of all the aspects
Good aspect'S are in llke manner to be watchful of. Horary questions,
by count, 2, 5, 9, or 11 Signs from natal questions or any other matters
place of Sun or MOOD.
ma.:r be Judged b7 tJila aame s1atem.
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TABLE OF INFLUENCES.
Showing what are in a general way, considered to he, the influences of planet• in Hou-,
with similar effects in signs.

0. Firm, Generous, Proud.
Planets In
"f' or

1st House.

Restless, Not Bad.
Witty, Sharp, Mutable •.
Headstroag. Odd•
It. Good for Health generally.
t. Reckless.
]).
~.

••

2/.. Nob It.
~.

Planets in
~

or

2nd House.

Planets In

n or
3rd House.

Pleasure.

0. Flnanclally Careless.
Succ•1ful.
Unimportant.
Financial Reverses.
1z. Money Troubles.
~. Sjlendthrift.
"JI.. Gain.
~. Extravageat
]).
~.

••

0. Good Kindred Ties..

Joumey9 or Removals.
FrequeDt Changes,
Troublesome Chances.
lz. Kindred Troubles.
t. Dangers · and Quarrels.
2/.. Good Jnurneys.
9, Success.

]).

~.

••

0. Father Fortunate.
Planets In
iii er

4th House.

.

Frequent Removals.
Studious.
Money · Difficulties. ·
lz. Success In Real-Estate.
t. Trouble ia the Encl.
2/.. Good old age.
9. Happy. .
])
~.

•·

0.
Planets In
Q. or

5th House.

No Offsprlng1.
)). Fond of Pleasures.
~ . · Sportive.
:w:. Trouble.
lz • Laises and Trouble.
t. Trouble, Bad Children.
2/.. Joy1.
9 . Ploasure1.

0. Sickness or Cares
Planets In
11J! or

6th .Rouse.

.

Bad for· Health.
Bad Servant1.
Troubl11JOme Servants.
lz. Sickne11 and Trouble.
t. Sickness and l'rouble.
2/.. Health.
~. Good Servants.
])
~.
H.
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TABLE OF INFLUENCES-Contin#ed.

0. Enemies, Good Partner.
Planets In
A-

or

7th House.

)).
~.

H.

lz.
i.
2/..
~.

Good for Marriage.
·
Quarrels and Enemies.
Very Evil for Marriage.
More Than One Marriage.
Enemies., Dirvvce.
·
Happy Marriage.
Early Marriage.

0. Extravagent Partner.
. Planets in
ll\. or

8th House.

.

Means in Marriaie.
No Importance.
H'. Troubles Over Extravaience..
lz. Trouble over Legacies.
t. Extravagent Partner.
2/.. Money.
~. Gain.
))

~.

0. Honorable, Steadfast.
Planets in

I or
9th House.

Long Journies.
Travels or Study.
H, Travel and Study.
lz. Danger in Travel.
t. Danger. Headstrong.
2/.. Respected.
?· !lespected.
)).

~.

0. Favorable to Success.

Planets In
1';1 or

10th House.

.

Favors of the Great.
Intellectually Good.
Love Spats, Reverses.
.lz. Success Ending in Downfall.
t. Slander and Discredit.
2/. •. Success.
Success.
))
~.
H.

v.

0. Good and True Friend1;.
Planets in
=or
11th House.

.

Good Friends.
Scientific Friends.
H. Bad Friends.
lz. Bad Friends.
6. Losses through Bad Friends.
2/.. Good F rlends.
~. Helping Friends.
))
~.

0. Not Important.
Planets in
)( or
12th House.

Enemies.
Enemies, Oratory.
Powerful Eae•ies.
Ii. Deceitful Enemies.
t. Evil, Self Dotrlroents.
2/.. Few Enemies
Succes•
~

(.
~.

B,
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The sign Arlee rules the Hee.d. If
Mars were In Aries then we would say
the head is c:r.tra strong, and the native would be a strong martial character, regardlEss of any horoscope.
If no other planet mixes Its influence with Mars or Aries, by trines or
r!ght anglea, then both Mars and
Aries are normal and strong, for bold,
Intrepid, warlike, impetuous, or independent action. Of course Mars and
Aries, are, ot them'tl'elves, Ju'St the same
whether normal or abnormal, but, the
abnormal oondition prevents the expression of their true natures. Herein
learn a lesson of ourselves. Within
ourselves we are at an times exactly
t1le tru·e type of man, bu't, by tll.e
crOIBsing Influences of other forces,
which we term "a.ssoclations, worldly
duties, business or domestic cares,"
etc., we are !orced to be abnormal, or,
in other words, "Irregular,'' or contrary to the primal ruling of our -Manhood. .As the planets are in our life.
so we 11.nd our relationship with our
environments to be. OUr envllronmsnts are to us but a reflection of the
planetary influences to which we are
bora. To "rule our planets,'' we must
Ignore or over-rule our environments.
so far 1\8 they differ from our true
Manhood's retate. Thie le what the
church lore means by being " A So~
dier of the Cross," it le what Jesua
meant by bringing "the sword" Into
the world. No one can follow any law
understandingly without a knowledge
of themselves, astrologically.
Time, ruled primarily by Saturn,
governs most all things In worldly operations, and In reality there ls but
little dUference In the people of the
world, excepting as to time and place,
for ,at some time in the life, most
everybody does pretty much the same
thing as everybody else has done at
some other time. .The exact time of
all events ls when the aspects are
formed to the various birth points of
our own birth figure, which represents
our constitutional senslblltty, and to
our progression polnt:S ,known as years
of life, age, months, days and hours.
In our complete life we all, more or
less, at different times and In different
degrees of force, express every point
4 o the entire heavens, and doubtless are

28

destined to express evecythfng at some
time, In like force as others In what
ls known ·as reincarnation. We are
brothers all and must take our turn
at the cross and the crown of thorns.
When all ·the planets are In good
aspect with each other, or, are all In
their own places of power In the heavens (signs which they lord) so that by
equilibrium they modify each other in
the operation of the several 24 hours
of each day (or the corresponding
higher cycle of time) then, we may exrect a worlJ·wide trust of human pow~r and
a mlllenla! condition as
spoken of In the revelation, of the 24
elders shouting hosannahs about the
throne.
Trusts and partnerships, social or
commercial, are formed by good or
bad aspects of zodiacal or planetary
powers, and are good, If formed under
bt>ni1lc laws, and evil, if formed
1•nder right-angles, or squared aspects,
unless otherwise controlled by the wlll ·
J;?ower of the civil lam.
We have now covered the basic
matters of life. In so doing, you have
b'ecome acquaint.ell with the foundation method of arriving at all conclusions In astrology, except the method
called "Parallels of Declination."

DECLINATION• .

Each birth point, except about
March 21 and Sept. 23, .has some declination. It ls very important (yet
ANNUAL. DECl.IHATION

"'1tc .SUH.
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often neglected) to note what declln&tlon your birth point ls In, for when
any planet ls In the same declination
It ls a strong testimony for good or
evil, regardless of aspects. Also, when
the Sun or Moon, in their yearly and
monthly revolutions or progressions,
come Into the declination of a planet,
the effect of that planet ls very apt to
be strongly felt.
We herewith present a ready means for telling when
the sun sphere of your life will be
affected.
Having learned from an ephemeris
the declination of your planets l,ook
down the 1lrst column of the above
table and 1lnd the number of degrees
the planet ls In. On the same line you
will find the date In each year when
you are very likely to be affected for
good or lll, according to the nature of
the planet. ·Remember that "One
swallow does not make a summer." If
It did we would die "f!Very time -ea.ch
year'' that sun gets to a d~llnatlon of
the planet Saturn. Our llves are llke
a game of chess, when good or evil
points are reachea, other factors are at
work to modify. Nevertheless we always feel, to more or le88 extent, the.
good and bad Influences of every movement of our planets. and that ls why
we have our •\up and down" conditions.·

way u rea.cllng from Blrtll Namben
of the Wonder Wheel. It la all ffl7
simple, but A.etroloa haa been !Md•
tc appear Te1'7 dUlloalt.
There are a number of ways of
casting a horoscope. The W81' that
appears' the easiest, or moet convenient t0 your mind, ls the better W81'
for you. No matter how you draw
the ftgure, so long as it represents U
different spaces or de~menta of 39
degrees each, then it ls a &oroscope
of even houaes.

L!:880N NO. V.
HOROSCOPE.

Detatls a.re not to be despised when
the basic laws of the Wonder Wheel
are comprehended, but without the
corresponding basic the detail ls ·like
a red vest on a naked 'Savage.
Few people know tbe hour of their
blrt1l, to say nothing of the minute,
hence the majorlty ·of horoscopes caat
by astrologers, and others, are apt to
be misleading, and, at the orillnary
best, are mainly matters of guesswork. We advise everybody to let
horoscopes alone, in natlvitl~. unleea
the time of birth was noted by a stop.
watch.
If the eu.ct moment of the birth la
known then It might be a· matter of
curloelty to go Into the Horoscope &tld
judge ot the angles of the Horoscope
and the Planets in them In eelf-eame

..
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Horary Astrology is the only braneh
of the Science that requires an Horo1c ope. If you have the exact moment
of a birth, you may use library Astrology in connection with a birth, as
with anything else, but, Horary laws
which only relate to Houses, and
Lords of Houses (not Signs and Lords
of Signs) are very unreliable without
M:act moment of birth.
The Horoscope is neither Signs nor
planets. It is only a circle of the top
of the earth,' or a dlsk, upon which
these other matters are railected, the
disk, like the Zodiacal circle, likewise divided Into Houses ruling phyet.cal or bodily relationships, we merely learn from the Horoscope, a few
minor details of a . sui;er1lc1al nature;
quite good to kriow if we know the
tbe other matters correctly, but without correctne111 In these other matters
. the minor details are no good. Without
the minute of birth, the disk, .or Horoscope will be wrong, although the
other matters· which do not relate to
the Horoscope, will be correct, as given by the Wheel, and by its laws of
Signs, planets, trlnes, squares, etc.
We now give our simplified method
of making a horoscope, without mathematics, and with what we have given,
any one can learn astrology and practice it, provided his mind ls not attracted to the wlll-o-the wisp methods,
which would tantalize one for a lifetime.
CLOCK HOURS.
The circles of White Numbers on the
black background of the wonder
wheel should be considered independent of anything else. They denote the
clock hours of each day. They show
the angle from the earth that the sun
is in · at any hour of any day. The
word "noon," ts marked at the top,
for 12 o'clock in the day time. A white
star ts marked at the bottom for 12
o'clock in the night time. The figure
· 6 on the left ts the eastern horizon at
morning. The 1lgure 6 on the right ts
the 'western horizon at evening. In
that angle from our place on the .earth
the sun will be at any . of the hours,
as marked, Irrespective of the signs.
By this we may know what house the
sun would be in, by what is termed
"oblique ascension," or "ev~n horo-

scope.".

No matter where you may have
been born the degree of the Birth
Sign corresponding with the day of
your birth, was directly overhead, at
the plac·e of· your birth, on the day of
your birth, precisely at Noon.
Knowing that fact. then it
becomes a simple matter to find out
the relative position of the sun, at
tlm·e of birth, whether before or af.
ternoon, by calculating backwards
or forwudf the distance that the
earth has moved during the hours between Noon and the time of your
birth.
There are two ways by which this
may be done.
The Wonder Wheel presents . the
easiest way of doing this, and also
gives you a pictorial view of the
heavens.
. Knowing how many hours before or
after Noon you were born, count back
that number of hours on the wheel
from your day of birth (If born before
Noon) or count forward that number
of hours from day of birth if after
Noon. By forward an·d backward I
mean In the order of the signs. The
hours are the white numbers Inside
the clrcl'e ~f days.
For instance, suppoae ;ou ·wen.
born Aug. 5, at 5 in the morning;
That would be seven hours before
Noon. Over Aug. 5, I find In the
clock hours the figure 9, so I say
froJDl 9 (going backwards) 10, ls 1;
to 11, is 2; to Star, is 3; to 1, is 4;
to 2, ls 5; to 3, is 6; to 4, ts 7. Therefore the point where the figure 4 is,
Is the place that was directly overhead at time of birth. Had the birth
been 5 p. m. on that same date, then
the count would be forward (In order
of signs, but backward in order of
hours, because the signs and the ho1ll'B
run opposite to each other) so we
would say from 9 to 8, 1; to 7, 2;
to 6, 3; to 5, 4: to 4, 5; to 3, 6; to 2, 7;
and the point overhead at birth would
be where the hour 2 ls marked.
Get the principle of this law into the
mind,
and with the Wheel before your eyes
you will soon be able to jump at the
point the sun is in or the point overh'ead at any hour of the day in any
month .of any year.
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Having found the place of the sun.
b7 da7 of birth, and the point ovel'head l>7 counting hours backward or
forwards, just grasp the Wheel with
thumb and finger at the point overhead and turn It so that that point
la at the top and taen you would have
a figure of the heavens for the hour
of birth, In Even Houses, and these
a.en houses are just as euentlal to
know as the uneven houses.
If the planets baYe previously been
aarktd at their r•pectlve Birth Points,
they wlll be In ·their horoacopal houses
when th... bouau are Numbered.
HOW TO MAKE A HOROSCOPE•.

To make a horoscope, (even houses)
by means of the circle of days on
wonder wheel.
For A. M., subtract the hour of birth
from noon hour, and count back from
date of birth three circles for every
hour (or one circle for every 20 min·
utes,) and mark the point arrived at
"10," or jot the date on a slip of paper.
For P. M., multiply the hour of birth
by three, and count forward from date
of birth aa man7 circles as the an·
ewer to the 1um calla for, and mark
the point .arrfved at, 10. This "10"
shows the date when the Sun crosses
the cusp of loth house, the house of
honor and profession.
The corresponding degree of the zodiac ls the
. meridian. or II. 0., of the horoscope.
From that point, (either A. M. or P.
K. birth) divide the circle Into 12
houses of six. circles each, and mark
them, starting from 10 and around in
regular order of months) as follows:
11, 12, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, and then
you will have your horoscope of birth,
and the several divisions or houses
will relate to the affairs (as stated In
the four corner circles of wonder
wheel) as per number of the division.
Where the number Is wlll also show
the date that the Sun enters each
house, and the sign and decree of
sign will show what part of the zodiac
the Sun ls In. If planets have preTlously been placed In circle of days,
then they wlll appear In the house
they were In at birth. and the Sun
will be In conjunction with them when
It reaches their place, moving through
a circle every Ave days. For Instance:
Born Sept. 6, (any year) at 9 A. K.,

2'1

9 from 12.S hours-three circles for
each hour--9 circles. count back then
9 circles from Sept 6, and it brings us
to July 20. That point represents the
10th, house of the horoscope. August
20, would be the 11th house; Sept.
2oth, the 12th house; Oct. 2oth, let
house; Nov. 20th. 2nd house; and so
on around. The 10th house then
would be let deg. of Leo, 11th, let deg.
of Virgo, 12th, let deg. of Libra, let, lat deg. of Scorpio, etc. If a
planet, then, was In the 20th deg. of Libra, ·1t would be In . the 12th house,
and the Sun each year would be In
conjunction with it about the 10 th of
October. Square with lt. loth of June,
(90 days) Trine Feb. 10th. (120 days)
Opposltlon April 10th, (180 days). If
date was Sep. 6, e:t 9 P. llrl., then we
would say, nine multiplied by three
makes 27, and count 27 circles forward, that would bring us to Jan. 20th
as the point of the 10th house. Then
we would keep right on. and the 11th
\ouse would be Feb. 20th, 12th; March
20th, etc., and as before, 90 days from
a planet would be a square, 120, a
trlne and so on.
Horary figures for Any Time may
be constructed by this same law aa
given, but horary figures are not so
regular, and require finer mathematics, aa horary matters are transitory
and depend upon the irregular
changes of the Moon and obliquity of
the Earth; mere passing shadows of
life events. Your horoscope oan be
made In the circle of days on the
wheel, or by drawing circle on a slip
of paper, or by our skeleton wonder
wheel.
NOTES.
All other Signs, Planets, and AsJ>E>Ctli, must be .judged from their own
special qualities and positions, precisely In the manner. as g\ven .regarding
Aries and Mars.
The wonder wheel. llke the zodiacal
heavens or the horoscopal earth, ls
divided Into 12 different departments,
so it may be judged either as the solar heaven with Sun in centre, or the
mundane heaven. with Earth In centre, according to yoUT requirement.
With Sun In centre It would be heliocentric; with Earth In centre it would
be geocentric. In either case the Sun
Is In the zodiacal sign opposite to
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PROP. llBNBY'S TABLE.
BJ wblch to get tb• Mathematical .Alcendant of a Hol'OICOp8 at anJ time
In or about Lat. 40.48.
Ba'tbla '1111 JI. O., or pain' of ~ Reue, 11 taqll,, bJ _ , or ot.benr!M, then find the
lip 11 pftll 1IJlder &he letten II. o. Go dOWll \he oolum of. &isr- oa ld-band aide
Ult JOU W &he JI. 0. depee clellred. · Oppoel'8 '11&' clepee, bl \he )II. 0, ooluma of the
lip, JOU wUl find &he clepee '11&' 18 at &he Sano BUD JOur •Je up &he ool11111D and JOU will
GDd &he lip '11&' 18 Oil &he ...._Dd&Dt. BJ lllldlDC &he )II.(). oa &he wheel bJ oouu' and the of &hl8 table 18 '1111 llmpleft -&hod enr pTllD for u appro:idDIMed ...._Dd&D,, whleh 18 elo9e
aoqll for all pmpc11e1, 1Ull- Ume of blr&h hu been S&k8D bJ a nop 'W&klh.
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the Earth. The wheel 11 clrawn aa
the Earth stands on March 21. each
year; called the Vernal Equinox. The
Earth and the Sun's equators are on
the same plane. days and nights are
then equal all over the world. The
signs belong to the zodiac and represent 30 days each, Calling them houses
and they represent two hours each.
In what ls known as progreBSlonal or
directional circles, each degree of a
sign represents one year. Directional
movements are measured geocentrically from east to west. as the Sun
rises. The Aries sliie of the wheel to
be considered as east. ProgreBSlonal
measurements are sidereal in the opposite path from Aries to Libra. in
the order of the signs. The place
where the Sun ls. ls always east. but
we call the Sun set. (geocentrically),
"west." We might perhaps say when
the Sun goes down, that "we are now
west," because the Sun has not moved.
We have moved west of the Bun. It
ls hard, however, to "teach old dogs
new tricks."
The Horoscope of Itself only denotes a circle with radii from birth·
place, or place of event.
A ho.roscope of even. houses, merely slgnlfles the earth or globe, standing polarized to the sun, and divided
into 12 equal parts, and denoting the
dUferent angles at wlilch the rays
of the sun strike the earth.
The angles from the SUN are denoted
by the Slcns, and the angles from the
EARTH are denoted by the Even Mundane Heuses. The differences between
these two sets of angles as manifested
from some glYen spot on earth, Is all
there Is to a horoscope.
The Signs are Heliocentric. Even
Houses are Geocentric. The Horoscope
Is Blocentrlc.
To Make a Horoscope Mathematl-

cally: (uneven houses) you must have
a table of houses. For your planets,
you must have an Ephemeris. Then
use the Skeleton wonder wheel or a
circle. Mark the planets In the white
spaces of the signs, and the house
number in the white month spaces
just outside the circle of days on the
proper date (or degree); then you
will have an accurate horoscope. Our
method ls to write the even housea In

the month spaces, and to draw a red
line in sign spaces for the uneaven
houses, then the planets In their
proper places will at once appear In
their proper houses by both methods.
Use for planetary aspects, same meth·
od as for birth point.
Students who desire to work
the M. C. and Moon out correctly, by
mathematics, can secure Professor
Henry's Computing Table, Nos. 1 and
2 by sending 10 cents. or can secure
them In block by the hundred, at a
reasonable price. Any of his tables
ln the same way, or ephemerides of
any date. or any of the astrologlc
books, tables of houses, etc., if needed.
Unless one ·desires to become an
adept ln Astrologlc lore--to which but
few are adapteld-there are no lessons
ln Astrology needed, beyond what I
have given, but lectures, readings, ~ .•
etc., may be made Eternal, for the
Interest ls practically without end, and
the greatest adept can learn 'llOmethtng new every day.
For adepts, I have alt sorts of As·
trologlc conveniences for quick work,
but the'ile are so exclusive that they
are not market.able; hence can be secured only by the few who can a.1ford
them.
The circle of the wonder wheel ls
divided into 12 different parts of 30
degrees or 30 days each. These 12 .
divisions are called zodiacal sips In
the circle of the heavens. but In the
circle of the earth they are called
houses. Each sign has a name and
each house has a. number.
Each sign possesses different qtiall·
ties, and each house relates to
different departments of life, but
the signs and the houses correspond
with each other on their· different
planes. That ls to say, the sign on the
left hand side of the wheel. (named
Aries) corresponds with the first
house; the ·sign beldw it (named
Taurus) correspon4s with the second
house, and so on around the circles of
both heaven and earth. Hence. no
matter where Arlee might be in the
heavens relative to any point of earth,
ft would denote the basic Quality of
one's mental self; as would also the
first house of the earth.
Every person born Into earth bas
bis heart centre In some one of theP,.
12 signs, and that ts "his place" in th1>
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mansions of the Father. spoken of by
Jesus. That place denotes the particular heart sphere of life to which
each individual belongs. and when the
world learns to ciassify itself into
these various spheres. then "cha.ritY."
will bring "Peace on Earth Good-will
to Men." without any violent effort on
the part of anyone. The · heart-centre
of each person is the same to all on
the physical plane. and that is governed by the 1!.tth house of the earth
.circle. The sentient faculties centre
in the chest and are governed in their
field of action by · the Moon. There
are other faculties of special nature
which are governed by the planets,
but these are termed and recognized
only as helpers or hinderers of the
basic natures or spheres of life.
Each of the various zodiacal signs
are allied to soQle one of the various
planets, and to the Sun and Moon.
This alliance ls owing to the several ·
planets having of themselves qualities severally agreeing w1th the · several signs. For instance:
Mars In Its positive ciualltles agrees
with Aries. In Its negative qualities it
agrees with Scorpio; therefore. the
sign Aries and the first house are al·
ways more or less ln harmony with
the posttJve vibrations of the planet
Mars, whether It be In the action of a
living being or the appearance or qualliy of something Inanimate. The elemental quality of Aries is "Fir~,"
hence, the positive expression of Mars
being "hot" or "energetic.'' would
help to make hotter any person whose
place or sphere of life was In Aries.
but if Mars at the birth or at any time
happened to be in a watery sign. like
Pisces, Scorpio .or Cancer, then the
com'blne of the watery sip and the
1!.ery Mars' qualities would tone down
the positive helpfulness of Mars to
Aries, but would make better the negative qualities of Mars In aid of Scorpio. This gives one, unacquainted
with astrology, a slight Idea of bow
Judgments are made. It ls as purely
a chemical analysts, and as scientific,
as any exercise of human judgment
In any other branch of knowledge. It
may be entered Into as finely by the
most exacting mathematical laws. and
hv aR careful consideration. and with
as favorable results, as by a like ex-

erctse of Judgment and precision ln
any other operation.
So ever;v. sip has a "lord." Eve17
person born with the Sun, Moon, eastern point of the earth, or any of the
planets tn a sign. has as the
lords, the lords of those sips. rul- ·
Ing over the sphere of life. which
the Sun. Moon. etc.. represent.
and some one ot thos·e lords ls the
"Lord of Lords," so far as it relates
to the general life of the person born•
This Is by no means a&erellctoua. for
the Biblical language was founded
upon these astroloctc terms and not
the contrary. Above all lords. the
wise men among the ancients recognized an "unknown God." The more
adept the astrologers become, (like
Daniel and Jesus), the nearer they
come to the "Lord. God.'' or higher
still, perhaps to God Hf.mself.
Note the words ot David, (Ps. 100-1)
"The Lord said unto my lord." etc.
The "lord" then ls a predominant or
mastering influence on the soul, mind
or body forces. In any one or In all,
and In this sense it ls usej In &11trol·
ogy. It has no more to do with superstition than the Biblical lordships. or a
knowledge of any other prevailing
Influence In church. atate or society.
The lords of the various sips as
given on the wonder wheel. are just
as they were known and recognized
by the ancients with the exception of
that of Aquarius, which we have
termed, Uranus. As the sf.en Aries,
moves Into the constellation Aquarius,
by precession of the Equinox, we
believe the qualities of Uranus oTer
all the world wlll be stroqly felt,
especially among scientific or Saturnine minds. . The mysteries . of the
Bible, so long hidden by the
world-mind's neglect of true astrolotD',
wlll be rt1vealed. The world-mind has
been deeply Immersed In material
food for mind and body, and materlit.medlca to heal the material errors.
It ls nearly . satiated with material
delusions In which no solid ment.al
happiness can be found, and when.
like the prodigal son, it returns to fts
appreciation of soul knowledge--fts
first Edentc love-It wlll bask In the
joys of tts parental inspirations, such
as can be found only In astrology.
Aquarius, r.uled by Uranus. and
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Leo, ruled by the Sun. are opposite
signs. Opposite signs represent "The
bride and the •bridegroom."
Aries
and Gemini a.re the harmonlzlngslgns,
giving color to the ancient prophecy:
"Then shall the lion and the lamb
lie down together and a little child
shall lead them."
The world-mind ls In Its last throes
of materialism. and the last throes
are generally violent. In the midst
of them, practical ideas of astrology
will be found beneficial to those whose
mind can enter Into the kingdom,

These clocks on wonder wheel show
the difference In time at different
places. Do not confound them with
Horoscoi)e circles.
JUDGING PLANETS' MOTION BY
CIRCLE OF OAY8 ON WONDER
WHEEL.

Sun (or earth) moves about one degree a day, or six circles a month,
around the whole wheel and one degree extra, in a year. This one degree
extra per year is what makes the progresslonal law of "a degree for a day,
and a day for a year." By progression,
count one circle for every five years of
your life and you can quite readily approximate where your Sun has advanced to since birth, and also see
what other birthpoints it ls In aspect
to, and so judge your past, present or
future, by the aspect past, present or
yet to come. So, too, judge sign it has
progressed to, and its horoscopal correspondences and mix tnese with years
and age of llf~.
The Moon and the Earth revolutions are the horoscopal features of
astrology. These are the quickest of
all the movements and must depend
upon mathematics for ·accuracy. In
ordinary or long-time matters, approximations for Moon may be made at
rate of 13 degrees a day. Six circles In
two and a half days, 18 circles for a
Moon's phase, In seven and a half
da7&. or, at same rate per year, In pro-
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gresslon, as Saturn's rate Is per month.
Judge Earth revolutions per day, same
as Sun's per year.
Uranus moves four and a half degrees a year, or, through six circles
in seven years.. By progression It may
always be accounted in its place of
birth. Same with Neptune, which had
better be left alone for the present.
Saturn moves one degree a month,
or one circle in five months, or
through six circles in two and a half
years. By progression it need be considered only In its place of birth.
Jupiter moves through one circle in
two months, or through six circles in
a year. He hardly moves, by progression, more than 10 degrees in a long
life time. When Sun or Moon is within orb of Jupiter's blrthpolnt, then consider the Jupiter conditions on the
Increase for years, accor<..ng to the
motion of Sun or Moon, in passing the
Jupiter blrthpoint. Same with all
other blrthpolnts.
Mars moves through a circle of days
in about ten days, or six circles in
about two months. By progression,
count one circle for every ten years
of life, or about nine circles for 90
years, or one degree in two years, half
as fast as Sun (or earth).
Venus moves about three times as
fast as Mars. One and a half degrees a
day, or six circles in 18 days. By progression, 18 days, equal 18 years, hence
one circle in three years, or six circles
in 18 years.
Mercury moves about four times as
fast as Sun (or earth). Better not attend to it, except by mathematics. It
varies too much. Helicentrically we
judge its variations about the Sun
circle, but geocentrically we. judge only
Its four quarters, or phases to .earth.
They are given by a geocentric method in ephemerides.
·
With the circle of days and these
rates of motion of the various planets,
their motion ca.n be quickly counted,
from blrthpoint, or a horary point, by
transitory, or progressional movement,
and approximately hit the nail with a
good deal of satisfaction, and, with a
great amount of benefit to the wise,
who can take a hint of the lnfiuences
about them, without being fastidious
over the exact moment of the kick. It
is the exact centre of one planet, in
aspect with the exact centre of anoth-
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er,that gives the Jdck,or the aact equi- down to two houra (or· 1 desrae of the
librium of two planets from the equa- moon), then we must relOl't to m..
tor {declination). Only the best of thematical hall'-lpllttlng, and th1a we
mathematics and an immaculate judg- cannot do unleu we have date of birth
ment can give thls euctnesa, for a lnalde of an hour (1·3 degree of moon)
planet's latitude, u well as some other and unleaa we have the euct minute,
features, may often throw a threatened we cannot get the horoecope, or scope
effect off, rendering "a mlBB u good as of that hour became we would not
a mlle." When aspects are near, lt know juat when the hour began nor
Is time for wi to be cautious, and that when it ended, and. aa each ·porttoa
Is enough for any sensible peraon to of an hour contains aa many different
know. We wlll teach the ber mathe- Ttrtues aa does the entire sodlac, the
. matlca or the detailed judgments by J;l&rticular virtue of the hol'OMlOpe
correspondent courses, the only way In could not be told, nor lta horot1Copal
which they 1:8.Il be properly done until features dei)ended upon. These hairastrologic schoolB are lnatituted.
splitting ftndlnp are the auperflci&lPeople born within H years of each ltea of llfe, like a corn on the toe, or
other do not differ much 111 Neptune good or evil coming from one direction
qualities. They belong to Wlelr partic- rather than from another. lt 11 the
ular Neptune generation.
the good or the evil, and what matThoee born wtthln 7 years of each ters It from whence It comes. proother do not differ much ln their vided lt comea. Tlme wlthln an hour
Urantan qualities.
They belong to ·l• reckoned by the moon, u corr.
their particular Uranlan generation;
1pondent of Saturn, and, aa half a deThose born within· two and a half gree of moon signifies within 6 month•
years do not · much differ ln their what difference does that lnalgnlflcant
Satumean qualities. They belong to period of tlme amount to. when the
their peculiar Batumean generation. higher laws declare the goo4 or the
Those born the same year do· not bad to be positive. Now, having given
differ much ln their Jupiter qualltlee; the philosophy by which the good and
Tll.ose born within 2 months of the bad operatea, and u elucidated
each other do not differ much In their by the birth numbers on the wonder
Martial qualitle1. Those born within wheel, it only remains to uplaln how
30 day1 of ea.ch other, do not differ these different generations are alik•
much ln their Sun qualities. ThOle made better or worse.
born within 19 daya of each other do
l have noted generations, or gen·
not differ much in their Venus qual· erationa lnaid-e of generation•, or
itlea. Those born within a week of wheels lnalde of wheels, from Nep~ other do not differ much ln
tune, H years, to the earth revolving
their Mercury qualities. Those born 30 degrees in 2 hours; like cyclee and
within 2 1-2 days of each other do not epicycles from higheat to lowest. The
differ much in their Lunar qualltlea. higher generations are modified by aa
and thoae born within 2 hours of each
other do not differ much in their many lower generations, aa the time
.1o1undane qualltJea,· except in matters of the lower may be mu1Uplled Into
the higher. Thia orderly system of
of longitude and latitude, or locality of
birth. We are speaking of the general multiplication or iivlsion, accordiq
condition of the worlds people, born to ,to which way you figure, la the math•
earth In the aame generations, and not . matical or aclentJflc part of aatronas to their personal joys and sorrows, omy, and a like orderly system of
nor their personal fortunes or mis- judging the effects of theae modlflcafortunee. Each and all differ, in their tiona ls the scientific part of aatroloa.
human attributes or life aspirations
People born in the same generation
and aentlmentB and beliefs and opin- get, generally, ihe good or the bad that
Ions only aa they differ ln their belongs to the generatlona In which
relatlonahlp to the generations of they were born, but, more nearly
theae respective celestial bodiea, aa alike in some one or more of theae
they differently affect the earth. To generations, the nearer they &re to
get at "differencea below thia point of the same da7 .and hour. · From the
pneratlon, TU'11Ds. from H yeara Neptne gen,eratloa, If bona betw._
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seven and fourteen years apart, the7
PLANETARY HOUR&.
might get only a little general sameClock hours are of even length, reness in their Neptune quallties,'.whlle gardless of. Sunllght and darkness.
the Uranlan, Saturn, Jupiter and Mars Planetaey hours are uneven except
qualities would be different, and the about March 21 and Sept. 23. Th97
others might or might not be the divide daylight and darkness Into 12
same. We are· stating this only on a hours each. They are very: useful in
general principle, and not to exact· judging the condition of unseen forces
ness, merely to show the philosophy of at any immediate time. In each of
differentiation. As a ·matter of fact, the signs on the wheel ,7ou will ftnd
of course, we know that no two per- a table similar to this. Each is drawn
sons, nor two blades of grass are· pre- for the time glnn at the left hand
above the table.
ci~ly alike, eTen though they be
Each table answers for 15 days
twins.
either
side of the · date liven above
In this order of generations, or
planetary inftuences kindly note this the tahle.
fact:-Leavlng out Neptune, the sun
stands In the centre of them In length
of generation, but, do not forget that
the sun does not make the· movement,
of 30 days. It is the earth that moves.
Bo let us take sun out of the order,
for the purpose of elucidating a much
misunderstood matter concerning
ancient claims, and put earth in the
sun's place and we wo.uld then have
earth in the centre of this array of influences.
As follows:-Uranus 7
years, Saturn 2 1-2 years, Jupiter 1
year, Mars 2 months, earth 30 day11,
The figures in the left hand. middle
Venus 19 days, Mercury 7 days, moon
2 1·2 days, and the Mundane inftuence and right hand columns, Kive the
(or mid-heaven) Z hours. Was not this clock times of the day, when the
what the ancients meant by the earth planetary hour begins. Look on· the
hoeing in the centre. In matters of cal- same line in one of the other columns
culation it does stand in the centre under the day of the week wanted,
of yearly conslderat1on11 and dally con· (don't forget that) and you wlll ftnd
1iderations, a.nd might not Galileo and the symbol of the planet that rules
the priests have contended over As· from that ·time to the time given on
following line. For instance, In
trology matters which they did not the
the table above. ftnd 7.34 A. M. On
clearl7 understand. Surely the build· same line you wlll 11.nd 3.24 P. M., and
er• of the PJramlds and the Sphinx, 10.16 P. M. For those times to the
did not beUeTe the sun reTolved about next following times (8.41, 4.31 and
the earth; nor did Isaiah believe the 11.09). :Mercury would rule on Sunearth was flat when speaking of "sit· . day, Jupiter on Monday. Venue on
ting on the girdle of the earth." We Tuesday, Saturn on Wednesd&J:, Sun
speak of thla matter here because, in on Thursday, Moon on Frlda7, and
consideration of the order of genera. Mars on Saturday. In this aame wa7,
tions (or planetary inftuences) It as quickly as a ftash, you can ftnd the
seems as if this may show the .ancient planetary ruler for any hour at any
meii.ning when s:oeaking of the earth time of the year and without any head
In the centre, and In so speaking the splitting mathematics.
sun was not considered In the quesDo not expect this to be
tion at all. From the sun outward tnfallfable in matters of curiosity or
towards Neptune, all astronomical common associates. but surely In aebooks today show· earth in the centre rlous or unusual cases, especlall7 aa
of the bodies revolving about ·t he sun, to whether the outcome w111 be good
when including moon, and the axle of or bad. Heed them strictly and J'OU
the earth,
wtu soon overcome man7 of )'Our llt.Digitized by
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Designed to illustrate the blendings of various laws in one and the same circle.
Much atudy may be given to thia cut, if one is so inclined.
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Ue worries and disappointment&. and
will encourace .beneflclal TI.bratlons.
Troubles are most likely in Saturn
or Mars' hours". Money or pleasures
are most likely in Jupiter and Venus'
hours. Promotion or credit in Sun
hour. Sharp work in MerCUl'J' hour,
It you wish to ca!le1llate .t he hoU1'8
for youraelt, by reason at any dltlerence of latitude, you can do so moat
easily by the followlng rule.
Double the ·time ot 811Drlse a.nd it
gives you the length ot the night.
SUbstraet the lengt'h ot the night
from 24 and it gives tne leDgth of the
·day.
J.>ivide the length ot the day by 2,
and point tile amwer off into hours
and minutes.
Convert these hours and minutes
Into minutes and divide the answer
by 6, and It will give the length of the
Planetary 'Hom for the daytime, tor
such time 1n the Y.ear as you are ·ca1culatlng. For Instance:
Hours.
Sunrise • • . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30
~ouble · It • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . • • . . .
2
G1vee length ot nlg'ht . . • . • • . • . . 16.00
Substract length of night from •• 24.00
16.00

Gives length of day .. .. .. .. • • • . 9.00
Divide length of day by 2, = 4 h. St m.
Reduce 4 h. 30. m to minutes:
4 X 60 + 30 = 270 minutes.
Divide these minutes by 6:
270 + 6 = 46 minutes.
~ minutes then Is the length of a
Planetary Hour, when the leugth of
the day is 9 hoUTS.
For length of the night hours, do 1'he
sum ume WlllY only using 16 hours,
as length of night, Instead of 9 'hours.
To get· the Planet RuHng at any
hour, flrst get the number of hours
between Sunrise and the time desired,
and mu!Uply the answer by 60, and
divide by the length of the Planetary
Hour, and the answer will give you

the number of tile Planetary Hour
since Sunrise. For instance, what
hour will 10 o'clock a. m. be, with
Sunrlee at 7.80. .Jl'lret aubetract 7.30
trom 10, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10.00

7.80

z.ao
Multiply the houra by 60, • • • • • • 60
110

Add the 30 minutes . • • • • . • • • .. • 30
Total ........................ 160
Divide by length of hour:
160

+ 46 = 3 16/4&.

It shows that 3 bou1'8 have p888ed
and the time Is 16 minutes into the
4th hour.
· What planet rule&? We must know
the day of the week, for eaCh planet
has its owli day to rule the let hour
from sunrise. The others follow In
regular oroer from that time as follows:
Sunda;r....:sun, Venus; MercUl'J', ·Moon,
Saturn, Jupiter, Me.rs, and so on
repeating which wm bring the rul·
Ing as follows for
M·onday..:...Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
Sun, Venus, Miercury, and so on, to
Tuesday-Mars, ·.Sun, Venus, M~rcury,
Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, and to
Wednesday-MercUry, Moon, Sa.turn,
Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, to
Thursday-Jupiter, Mars, SUn, Venus,
MefCUl'J', Koon, Saturn, to
Friday-Venus, Mercury, Moon, Sat·
u·rn, Jupiter, Mara, Sun, to
Se.turd81y-8aturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun,
Venue, Mercury, Moon.
Therefore the ru'ler of the 4th hour,
by the above would be
.
Moon, it it were Bunday,
Mare, if lt were Monday,
Mercury, it it were Tuesday,
Jupiter, if it were Wednesday,
Venus, If it were Thursday,
Saturn, if it were Friday,
Sun, lf Jt were Saturday.
By the ume tha.t you had learned
this fact by calculation, the Hour

....
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would be g0ne. and your mind would
be perplexed over 7our sum. b¢ by·
the '£abula MagUB, you would only
have to look at the January 1 Table,
when the length ot day la about 9.Zl
and you see that on the line 9.41, all
the wai across are the rulers ot the
4th hour from Sunrise, under· the
several days ot the week, just as thia
long Matfhem&tical, but simplest
method or weula.Uon has given It.
~. DO matter what Le.tltude you
may be in, you have only to Ohailge
the Table trom the Month. 88 given
tor WaahlDgton time, to. 11.t the Month,
having length ot days, nearest to the
lengths as given on page 29, and you
cannot get far away from the Mark.
One-half of a degree of the moon I•
quite "near enough for all practical
purposes, and that muat be contained
ln a Planetary . Hour.
Note ihe decanates on the ·wonder
Wheel and learn that they run exact17
as the planetary houl"8 run, and note
again that the middle decanate of
each aucceedlng Zodiacal sign, marks
the 4&711 of the week In regular order,
beglnnlng with Sunda7, aa the tlrat
day in the fll'Bt sign Aries.
Many other curlollll things might be
called to your attention, even to the
order of th61119 pl&neta1'7 rulings In
the foetus, and embryo before birth.
For this lesson I will give a primary
Idea of reading, just as a hint of how
to uae the wheel. Suppose the date of
birth ls April 16.
Of course, I can tell without looking
at wheel or anything else, that the 16th
of April ls somewhere near the 26th degree of Arlee. That comes to me by
practice. All quick and ready conclusions come by practice. No one
can do anything easily except b7 practice. I learned to walk and to talk,
and to eat and drink in a clvlllzed
manner by practice. Sleeping is about
the only thing that I can think of
that comee to us without practice. Our
body, or our brain are nothing but
machines. If we want to get good
work, or good results from either of
them, we must learn to use them by
practice. There ls no royal road to

mental knowledp nor to physical
power except by practice, yet, some
at birth are equipped with better mental or phJBlcal macbtnee · to practice
with. than other& are. Thought ls but
a mode ol. mecha.n.lsm, man ls a aplrltual machine. We are now trying to
learn the callbre and the "make," of
the mental
not
the
p'hystcal
machinery of · a
person
born
April 16, without year or hour. All
men (or meatalltiee) on that day are
mental machines ol. the self same
make; from the self same manutactory in the heavens, no matter who
the mortal workmall. waa that produced. it; nor what pa.rtlcular tl.llgreea, or
extra accoutrements he has put .with
it, or with what careleealess 'he performed his work. The metal usedlnthe
construction ot every mental machine
made on the 16th of April, ls from the
same great eternal mental caldron of
the heavens, watched over and guarded by the sun and his chief compounder of metals, (Vulcan) who in.variably
sends to earth each particular day, the
self same Basic qualities of Sun's rays,
called "MannL''
Whoever eats of this "manna," to
multiply or to increase the Ute of
man on. earth in mental or morts.J.
state, must partake of the self same
"manna" that others partake of on the
self same d~, because there ls no
other.
To understand what .Astrology ls,
this philosophical digression from the
at:ralght course of the lesson; ls of far
more importance to comprehend than
all the mathmetical tables, and horoscopes and plannets born under, and ts
ot greater value than all the thumb
rules, or the morbid evacuation of .Astrologlc lexicons, copied and recopied
by compilers who quite often fall, even
to comprehend the ·meaning of the
words therein used. No doubt the intention of these gleaners are good, and,
their efforts are to good purpose in
awakenlJig the slumbering spirit in
man, but, "hell ls paved with good
intentions."
It ls better to get at the Truth, If we
can, without the perplexities of the
hell state, or at lee.st it ls better to ·
pass on from that state as quickly .aa
the mind ls able .to grasp the straight
and the narow pathway to .Astrologic
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Truth, and to get away from those delusive paths that promise doll&rs to the
purse, for the purpose of plllng m11Jery
upon the soul. The laws of Truth do
not dlfrer much from the laws ol
Error, but, "a. mlBB ls as good as a
mile." Now to the lesson:.
I said that by practice I would Immediately say April 16, wotlld be about
the 26th degree of Aries, but If I stop
a minute to think I would say 24th degree, because the sun, as shown on the
wheel enters Aries, each year, on the
21st of March generally. It varies a
little. To prove this we look on the
wheel In the Circle of Days, and we
find April 16, ls the dividing line between the 6th and 6th ring, from the
Cusp of Arlea. Ea.ch ring represents 6
days, then 6 times 6 ls 26, showing that
, April 16 ls the 26th day after the sun
enters Aries. Now, the sun moves
forward one degree per day, therefore
if it is 26 days since the sun crOBBed
the Cusp of Aries, then the sun must
be in the 26th degree of Aries, on the
15th of April. But is it? To be more
sure I look at the wheel at the Cusp
of Aries, and it says 21 March under
the picture of the lamb, therefore it ls
the 2-i th. But some people cannot do
it this way. So we use a straight edge
running out from the left nostril of the
photo, and that hits it near enough
for those who cannot do fine work. We
know it is in Aries, anyway, and the
Tablet for Aries says "Independent."
Now we know the foundation
quality of the person born on April 16,
and, no matter what his horoscope or
his stara ~ay say for good or ·for bad
after that, we know that he wlll use
everything that they give him in some
sort of an independent way, and
quite dffrerently from the same gifts
in the lives of other people of the Zod.1ac. Of course an independent man
wm use a 'dollar, or a club, quite Jlfferently than a 'Servile cowed down
slave, hence it la Impossible to judge
the good or the evil of dollars or clubs,
·without first knowing what kind of a
fellow, ls going to use them. Then,
again, perll.aps . an independent fellow
might not need as many dollars nor as
many clubs as one who ls dependent
upon such things. Herein. Iles the key
to the law of judgement in Astrology,
and True Astrology ls the judgement.

and not the figure of the heavens. If
you have no power to judge, then ten
thousand figures and ten thousand
books would never .d o you any good In
Astrology.
The one word, "Independent," suggests a host of Ideas to anyone who
knows how to apply It. There are
various kinds of independence, so W'd
next want to know what kind of Independence this fellow has, born on the
16th of April. So we see what the Decanate la on the outter edge of Aries.
The 26th or 24th degree of Arlea, la
right over the. 3d Decanate, and the
Decanate ls marked Venua.
Well, the I)!lcanate ls ruled by Venu1>, so the Independence ts of the Venus type. But, of what type la the independence of Itself; that kind that
rules the whole sign.
Look Into the little three-cornered
space, over the symbol of Aries, and
it says, "Lord Mars." That means
that Mars rules the whole of Aries,
but the last Decanate ls sub-ruled by
Venus, just BIS a governor rules a
state, whlle a city In that state ls
sub-ruled by a mayor. The mayor has
to obey the laws of the statle, although chief of the city. So Venus
sub-rules the particular kind ot martial Independence which the person
born March 16, possesses. Instea.l of
saying "sub-ruler," in Astrology, we
use the term "'Modifyer." Therefore
Venus modifies the martial independence. In reality there ls no FUllng of
these places by any planets, unless
the planets are actually in those
places, but the quality of the planet&
and t'he places they are said' to rule,
are of similar nature. Ancient ABtrol·
ogers, instead of using such volumes
ol words, as we today use to exprees
a few ldea'S, used a vary few algns
by which they could express volume•
of ideas. By looking at the signs on
the wbeiel and the Lords of the Slgn.s,
and tllen at the Tablets of the Slgn.s,
and we get a complete idea of the nature of the signs and also of the
plan·e ts.
Mars then ls an tn·d ependent and a
magnetic power, as per his tablet.Aries and Scorpio-and Venus ls a detc:.rmlned and an 1ntultlve power, · aa
per her tablets-Taurus and Libra.
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. Each sign t!hat a planet 11 Lord at
partakes somewhat ot tlle quality

ot

the other sign that the planet rules,
because the two signs are In reallt7
only the other Bide ol the circle.
which th6 planet makea In going
around the sun, so Mare ls lndepend·
ent and magnetic, and Venus l• determined and Intuitive. so the quality
of the person born . 1.d li lli Is In·
tultlvely determined In his magnetic
Independence. We nave got him down
pretty fine. but, we can get him 1lner,
before we attend to anything else.
~ now look at the "Terms," u
shown on the wheel. · We find that
Mars rules the term from the 21Bt
to the 26th degree, hence Venus bu
not any great ll'howlng after all, u
tile Mars natUJ'e predomJnatee.
It
would signify that so long u the
Aries Independence wu not provoked,
the Venus mixture would make It
qutm agreeable.
The Judgment relative to planeb,
aside from what I have given, Is the
easiest part of Astrology.
People
who "draw Horoscopes first are like the
girl who gets a straw · out of her
broom to try her baking with before
she baa pan, flour or anything else.
Going at her work 'hind aide 1lrst. .We
cannot make a silk pune out of a
aow's ear, and the aspects, or directions cannot change the Basic Quality,
for the Basic II the Destiny of the Ego.
The disease of a patient wlll Invariably run Its course, exactly In accordance with the astro Influences.
It now you wish. to go further Into
the Horoscope then get the Horoecopal Houses by the law which goes
with the wheel and read the Horo•
cope by counting the houses the sev·
eral planets are In from the ascendant or 10th housee. but let the sign
Influences alone, because signs do not
belong to Horoecope.
They have a
secondary Corre&PoDdental Influence
and that Is !Ill. And all of this Is done
with the Wonder Wheel and without
tables of houses or tantalizing Math-a.
mattes. By Mathematics you would
only arrive at the ame conclusions If
you did your work properly.
No matter how far we adv&Dce In
knowledge, there ls Just as much more
knowledge further on.
l'fo system of Itself 19 oomplete ud

There 19 none perfect, •Te
One, and that one 19 .All.
We would advise beginners In astrology not to attempt too many of these
various methods of Judging until well
.up in an understanding of the basic
laws. When one has learned the philosophy and scientific method as simplified In our practical methods, then
one will be well equipped for complications and all other methods of Judging, until, In adeptshlp one can read
the heavens upside down, eris-cross or
any other way without becoming confused. What we have given is all that
a beginner should attempt until perfected therein.
All nature la made up of a
wheel within a wheel. or a circle of influences. These circles are In con·
.1tant process of change In both the
material and the spiritual realms.
These circles not only revolve. but
In their revolving assume a progressive spiral movement, which as a
whole creates a ball, Just as a ball of
twine ls created. If you can grasp
an Idea from this crude method of
statement, then you may perceive how
the years roll on, precisely the same
in principle (or first consideration)
and yet not the same under second
thought. The earth goes through its
years of life and Its age. the same
as a human being in prlnicple. and
yet not the same In thought, for the
world thought, (or manifestation} Is
not the same today as It was in past
years. As the ball of twine In its
fullness le dependent upon the 1lrst
strand at the centre within, so Is this
present age of thought (man) depend·
ent upon the thought (man) of prehistoric time. The gatherings of un·
derstandlng In the past, are all within
the hearts or the brain of the present,
but the ever-existing present, ls but
a continuation of the winding of the
twine, and of Itself (Independent ot
what It possesses from within) Is but
the expression of the within. (due to
the efforts of the past). and not to
any superior wisdom of Its own. The
past ls as full of truth and of error
as Is the present-probably no more
nor Iese so-and In both Instances, an
astrologlc analysis will prove that er·
rors are of the head and never of the
heart. Errors are always due to the
personal side of life and never to the
Individual side.
perfect.
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are three padea of relationship, 't'l• :
friendship, aoqualntanoeahip aad enmity,
and theae mar .be permanent or temporary.
A planet tn its own sign or corresapondin& house, when an event ocoun
algnUlea permanent re~tionahlp. Elsewhere It denote. but temporary relt.tionahlp.
· When a planet Ii in his own sign, but
not In his own house, then he la not ae
permaneu.t as if In both sign and house,
although in one wa7 he might be a
friend in another wa7 he might be an
enemy,
True friends are not accounted 18'i18
he planet la In· every wa7 strong. If in
every wa7 weak, then, he should be oare.
fully oonaldered and prudentl7 dealt
with, because b7 natUre he is a habitual
foe. The true frleadly condition of the
planet b7 its dignlt,. or its strength ma7
be depended up.>n If normal or free,
but if abnormal even though strong,
there are the aapectiag lnfluenoea of the
planet to be considered. Henoe the
strong planet is a friend in matters deA SUMMING UP·
noted bj his power or dignity. An
Wherever any planet ma7 be at the acquaintance
In matten of his weakneu
time of an event,c that place In the and if whol17 weak, then a natunl ene" Circle of Da71," or " Degree Circle," my.
6-The above blenclinga of modUloa·
la the Birth Point of that planet, jut
as the Date of the event in the Ctr- tlona, eto., wlll denote the whole
of the planet, as It relates to an
ole of Daya, la the Birth Point of the story
event or a life. As the modUled oonSun, or the lolar !fature of the event. dition may be so will the event ~e,
From · these Birth Pointe, ' the ta71 wheneveranypfanet, Sun, Moon, or other
squares, trlnea, oppoaittona, eto., ellc., factor, ln any way, at any after time, gets
Into any one of the aspeot., and ei:muat be oonaidered, aa follows :
ol'8a the Blrth Condition to act, ln &o·
1 -The nature of the planet itself.
oordanoe with the Birth Promise, whloh
I-It's normalit,. or abnormlillt7, ie, was contained In the positions and as·
free, aapeoted, or, in any other wa7 In peots of the planets at birth,
The entire laws of Astrology oan be
harmon7 or dlaoor4 with the planete
in no simpler manner. All that
.or thP. elemental qualities of the signs stated
remains la to find when some planet la
their u~ure, polarities and po11lbl7 in or near auoh Birth Points and ...
their oolor blending&, but the upeots pects, and act aooordingly. The figure
7 is a symbol of opposition, as every
are the main oonaideratlon.
planet, and everything la polarized at
3--The nature of the stars good or the seventh epooh. 8 or sex la per.
bad, etc., of the above, blended with feotlon. " :Remember the seventh da7
the normal nature of the planet and (did, -diabl1, or opposite) and, keep It
holy (aaored.)." To do this find out
the modlfylng effeote oarefull7 weighed the
Septennial period of eaoh planet,
4-The power of oontlnuance of these as in both the Zodiao, .the Horoscope,
different faoton in the n71, whether and In your indMdual life, and the
'permanent, temporary, oommon, fb:e4, greahat secret to aucceBB la attalaed, in
plaaetaryoperationa exceptlag Saturn
etc., eto. ·These are termed "Priend- all
who la not so dlabollo in opposition
llhlpa," or the relationship of life In as at his squares, 7et, depre11lng at
the indindual, as in tlae planete. There either point.
Bead
for the 7ear the squares trinea. etc..
3ust as the birth slcn was read. only
remember that these are but momen·
tary or qulck17 passing influences and
interests, while the birth influences
are apt to hold more or leBB through
the whole life. The birth Influences
of course are stronger or are In har·
mony with the Influences of the 7ear
of life, when the year of life appears
In a birth sign, or In aextlle or in
trlne with It, and weakened or an·
tagonlzed when the year of life la
In square or In opposition to the birth
sign. If your year of lite appears In a
sign where a good planet was at birth,
then the planet helps that year, but
If a bad planet la there then It hln·
dera that year. By what we have prev·
lously said you will probably realize
that no planet ta good when It la In
square or oppoattlon with a birth
point, and no planet Is bad when It la
In trlne with or sextlie with a birth
point.
·.
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A USEFUL TABLE.
We present, herewith, • Table of the
Annual Conjunction ·of the Sun with
Uranus, Saturn and Jupit.er, whereby
the student · may note their location
from ·year to year, 1821 to 1906.
Man, Moon and the inferior planet&rulen of the superficial social atfa.ira
of Life, change too quickly to be easily
tabulat.ed; yet, no matt.er where Sun
may be, Venus and Mercury are never
more than one Sign from Sun, and the
Moon invariably forms every good and
bad aspect to every point in the heavens
every fifteen days, hence what.ever may
affect the Sun, must llimllarly affect the
Moon, in the time of the Sun's approach
to or departure from any body or point
in the heavens.
Hence, when a Primary influence is
operating, the Secondary Influence may
alt.ernate from good to bad, but that
. in1luence which corresponds with the
.one the SUll is under mt11t be the
stronger upon the life, by virtue of the
two forces acting together. Herein we
see the law of Destiny and of Free Will.
Under the contrary aspects of Moon
with Sun, the Individual Mind imagines
itself free to act its own pleasure, and
boasts thereof, but, when the Moon
reaches tlie Aspect in harmony with
the Sun, then the Individual recognizes
barriers to its will that it l;lad failed to
recognize. By this we may realize that
the Superior Testimonies are the bett.er
ones for us to depend upon, for the
othen are but ephemerial divergencies.
This Table gives ua a method .by
which to approximate our truly good
and troublesome times, and also a
mea.D.11 of judging the good or evil of
these superior planets upon our life.
LOOK down the columns of years in
Table and find your own Year of Birth.
On that line you will see the days of the
Months in that. year whl)Jl Sun arrives
ai the places occupied by Uranus,
Saturn, and Jupiter. Note how many

months or days, or degrees or signs,
these planets were from your own birth
month or birth day, or birth sign, or
birth degree, and as the aspects are so
were these planets at your birth. Mark
these planets in the wheel as given on
the line, if you cannot judge the aspect
mentally..
Example:-Suppose I was born Mch.
30, 1845. I look for that year and find
Sun was in conjunction with Urant11
March 26, in Aries 6; with Saturn, Jan.
29, in Aquarius 9 and with Jupiter,
April 6, in Aries 17. Now as my birth
point was Mch. 30, then Uranus was
four days, or four degrees behind my
Sun, and Jupiter was 7 degrees ahead
of Sun. Hence I was born between the
conjunctions of these two planets with
Sun.
Now my Bun was in 10 degrees of
Aries, and Saturn was in 9 degrees of
Aquarius. That would be a close sex·
tile, but, Saturn was in Aquarius Jann·
ary 29, when Bun was there also. As
Sun by March 30 had moved forward
to Aries 10, then Saturn must have
moved some, and would. be a few degrees further on in Aquarius. It is
near enough to say that Saturn was in
sextile. So my birth was, by this Table,
under the mixed influences of Uranus,
Saturn and Jupiter.
If one's month of birth is exactly
two or four months from the dates of
these planets as given on the line of the
birth year, then these planets favor the
life by their best influences; but, if ex·
actly three or six months, then they
annoy the life by their worst influences.
If one's time of birth is the same, or
within a few days of the e&me, as
marked on the year line, the Uranian
and the Saturn influence would be bad,
but the Jupiter influence good, as per
the laws of Bun conjunction with
Uranus, Saturn or Jupiter.
A Jupiter 'conjunction with Bun
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URANUS in Ariel.-Givea Spiritual
Birth point always gives one meana, or
Visions and Foresight. In Taurus.ready friends..
These conditions of
Self-esteem and conniving&. · In Gemini.
same as heretotimes and aspects
fore given, 80 if you have attended to
-.Inquisitive tendency to follow leaders.
an understanding of the wheel; you can·
In Cancer.-Inclines one to buainesa,
study or investigation. In Leo.-:M&kes
not fail to utilize this table and aston·
ish people by 80 quickly telling them
one love to mentally control others. Ia
the conditions of their life.
Virgo.-Makes one studious and investigating. In Libra.-ln~lines one to
Knowing the signs, etc., which form
study causes. .I n Bcorpio.-Gives occult
good aspects to the Birth Point, just
follow the years along till you come to
adaptability. In Sagittarius.-Makes one
philosophically occult. In Capricorn.them, and they are the yea.ra in one's
Gives one unexplainable fancies. Ia
life that were fortunate according to
the planet's power. (See ~ 20 of Aquarius.-Givea active imaginatiODB.
the Lesions.)
In Pieoea.-Givea aspirations towarda
The years of bad aspects may be
the unknown.
SATURN in Ariea.-Gives symbolical
found in same way.
and meehanical ideas. In Taurus.-:M&kee
Of course the Sun can form conjuiao·
one pessimistic.
In Gemini.-Makes
tion with a superior planet but once a
year, as per the date and degree of. one graceful in motion. In Cancer.- .
Sign given, but, as the Sun moves on
Gives love of the Spiritual. In Leo.and completes another circle (year)
Gives activity and power to please. In
before it conjuncts again, it thereby
Virgo.-Gives activity, or taste for
forms all of the various aspects to · the
travel. In Libra.-Givee ability for
most any pursuit. In Scorpio.- Will
planet, and very nearly to the same
give one power to overcome diftloulties.
place. The differences in the places of
In Sagittarius.-Makes one ingenious or
these · planet& from line to line, is the
artistic. In Capricom.-Gives fondneea
amount of progress they make , while
the Sun is going around the entire cir·
for home or local scenes. In Aquarius.
-Gives an ardent ideal love nature. In
cle. In this year's time, Jupiter moves
Pisces.-Gives foresight and Spiritual
about 30 degrees, so for five, six or seven
months from the conjunction we would
visions.
JUPITER in Aries.-Givea physical
add or subtract 15 degrees, for 3 months
10 degrees, and for 9 months 20 degrees.
power. In Taurus.-Pride and love of
public life. In Gemini.-Extreme execuThe movements of Uranus and Saturn
tive ability. In Cancer.-Enlarged buai·
are BO slow, that the approximation by
monthly aspects will be near enough.
nes11 ideals. In Leo.-LoYe of public
life or associations. In Virgo.-Love of
They appear to move faster or slower
at different times of the year, but that
new scenes and placee. In Libra.-Gives
is due to earth motion. From Sun to
pride and feelings of !Mlli·irnpc;rtanee. In
Sun (BO called) there is no great varia·
~tmpio.-Makes one quiet o' inexpressive. In Sagittarius.-Gives one
tion from the times given in our Table
· and perseverance.
In Capricora. of Celestial Periods.
Makes one faithful, refined and loving.
This table of Sun's conjunctions for
In Aquarius.-Givee one aristocrat.io
quick approximated readings is entirely
ways, or fondness for music. In Pisces.
new and original. This is the first time
-Gives one skill and disposed to art or
published.
. education.
ADDATO.
'lheee testimonies added to those given
A few features of character may be
from Birth point, will convince most
revealed to an individual when know·
ing 'the Sign occupied by the Superior
any one of the Truths of AStrology. unless he is a bigot. The Author has
planets at time of birth. They are as
proven them by Years of Evidences.
follows:

are

energy
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Oeneral_ Notes Concerning Special Significances,
BJ whloh oonolualona are often aptlJ drawn bJ adept AlirologtatB.
other half, or the duality, Scorpio its
The Sign a planet is in quite often
products. Sagittarius the brotherhood of
denotes the nature of the locality of
its products, or children of the dual
the one represented by the.planet, or the
elemental conditions most prominent ·in
germ. Capricorn, the Home of the Dual
energy.
(Heme is made up of two
his life. For instance:
In Aries, Leo or Sagittarius, ·near or
qualities, exterior operations known as
dealing with 11.re or inflammatory af·
business, and interior operations known
fairs. Aries, somewhat exclusive. Leo,
as household matters. The Home of the
One Half of Human Life is the Business
more prominent or expansive. Sagittarius, more pretentious and self-glorify·
of the other Half. The two Halves in
perfect union create a happy and well·
ing. In Taurus, Virgo, or Capricorn,
provided home.)
Aquarius, the Anti·
more devoted to earthy things, or
·worldly necessities. Taurus, perfected
thesic, or polarity of Leo, is the heart
joys of the other half, and Pisces is the
earth, as articles created from hides.
fruitage thereof.
Virgo, the products of earth, or foods.
Capricorn, the earth itself, like farming
When these significances, applicable to
or explorations. In Gemini, Libra, or
the great ·Brotherhood of Man, are apAquarius, near or dealing with ethereal
plied to single personalities, we seldom
or airy matters, intellectual or mental
find the personal life in harmony with
forces, lofty places or gauzy interests.
the Brotherhood life, for all are not con·
Gemini, literature, or commerce. Libra,
ceived when Sun is entering Cancer.
Such conception would produce Births,
matters of justice, taste and beauty.
Aquarius, matters of greatest usefulness
with Birth Numbers exactly as pre·
. to fellow-beings, etc.
In Cancer,
sented on the Wheel, l for Aries, 2 for
Scorpio, or Pisces, near. or dealing with
Taurus, etc.
liquids, or changing matters. Cancer,
Births at other times, commence at
pure, running and transparent liquids.
some of "the other numbers, from 2 to
Scorpio, Stagnant or Sedimented liquids.
12; and they are therefore as much out
Pisces, large volumes of liquid.
of harmony with each other as are the
Ii1 the gieat Brotherhood of Man. · .droppings of windfall apples. Only the
perfect fruit, in harmony with the tree,
Aries denotes the Germal Life, Taurus,
the products of the germ; Gemini the
continues to the harvest.
brotherhood of the products, or children
Bo, from the Birth point of each, the
of the germ. Cancer· denotes the Home,
personal life germ starts, and the prod·
or Family Altar, the Mother's haven of
ucts of the germ are the succeeding num·
ber, and so on. Hence, the relationships
rest, and the Father's: ambition. · Cancer
is in reality the beginning and enamg
of personalities, one with another, may,
of all things, the root of the tree, from
by the mixture of Brotherhood and
Personal Birth Numbers, be quite dif·
which the life atarts, and to which poit.t
it milllt return. Cancer is likened to the
ferent from the relationship of each of the
same persons to the Great Brotherhood
ever-moving waters of the River of Life.
For human beings to be in harmony
of Man. In this way the various com·
with Nature, their conceptions should
binations are so great that no two are
occur while Sun is passing through
alike. The . time will come when Man·
Cancer. Leo signifies the heart-joys of
kind will purify itself into distinct
Nature. Virgo signifies the fruitage.
classifications,-not purse-proud distincLibra denotes the GermaJ Life of the
tions - but
Zodiacal
clasaificat.ions
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and

sub-classifications.

That

will

be the True Pinnacle of Civilization.

In Physical Characteristie&-governed
by the Horoscope-we are again indis·
criminately mixed, hence, beginning with
the Eastern point of the hea.vens at
birth, called the Ascendant, the circle
of the Horizon is divided into 12 departments, numbered conseeutively as the
Signs.
Pia.nets in these departments
arc said to signify:
In l-8elf; 2-Pel'llOJlal Goods; 3Brothers,Neighbors or Letters; 4 Father'!!
standing, or Mother's Disposition, or the
condition of one's Home Life in general;
5-the Heart's joys, or disposition ·of
one's children; 6-Distant relatives, servants, and such secondary relationships,
and nature of health; 7-Dispoeition, or
quality of marriage or business partner;
8-The nature of their personal property; 9-The disposition of one's opin·
ions, religious views, or of strangers;
10-The quality of busineaa operations,
or of employers; 11-Dispoeition of
Friends i 12-Dispoeition of Enemies.
For instance, in these several department&,
URANUS signifies queer people and
things, unexpected events, and obstacles
to the department which it occupies,
and also to the other departments to
which it is in opposition and in square,
but it favors the departments which it
aspects by trine, or sextile. Hence one
to receive benefit by Uranus people or
goods or events, as denoted by the house
it is in, it must receive them at the
times when the Sun 'or Moon are in the
trines or sextiles to the · planet Uranus.
In like manner with the other planets.
SATURN signifies old, sedate, or la·
boring people, or scientific people, old
goods, earthy matters, or slow events.
JUPITER signifies religious, monied,
pompous, self-glorious people, goods of
worldly value, or popular events.
MARS signifies Mechanical, Surgical,
Military or Forceful people; Hot or
Bright goods or quick, serious events.
SUN signifies Employers, Officials or
officious people, Goode of public importance, or events hard to conceal.

VE?>.'1JS signifies opposite sex, fastidious, or artistic people, dainty goods,
or plef1.8ing events.
MERCURY signifies young or active,
unstable people, Intellectual matters, or
busy events.
·
MOON is common, and signifies any·
thing and everything of ordinary im·
portance and ~ily events, as she happens from time to time to be aspected.
Planets above the earth, or upon the
side with the Sun, denote people open
and frank. Under the earth, or on opposite side of the Sun; denote secret
workers. By ·this, the same planet may
denote two classes, for it may be with
the Sun, and also under the earth.
Wherever an affiicting planet is, denotes the nature of the locality where
the affticting party will be met. Its re·
lationship is denoted by the Sign or
House it rules.
A Planet in a Sign, or House, is as
if the Planet was in conjunction with
the Planet that rules the Sign or House.
Hence, the Planet's own nature is
· changed, and it cannot act normally.
In judging these changes of planetary
· natures it requires good ability for
analysis, or good idea.a of chemistry.
For instance, · Jupiter might be in
Scorpio, in the 3d House and in bodily
conjunction with Saturn, squared by
Venue, and in opposition to Uranus.
This would make a general mixup of all
the planets. It would be risky to attempt Horoecopal judgment, but Solar
and Lunar judgments would be quite
easy, for each planet would operate in
its own ti)lle .in regular order of sequence. Moon · and Mercury show te~
dencies to the Mental Qualities. They
should · be well aepected to each other,
otherwise they create Mental disliatisfactione, cynical, sarcastic or fault-find·
ing inclinations. The nature of the tendency good or bad is shown by the
planet that aspects them.
When two planets are in good aspect
to .each other, no other planet can ever
affect both of them evilly, hence the
planet that is affecting one evilly, is
affecting the other for good, and their
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good aspects to each other help

to

modify the evil.
When aspects are not cloee by degrees of Signs, then they are weak, and
the weaker they are by distance from
exact degree, the lees liable they are to
manifest to any noticeable extent.
The Ascendant, or 1st House by Sign
and Planets in it and aspecting it, denote the Disposition of the Mind; the
Planet that lords the Sign on the Cusp
gives further testimony, and he is biased
by the Sign he is in and by the aspects
to him. When you mix these as they
should be you will have the Disposition
of one's Character, but not the Character itself, for the Divine Character of
Man i8 as the Sun, is Zodiacally related
to the earth, at time of birth. From
that Character Man cannot depart, but,
by Progression he reaches out after
other Characters and tries to imitate
them, by Disposition.
BUSINESS is ruled by every planet,
for whatever one is engaged at, is one's
business, but, Finance, or its equivalent,
is generally favorable when Moon is in
aspect with the Jupiter of one's birth,
yet the bad 8.l!pects cause one to be too
free or over-generous. The condition of
Jupiter at birth denotes whether it will
ever be of great or of little importance.
Jupiter in 2d or loth Houses of the
Horoscope are also good testimonies, or
in Tarus, Capricorn, Sagittarius or
Pisces, but in Gemini or Virgo, Jupiter ..
is not very promising. Jupiter in conjunction, or good aspect, with any planet
but Venus or Mars, is favorable. With
Mercury it gives good judgment, but in
bad aspect with Maocury and the judgment is not good.
MERCURY gives . activity in intellectual lines, Venus gives talent for music,
Mars gives talent for art. These lines of
operation will be favorable or unfavorable as these planets are aspected by
Sun or Moon, or as they are affected by
the other planets, according to the
qualities of those other planets, as heretofore given.
Venus rules the affections, while Mercury rules the passions, and these will

to

dispose
Marriage, or Mutual associations, for better or worse, according to
the good or bad aspects of Sun or Moon
to their places at birth, and, transiently
as the Transits are.
·
Bodily transits are conjunctions, while
aspects are friendly relationships.
Jupiter, Saturn, or any of the other
planets as aspected by Sun or Moon,
may give Marriage, but to. people or
for purposes denoted by the planet aspected.
Planets in Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or
Aquarius, give Fixed or Stable qualities,
more so than in other Signs. In Aries,
Cancer, Libra or Capricorn, "they partake
of Cardinal Virtues, or Capabuities to
assimilate with surroundings, or prevailiiig notions. In Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces, they are more subject
to environing conditions than elsewhere.
Uranus in aspect with Sun or Moon
causes good or bad changes of some
kind. Mars causes energetic changes,
and Mercury causes intellectual or commercial movements.·
Changes, Removal and Travel come
under one head. . Saturn in a fixed
sign is never Hable to change, but in
common signs he might be easily
frightened, or made very uneasy.·
Count the .number of Signs the Moon
is in from Sun, and mat will give the
number of the House, the Part of For- .
tune is in. Whether you know your
Hour of Birth or not, the Part of Fortune has nothing to do with Signs. The
House it is in denotes one of the chief
sources of your wealth.
Notes of like character to these given,
are innumerable. The more one attempts to master them, the more confused one's mind is likely to become, especially when one attempts to harmonize them with guessed-at Times of Birth.
Once more, consider. and heed the following advice:,...-Read and Re-read the
contents of this book, without any attempt to perform Horoscopal work. By
so doing you will gradually absorb the
true light and the philosophy of the
heavens, and the simple laws of 12 Departments and 8 or 10 Heavenly
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Find date of birth between the lines. The space outside the date gives the character ;
the space inside the date gives the Sign of Birth. This is enlarged
to 6x6 inches, and sold on cardboard.
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Bodies, merely forming di11'erent com·
binationa from day to day, from month
to month, and from year to year, will
become so evident to you, that you will
not only wonder at tile great cry of
"Mystery," and "Abll11"118e Problems,"
which have been hurled at thie ecience,
but you will soon become able to make
epecial significancee yourself, in a far
more practical manner than any that
are layed down in published works.
Any special information desired, write
to the Author, encloeing e1 for his time,
and he will be pleased to set you on

the right track in whatever department
of occult knowledge you desire to travel.
Letters will always reach him, or
some of his pupils, by addressing
C. H. WEBBER,
Salem, Mass.

Private Short-cut Methods, for fine
work, never published, and origina.l;
taught by Correspondence; useful to
thoee well up in the Science.
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.ABTBOLOGY IN .A NtlTBHEtL.
HIS IMAGE IN MAN.
By C. H. Webber.
To attain In a life, at best but a spa.n,
Any knowladg'e of God, 'cept his
"Image" in man,
le an lmpoS'Slblllty, without any doubt.
For God and His ways are past man's
11.nJlng out.
The great law of Gotd, in the heavens
teach man,
.
Through its teaching we strive
hard the future to scan,
But, how can the future to us e'er be
shown,
'Till the present ls more clearly
· studied and known.
The truths that· each day are revealeJ
to our sight
Are as stars In th'e heaven of life's
,dreary D.lght.
I!! the light of those stars every living
·
soul may
See a type of the light of some great
endless day.
How great ls the comfort which every
soul feels
As It prizes the truths which the pl"e'S·
ent reveals,
And contemplates the wonders of the
great Hand Divine,
11~ the beauties of Nature so grandly
sublim'e.
We look toward the sky for a gltmp&e

Into heaven,
But, remembering that Adam from
Eden was driven,
Our thoughta unto Earth anJ Earth's
lessons retum,
As we realize how much we mu'St
study and learn.
Adam dwelt, as we dwell, neath tbe
eye of the Lord,
A tree moral agent In action and
Word,
When his strength he extolled as a
strength of his own
Then the Lord drove him forth to
wander alone.
Alon·e In his thought, with no light of
God's love.
Alone to the worsblp of. mere flesh
and blood.
His reason dethroned ·by dearth of. the
spirit,
An outcast till life should again be
Its merit.
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'Tia but darkness to glorlty sentient
~If.

It leads us to grovel for honors and
pelt.
Give God all the glory for what we

attain,
Then we the new life that la promised
will gain.
· Down through the past ages, the
Spirit of God,
'Mong a few chosen mortals mates
tlcally trod,
tt shone with effulgence that to this
day la seen,
A.nd accepted as life, light and glory
serene.
Througll. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
his 'SOD,
We learn where this spirit of new life
begua.
And eo dc.wn to Ma.ry, the favored 9f
God,
We trace the lnereaae of Its merciful
rod,

While this spirit of Ute was awake•·
Ing the JeWB,
Th·e heafuen were wrestling with
heaY'enly news,
A bright star had risen-a star ln the
.at,

To guide certain wise men, In unto
the feast.
This star was first seen In Socrates·
land,
Wise Socrates saw it, llUt could not
und·eratand,
Its glorious Import, yet died In Its
light,
That his people mlg'b.t know that lt'.i
teaching was right.
Hie followers ol>Eiyed It and ·to King
Herod went,
Saying, "Where la this King whom
from God has been sent,
For, we, too, have a knowl'edge. of
truths yet to come.
For the algnB of your prophets and
our signs are one,"
Thus, led by the star of Socrates'
mind, ·
They searched through ·the kingdom
of Herod to ftnd
The blessings long promised to Abraham's seed,
To bring Ilg-ht out of darkness for
·
man's future need.

In a Bethlehem manger, that manger

a brain,
The new light from God, In Qod•a
temple waa lalnThat tempi\?, not made by the ruc!e
hand of man,
But, a temple, whose glory forever
shall stand.
The wise Jewish . minds were the
"inns," and no room
Cotlld be found to receive the wond'dr·
ful boon,
That had come u a ransom for: long
lost mankind.
So Its throne was ftrm fixed tu an In·
fantll13 mind.
a Saviour for all,
Who accept the redemption from
Adam's great fall,
And the throne was made strong and
annolnted wltA grace,
As a token of truths for the world to
embrace,
This temple waa Jesus-the Spirit,
hie word,
Termed "Christ," · the annolnte•,
whose voice had been heard,
Crying out of the wilderness of dark·
nese and sin,
'Unburden your souls, let the light
enter In,
Thus the world that was dead, was bequeathed a new life,
And peace, joy and gladneu replaced
form~r strife,
But, the old Jewish bottles, could not
hold the new wine,
So in envloU'B madness they trod down
the vine.
But the vine had Its roOt tn the King·
dom of Heaven,
And Its fruit to the 'f'Orld was OD~
again given.
To show that dead souls with sinful·
nees filled,
Are as naught to God's tru~s which
can never be killed.
T l<..11, the temple was ream'.l llS

By the light of God's trutn.s, as reveialed unto man,
In gospel, In nature, we clearly . may

scan.

The majesty, wl'Sdom, the pawer iUl.l
might,
Of the God of the Universe, al. truth
and of light,
·

o;
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Every soul ls a branch of that much
abused vine,
For life, or for death, for old or new
win'e,
Every 1D.&J1 ls a temple and taahtoned
with care,
God begs the sweet gift of a dwelling place there.
Will ye grant Him a home In the
depth of your h'eartT
Or wlll ye renounce Him and bid Him
'depart,
So, tum the rich temple, He made for
·
His own,
To a vile den ot robbers, with tblevee
on the throne.
waiom your candle of. life, begins to
grow dim,
And ye feel ye will stand In the presence of Him,
Your courage must fall you, unless
ye have grace
To meet the great Judgm'ent which all
men mU11t face.
Then bend ye with meekness, devoid
of vain pride,
·
Put all your weak quibbllngs o'er
"lams" asld'e,
Give all glory to God, and His majesty scan,
By the study of Nature and His
4 Ucage" In Man~
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MATHEMATICS AND ASTROLOGY•.

It ls high time that the world. with
its eyes now opening to the wondera
of AetrolDgy, should learn that mathematics,- or the claim of pre&umptuOUll
mathematicians, haa done more to debase Astrology and keep tt in ~e background than all the chBll'latans on record.
Mathematicians of today are very apt
to declare that they do not believe in
the flimsy and hazy kind of Astrology
known as Horary. '.l'hey claim to believe only in what they call Nativtiee,
yet at the same time th<ey advocate
mathematical precision in arcs of direction f.rom a birth data correct to the
minute. What is a correct data tO the
minute but an Horary ctata. A "Nativity" and an "Horary Figure" mean
precisely the same thing when th<e data
lb from the exact m.inui.e of a birth,
whether that birth be the birth of a
human being or an event in the life of
a human being. An Horary Figure
must be exact to the minute, but a Nativity may or may not be, and still tt
would be a Nativity.
Who ever saw a picture of the Nativ·
tty of the Saviour;~drawn to the moment of birth, and yet In every gallery
of paintings we may ftnd a picture of
tlle birth of the Saviour; and by the
best of scholars It ts termed the "Nativity of the Lord Jesus Christ."
A strictly Horary Figure, of exact
moment of birth ts the only thing in
Astrology that calls for the 11.ner mathematics. Without the exact minute of
a bl.rth Tables of Houses are .useless,
and 1t ls lmpoasible· to make col'll&Ct
arcs of. direction.
As the exact minute of a birth Is
almost impossible to get, this fact
makes the mathematical part of Astrol·
ogy a delusion and a snare, and yet
nine-tenths of the students of Astrology go Into mathematical hysteric&
after a wtll-o'-the wisp.
The ftner mathematics and spherical
basts of Astrology, which· calls for
&idereal time, latitude, longitude,
ascending degr<ee, zenith, Tables .o f
Houses and arcs of direction, aside
from simple rules of arithmetic ands.p.
pro:dmated laws, belong almost exclusively to the Horary Branch of Astrol·

ogy, which ts not at all an ancient
method, but is tn realtty a modern 87&tem but a few centuries old.
This modern system, with Its mathematical gjmnaatics, ts In reality tlle
hodge podge of Astrology, and true
Astrology wlll never oo appreciated
nor intelligibly understood until these
mathematicians are given a back seat
and asked to use their genius In securing accurate Horary times of birth, before they attempt to force their claims
into the ft<eld of Astrology.
.
The term "mathematics" means anything, f.rom the numbering of the signs
l, 2, 3, etc., down to the most Intricate
trigonomlcal calculation, but the pretentious mathematics forced upon put"e
Astrology belongs only to the Horary
system, and ts contained in such excellent works as "Dalton's Spherical
Basis of Astrology,'' but this work is
only useful to Harary Astrology.
I
know that many minds will at ftrst disagree with me in this assertion, but
they had better not argue against my
statement unJ..ees they wish to prove
that they do not understand the subject.
Horary Astrology is generally considered to be a fl.gui"e drawn for the
answering of immediate questions.
The. self-same mathematical law, ar
rules. are required for the casting of
a figure for exact time of birth, as for
the exact time of asking a question. So
far as the mathematics go, there ls no
difference.
What Is this l:i.w. n "' ephemeral.
It is dependent upon an arc of the
earth's diurnal movement In an hour's
time, and that hour m&gnlfted to a cirde of 360 degrees Is measured by arcs
ot .dil'6Ction, thereby obtaining symbols or correspondences to cycles of
days, months and yes.rs; Such a circle
is called a Horoscope, because, In reality, the entire circle of 12 Houses . is
11othlng but an extended circle of the
hour, divided Into 12 departments. This
same circle may be judged as the circle of a day, a year or a century, but
in that case the ftn.er :mathematics are
not ucenary.
Only In the Horary features of Astrology are the ftner mathematics
called for, and unfortunately for matlrematlcs, accurate birth data are so
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few that ma1.11ematlca are 1188lesa, except to thOlle who fail to recognJ.ze that
all of their fine mathematical la.OOr is
but time wasted. :Mathematics do not
enter at all into their correct 1lndings,
except it be tlle aimple laws of arithmetic. The very fl.rat nonsense tb.at a
pel'80n gets into his head in an attempt
to learn Aatroloa is that he must become proficient in casting a Horoscope,
with or without a correct Horary data,
:ind that all attairs of life depend UPon
the planet he is born under a.n.d . the
house of the horoscope it is situated in,
and the aspects of other planets to it.
That is the very last thing that a person should attempt to learn.
A largie number of Aatrologic students learn that . and nothing more,
consequently they are always fl.oundering with mathematical problems, lordships and houses, and never really
learn what true Astrology is.
By reason of the matllematical problems, relative to the Horary arcs of the
earth's diurnal motion, true Astrology
and Horary Astrology are lndlscrim·
inately mixed in nearly all of the books
published, and strange to say, those
who decry the Horary features as hazy
and flimsy are the biggest sticklers for
that grade of mathematics which are
only needed for the Hora.IT &ndlngs.
Mathematics, simple or com»lex, is, ·of
course, more or le&!J needed ln Astrology, but no more so than in the making of a batch of bread, or in the mixing of paint.
Might as well say that a servant girl
cannot make good bread wltho11t using
the multiplication table, or that a
painter's boy cannot mix pa.Int without
knowledge of the rule of three, as to
say that Astrologic judgment may not
be arrived at without accurate sidereal
time, logarithms or trlgon~try.
The East Angle in circular form, and
divided into 12 equal parts, · called
"houses," is all there is to a natural
horoscope, or a Natal Figure, with centre ot the earth in linoe with the sun
always.
As mathematics Improved, mathematicians began to assume that the
earth's nutation ehoulll be consider'~
in the hair-splitting features Of a.n. .
horoscope, hence artificial hours W'6l"e
advocated, in order to give mathe-
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matica an GPPortunity to dJapla;y it.a
genius in an artificial Horoacope of
uneven houses.
These matheJJll!>tlcal assumptions
have done more to destroy tlle· benefits of A.atrology to the world at large
than. any religious prejudice to the
science and they did much to drive Astrology Into the hands of a few, who,
though being good mathematicians,
were not always good astrologers.
Losing sight of the T~ Astrology,
by reason of the mathemaUc&lly Im·
posed Artificial Astrology, the world
sickened of the detailed pretensions,
and Astrology lost its hold upoQ the
religious minded, and religious truth
began to follow tlie downfall of Astrology.
TbMe ls an Astrology in the heavens,
not dependent upon· the moment of
birth, not dependent upon Tables of
Houses, not dependent upon the computing of arcs of direction, other than
by simple addition or counting; not dependent upoJl anything more than the
places of the plAnets at birth and an
oridnary almanac.
When one has learned to appreciate
the simple law.a of Astrology as taught
by the Wonder Wheel, he wlll have
become master over any of the features
that Horary Astrology reveals, and
would therefore ftnd little need to
waste time In the studying of sidereal .
time, latitude, longitude, horary arcs
and cusps of houses.
Let the mathematical and accurate
Horoscopal ftndlngs alone, until attending · physicians learn to record
birth times by the aid ot a stop-watch,
as races are timed.
Plenty of matltematlcal cranks wiil
study out the superftclal details of
life, when they happen to be favored
with accurate data. I am crank enough
myself to do. lt, but I sacrifice both
time and money. However, with an
exact data I have already a system
which will reach accurate results in
quarter the time required in the ordinary methods.
·
It ls time, time and the division of
time-hours, days, lflonths or yearsthat come by law C>f destiny to the
human race.
Striking events may strike like a
post-pounder, but no post-pounder
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atrlk• without a train of cauaee leading up to the striking. IDventa marked
mathemat1call7 exact, delltro7 eveey
vestige ot tree moral will, and makes
man purel7 a creature ot tatie.
Time creeps UPoll all alike, and, Aatr0Jogteall7, pretty much the same wa7
in the life of &IL Tbe detalla of Ufe
are good or bad, according to the
Higher Astrol<>17 and not according to
the 17mbollcal fle&turee of hOUMB and
lordships and aaaumed birth-times.
Jl:Tenta :ereep upon us like the alowl7
approaching aeaaona or the fallinga of
night, and quite often an app&renu1
fortunate detail In life is the veey
means to produce our ruin, and vice
versa.
Tbe wiae man b7 noting the movements of time, b7 hours, daJS, months
or years, 1lnds a remarkable . corre·
spondenee in all these moveaenta, and
by a combination of laws, b7 which
<·ommon aenae more than mathematics
rua7 act the part ot judge and jury, 11
enabled to prepare for an1 approaching changes, without mathematical
t.7steriea.
Onl7 a fool runa at all times to catch
a train, or ls so mathematlcall7 accurate aa~to wait for the laat minute to
run, .as: a atub of the toe might upset
the mathematics.
Mathematica belong to Astrou.omy
and to Hor8.1'7 Astrology, and in those
spheres it is supreme judge, but when
it undertakes to root its nose into thf'
realm of ita creator, "Pt""' Astrology,"
it becomes the biggest kind of a fraud
and ls the greatest enemy to truth that
can be conceived of, because it &8811mea
distinction in a higher sphere On. credentials only worthy of acceptance on
the lower sphere.
Words given to things are not accidental. They are laws ext Nature, as
muc'h so as ls anything el'll'e.
Th·e
word Astrology succeeds the word Astronomy, because Astronomy slgnUles
the assorting or claasifying of things
in the heavens. It is the ftrst law of
Order, while Astrology slgnlfl.es the
Knowledge or the conclusion arrived
at after the classifications or the or·
derly arrangement ls finished.
· The word "Astrology" ls Jerived
from other words, showing that there
were other words before the word As·
trology was created.

"Aster," mean• a alngl-e star, while
"astrom" la generally considered to
mean stars in the plural. From which
of these two words the words "Astrology" and "Astronomy" were derived 1'8
uncertain, but 88 Astronomers are dependent upon "Stargazers" and deal
with many stars ln the work of classlfl.cation, while Astrologers usually
arrive at conclusions or judgment rel·
atlve to the effects of certain stars in
certain cases, I should judge that
"Aster" might bei the most worthy root
of Astrology, and· "astrom" the m06t
probable root of Astronom7. The last
part of the worJ "Astrology" ls derived trom the word "Logus,." which
means a discourse, or the reasoning of
a matter. The last part of the worJ
'Astronomy" came !from "nomos,"
which means "law"· or custom." Or
it came from "nemo," which means to
"deal out or distribute."
Originally these two words were
popularly used, without special dis·
Unction, just as "automobile," or "motorcarrlage" mean essentially the
same today.
In later tlm~s 'different motives were
shown in stuJylng the heavens. Some
studied out of curiosity for causes.
some for the Truth in effects. Some
studied for the la~s of star movements, some for the commercial usefulness or result of their movement,
upon the world in general, or upon individuals in particular.
Those capable of performing one
portion of these studies were found in
capable of performing the other portions,· hence the whole matter began
to apllt into all sorta of specialties.
just as Church Religions and the Medical Profession are split into various
schools an:d rivalries of toda,y. In the
days of Babylonia we 11.nd that there
were Astronomers, Star-gazers, Mathematicians, Monthly Progn06ticators,
Sooth·sa7ers, Sorcerers, Wise Men, .
Magicians and Chaldeans. Each and
all of these came under the generic
term "Astrology," but in all the kingdom ot Nebuchadnezzar, there was but
one all around Astrologer, and his
name was Daniel, the recognized mPu
of the true and the living God. Think
of this, 7e miaisters of the gospels,
and 7e 'Students of the word of God
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as given you through the art of print·
tng.
Daniel was an Astrologer, and from
the word of God u written In the he&v•
ens, he Interpreted the dream of Nebucbadn~zzar, ·Which could not be done
by the star-gazers, the mathematt·
clans, the sorcerers, the monthly prop:.
nostlcatore, the astronomers, nor any
of the wise me111 of that great and
mighty nation. ·
With such evidence as this, from
"holy writ,'' In favor of true astrology,
demonstrated by a man whose name
means "God is my judge," an:J. the
"God of the heavens," either .itMJtroy
your bibles or learn from it the dif·
terence between true astrology and Its
various specialized branches, some of
wblch, like modern Astronomy, are of
.great use to certain operations In the
world, but not useful, as a guide In the
moral or the ethical llpheres of life.
There are lawyers and medical men
of the present day Jelvlng In special·
lzed branches of these great professions. Some are grand and worthy In
their specialties, while others are but
bombastic shysters and charlatans,
but where do you flnd a good · all
around lawyer or a medical inan who
has so thoroughly mastered the fun·da·
mental, principles of his profession
taiat he can apply them to any c&Be
which may come before him.
Daniel Webster was one. It might
have been because hie name was D&n·
l'el, but he Ignore.I law-books and
thumble-rules In general, and declared
that ''common sense" was all that a
lawyer needed, aside from the formal!·
tle'B of the courts.
The formalities of a court le a law
of convenience for the court, but . ls
not the law of tile case to be tried.
Many lawyers are experts In the law
formalltl'es of the court, who are but
dullar.Is when the case in court is
entrusted to them.
In like ·manner, there are Astronomers and mathematicians and stargazers and monthly prognosticators,
who are adepts In their own particular
branches of .Astrology, but when t'hey
come to a matter ·outslJe of their own
thumb-rules, to be judged on the law
of funJamental principles, you may
easily "weigh them In the balances
anJ ftnd them wanting."

The American Encyclopaedic Die·
tlonary says: "If etymology were followed, the Al!trologer would be considered the ~ual, If not the superior,
of an Astronomer."
Why Is not the etymology followeJ ?.
Simply because for commercial con·
venlence the branches of Astrology
became more active In the world than
pure Astrology and pure Astrology has ·
haJ to suffer by reason of the charlantry and t'he rivalries between the
branches, to say nothing of the "pota
calllng the kettles black," just as the
other. professions have suffered by the
the charlantry and rlvalrlee in th~
What comes to the rescue of true
law, true religion and true medicine?
.Answer, science and aclentlflc demonstration. .Astrology, pure and simple,
ls now coming to the front In the
world, not with hackneyed, stereotyped thumb-rules copied and recopied
from book to book with all their errors,
by commercial bookmakers, but, by
simplified and easily proven Jaws,
·which appeal readily to ordinary judgment, human reason and common
sense.
The word Astronomy ts In reallty
synonmous with the word ''action,"
and the word astrology le synonmoua
with the word "judgment."
Before judgment can be rendere.l,
some action must be taken. Before
judgment can be rendered In a court
some action must be taken to present
the case for judgment
The final act ls rendered by the
judge. In all matters relative to the
study of the heavens, the Astronomer
stands as the lawyers stand in or out
of court, while the astrologer sits as
the judge upon the bench.
Where do the matl!-ematlclane come
In. Why, they are the busy-bodies,
the witnesses, who testify truthfully
or untruthfully, for or against the case
In hand. If t)ley are truthful witnesses,
working on true premises, then they
are most valuable adjuncts to the
case and helpful to astronomy and astrology, as a witness In a court of law,
but If their premJses are wrong then
th~y are a delusion and a snare an.d are
quite liable to Injure the Innocent or
to cause the case to be thrown out of
court.
By working on wrong premises In
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the past few centuries, matbematl·
clans have been the chief cause of
· non-llqueUng the case of Astrology In
the great mental court of the worlJ.
Classifying the parts of the heavens
into Signs, Constellations, etc., or the
circle of the earth Into House& or
clasifylng the planets, as Benlftcs or
Maleftcs, lBt class, 2 class; clasaifY·
Ing the points of the heavens Into
North, South, East, West and any other form of classifying fixed or mov·
able objects or points in the heavens,
ls pure and simple .Aatronomy.
Star-gazing, In Its higheBt and most
improved form, ls searching the heavens with telescopes. In ancient times
this was Jone with the naked eyea, or
from deep, dark holes dug in tho
ground.
Mathematics is the computing of the
exactness of angles, or the longitudinal dimensions of the house divisions of
an horoscope or by computing the exact dimensions . ot any other ftgure of
the heavens, also computing the
rate of mouon, the .Ustances and the
aspects, orbs, etc:, of the planets:
After star-gazing, the mathematics
and the astronomy · have been p.ilrformed, then comes in the work of
astrology, which reasons out, arid,
from experience, or from undeniabla
proofs of the laws of cause and effert,
ma1£es judgment aa to the probable
outcome of one body acting upon another body in nature, as per the test!·
monies or evidences given by the work
of the star-gazer, the mathematician
an.I the astronomer.
It Is seldom that a true Astrologer
errs In his judgment, based on the evl·
dence, because the laws of judgment
are so simple, so concise and so lnfalllable. If the evidences rendered
by the star-ga.zer, the mathematician
and the astronomer ls even approximately correct, the astrologer knows
no such word as "fa.llure."
Astrology comprellends all things.
God ls the spirit of all
Finite minds, like tihe ftnite stomach, ·
can only enjoy what It momentarlly
contains.
·L ots of people Sl'e suffering from
mental constipation.
Repeated doses ef True Astrology Is
the best medicine known for mental
ronsttpatton.
Some people are dealing out medl-

cine under such names as Mental
.Science, Christian Science, Sugpstlve
Therapeutics, I Am doctrine, Chnrchtsms, Creedology, Psychic a.iid Material
ebu111tfons, etc.
These medical schools are mereI:r Astrology in dtsgulse. Not a donkey In
a lion's skin, but a llon In a donllley's
11kln, to more easily catch the sheep.
or lamb.
•
The lambs of the world have been on
the cross long enough, through Ignorance of the Higher Astrology, whlCh
contains the law of all things In Its
simplicity."
Come out ot the donkey's skin. Come
down off your m&Ul.ematlcal perch,
which ls used only to confound the
childish mind with superficial hOl'8J'7
problems.
Come into the light of True Astrology and shed abroad its light.
Unmask the worid, and learn that
those whom you thought your enemies
are in reality your best friends. It
was only their maak that has frightened you.
Learn the truth and fear no lion in
donkey's skin, nor donkey In lion's
skin.
The Wonder Wheel teachee that lion,
lamb, ram, aheep or mutton, we are all .
members of the one g!.'le&t body.
The human being who despises any
other human being ls merely forgetful
ot his own manhood, by having lost
himself In his own animal maak.
ASTROLOGIC TRUTHS.

1. A wrong act Injures no one so
much as It does the one who does it.
2. A person suffers in his own mind
tor every hard look and every cross
word he utters.
3. Every
suspicious
thought
against an other makes one's own Ufe
unhappy.
4. A person may be a happy person
in any sphere of life if he only knows
enough to be so.
5. All troubles between one person
and another are wholly due to misun·
derstan ...ngs.
6. All misunderstandings and all
unhappiness are wholly due to ignorance in some form or another.
7. Greed for gain Is only a disease
occasioned by ignorance.
8. Happiness ls ·but a state of men-
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tal sa.tlafaction. Be sat1a11.ed no niat·

t.er what happens and you will be
happy.
·
9. Misery la ignorance surrounded
by knowledge or knowledge sursurrounded oy ignorance. Either
atate alone by itself ls blias.
. 10. No one can be happy in thts
world whose Ute ls spent in makillg
other people mlaerable.
11. Every cause has lts effect. If
you do not wish. tJie effect then do not
make toe cause. '!'here la a time for
every cause. Ascertain thP. time and
avoid the cause.
12. A clear conscience ls the rich·
est possession that anyone can have
ln this world. The other world will
take care of ltseH, for "Sullclent unto
the day ls the evil thereof."
PROF. HENRY.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS RE·
LATING TO ASTROLOGY.
Question-Do the planete at the
birth, determine the future llfe of the
one born?
Answer-Not exactly. It they dld

then the llfe of anyone might be easily
read without the exercise of much
judgment or a mental combat with
complicated laws. At birth the planets
by their position denote the condltlon
ot the atmosphere from which the one
born receives his first breath of llfe,
and that breath ls the starting point
ot the life. from which all subseqent
movements of the ptanets are calculat·
ed and their varying conditions noted.
As the movements of the planets are
quite regular, all movements from
that starting point may be approxl·
mately judged, or may be mathematically caleulated, year by year, month
by month, day by day, or hour by
hour, as the requirements of the case
may call for.
It is the after movements of the planets, from the starting
point that determines what life modi·
11.catfons wlll be.
1

Q.-But cannot one versed In astrology look at the birth figure and tell
exactly what the llfe wlll be?

.

A.-No; not "exactly." One having
good judgment and a 'knowledge of
the rate of motion and the rel~lve
qualities of the several planets. to

each other and, to the parts of the
heaven they are In, may, if so gifted,
judge wbat the future movements of
tbe planets will be, how and when
they may effect eaoh other for good or
Ill, and, in a general way, can form
a fair estimate of what the Ute of an
individual will be. that starts from
that particular point. but. for PoBl·
tlve accuracy there must be a positive ·
data to begin with and this PoBitlve
data must be followed by positively accurate mathematical calculations, and
an immaculate judgment.
Q.-la, then, astrology an
aclence?

exact

A.-Yes, so very exact that only the
most exact scientists Ii.re able to demonstrate lta exactness. Few people
have proper data to atart with, sttll
fewer are mathematical experts. and
fewer still are l)OBBessed with the
proper judgment required.
Q.-What la the ordinary practical
method uaed In astrology?

A.-Approximated 11.guring, with approximated judgments, based on approximated data. It ls the best that
can be had until people are better educated.
Q.-Are we not at the very pinnacle
of education at the present ~ay?

. A.-No, far from it. The wonder
wheel proves this. Not one out of a
thousand who 11.rst look at it can tell
what lt represent&, nor what the characters upon it mean, yet it is merely a
circle of 360 degrees, representing 365
days, the four seasons of the year, the
months, days of the months, etc., with
the scientific symbols ot these as
have been recognized by the world,
ever since knowledge becun; a picture, in symbol, of both heaven and
earth, and all that in them is, arranged 1n the moat convenient methOd
for study, comparison, judgmen·t. and
mathematical approximation, and, yet,
to the average mind, lt looks more
llke a Ohinese puzzle, than an array
of Divin~ truths which cannot be denied nor overcome. So far as Divine
knowledge ls concerned. this fact
proves that the world is yet llvinc In
the dark ages, and unacquainted with
the very fundamental principles of
Ute.
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Q.-Don not Webster declare
against aatrology7
A.-Some say so. but they never
say whether Webster studied it. or
merely quoted from the prevailing prejudices of his day. Any student Of the
subject today. ts better authority than
Webster, just as a boot·black of today
would be better authority than Webster In matters of telephones, phonographs, bicycles, automobiles, or liquid
air. When Webster wrote, the Protestant world had discarded astrology,
justly or unjustly, and what he said
ot it was In harmony with the church
ideas of his day. Since then the church
ideas have materially changed, on va.
rious subjects, and the revised edl·
tione of dictionaries and encyclopaedias treat the subject of astrology
more fairly than ft was treated a cen·
tury or two ago, when reliadous antag·
onisme were rife. Look these matters
. up devoid of prejudice and judge· ot
the subject. "Astrology bore the
SlllDle relation to astronomy that al·
chemy did to chemistry," ·1s true.
Chemistry grew out of alchemy as astronomy grew out of astrology, but
because a child differs in certain tea,.
tures froni its parents, does not sfg.
nfty that the parents were devoid of
truth. "A good tree brin.ceth forth
good fruit."
Q.-Are not aome astronomera, aa
well aa aome encyclopaedias, severe In
their ~enunciation• of astrology?
A.-Yee, and to their discredit; more
than to any injury to the science, tor,
as soon as people learn what astrology
ls, they will. of themselves. know that
these estronomere and encyctopaedta
writers had made no study of the mat·
ter, and were but re-echoing prejudi·
cial hearsays, or else were judging
the science from its horoecopal tea·
tu res.
Q.-1• not all aati'ology baaed on
the horoscope of birth?
1
A.--Oh, no. The horoscope merely
denotes the relative paeition of the
angles of the earth at moment of
birth to the angles of the sun, moon
and planets, at that time. It merely
denotes the disposition of the physical
relationshfpo of life-mere modiflca·
tions of thf'I heart and mind attractions, or Influences.
Q.-Are the heart mind and body,

then, governed by different forcea.
A.-Moet assuredly. They may be
termed the triune, or three-fold fac·
tore, of the whole as a unit. Heart in
which the spirit centres, brainin which
the mind centres. and the body in
which the other orsaris have their respective centres. as an unified being
constitute a soul, over which soul. the
sun (Sol.) presides, and gives lite
and llsht by animation of the heart.
Q.-What term la uaed to denote
thla heart factor?
A.-The Inner-man. or the lndlv1·
dual. Silent thousht ls the Inner-man
communing with himself, or with the
unseen world, which we view with
our thinking inlnd. It le the store
house of all knowledge, from. which
we can draw consolation beneficial to
our Individual natures. Silent commun·
Ing wltb these Inner forces. which
emfnate from the sun. generally
strengthen our wm and Increase
our dignity, or power to command, or
execute.
Q.-What term la used to denote
the mind factor?
A.-The outer or personal man, that
which manifests Itself to others by
some form of bodily expression, and
through which: we comprehend, or
mind, the worldly expressions a~ut
us. It le our medium through which
we exchanze our soul possessions
with the soul expressions of others.
Thie mind action le largely governed,
In the world, by the moon. polarized
. to the sun force within us.
Q.-The body, then, governed by the
horoscope, and the third part of the
unity of man, must be In this trinity
Image of the heavens, a aort of a Holy
Ghost, with heart aa father nf the
mind, and mind a• aon of the heart?
A.-Well, it would not be lnconelet·
ent with the Bible to use such terms,
on the plane of earth Ute. as the
created Image of universal life, but,
so much contusion and contention has .
been created through a misunderstand·
Ing of these terms. that it would be
tar wiser to discard them, In the present understanding of astrology, until
the world becomes better Informed of
the Divine truths contained In this
science. Then, each one may, easily,
for himself, compare ·his findings with
the Bible. and surprise himself with ·
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omy or telelfaphy. There are plenty
the harmony existing between the
of people today, heralded as "astrolo· Bible and astrology;
Q.-Doea not the Bible denounce a• gers," and "monthly prognosticators,''
who could not tell the sign the Sun is
trology?
in on any day of the year. Only those
A.-The Blble speaks disparagingly
ignorant of astrology would speak
of certain astrologers, who had abused,
sllghtingly of astrology because of
or misused the eclen-ce, b\11:, not of the
such ignorance of astrology. The only
science itself. The more one knows
way to prevent fraud le to learn how
of both Bible and astrolo'g y the more
be becomes convinced that the Bible to distinguish it from that which is
ls a book of astrology from beginning true. Our wonder wheel le an educato end, and .the Biblical characters tor in the llne of truth. Those who
become posted on this line need never
most favored by the "God in heaven
that revealeth secrete." were like Jo- · be deceived, even though they may
seph, Daniel, Jesus and John. exceed- never become adept in the science.
ingly well versed ~n astrology, and
The Bible. we belleve. makes no mentheir llves and sayings fully attest tion of astronomers, except as "stargazers," and of no astrologers, except
the fact. It le dlfilcult. however. to
in Isaiah. as Quoted, and in Daniel.
convince averaee mlIMIB of that fact,
until they become alike conversant
In the latter case certainly not disrespectful of the science, for Daniel
with both Bible and astrology.
In
the world at large, lt le no doubt a
himself was an astrologer, and by the
king was made "master of astrolofact, that the Bible le as llttle understood as astrology. A union of Blbll· gers," because he excelled all the
cal and astrological knowledee would
others in his Interpretations. or. Divin·
:6.11 the churches and brlnr: "peace on ing powers.
earth, good will to men." but the
Q.-Were not all Chaldean• astrolochurches in past ages, made a misuse gers?
of astrology and thereby prostituted
A.-It Is Quite evident that they
.knowledge and lost Divinity. or the
were associated with astroloKic studpower to Divine.
ies, for they were accounted to be the
Q.-What do you make of the 47th
wisest, most learned and scientific
chapter of lsalah, especially the 13th
men of their day.
As the science,
and 14th veraea? Are these not con- from them spread among other nademnatory of astrology?
·
tions, it became largely mixed with
A.-Why, certainly not. The chap- sorcery, and at the pre!lent day char. ter lmpllee; that the city of Babylon,
latanry ls attached to it in the minds
had departed from the truth in all of those who have only superficial
ways; In the practice of wisdom and
knowledge of it. Such Ignorance of
of knowledge (v.10} and of merchan·
the true, or eu.:ib prostitution of the
dizing (v.15.) and of astrology, For true, le deplorable. but it in no way
thle departure, the astrologers (not injures the science itself In the minds
astrology) and every other class of of those who know the false from the
people in the city were condemned, true.
even the astronomers. who a.re the
Q.-What are Sorcery, Charlatanry
real "star-gazers." Astrologers do not and fraud?
gaze at the stars. Their work comes
A.-They are nothing but individual
expressions of the diseased m1nc1 or
In after the stars have been gazed
at, and recorded by astronomers. No
the community.
Ignorance in the
person of today would oppose astron- mind of. the .community creates these
omy because the astronomers, (star- forms of deception. In fact. the comgazes) of Babylon. were caught with
munity invites them. entertains and
all ·the rest of that city. working by
feasts them. or they could not exist.
Charlatan methods. instead of by true
Nothing can exist that is not needed
methods. The city at that time seems by someone. Ignorance invites anyto have been given up to sorcery. thing sensational to feed its hungered
mind. Blgotted ignorance ls over-fed
Sorcery Is a form of DlvlD.81tlon, by the
11.fd of evil spirits. Astrology bas no
with some choice delusion and has
more to do with spirits than astronclosed eyes and ea.re to all tlhlnge else.
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We are yet ln the "dark ages of the
world," and fraud will exist in church,
state, social. commercial and scholastic walks 'lf life until astrology ls
properly understood and adhered to.
Q.-Dld the Copemlcan ayatem of
aatronomy give the death blow to . .
trology aa atated by a writer In Chambera' Encyclopaedia.
A.-To a certain extent it did. because It confused the mind of astrologers over the proper centre. from
which to make calculaUons; but, later
on, it began to dawn upon discerning
minds that earth and sun being in a
straight UD.e from each other. the angles of a circle would be relaUvely
the same In effect. whether measured
from earth or sun as centre; hence astrology, like Christ. was not killed; It
was merely crucified. and a deep
knowledge of astrology iroes to prove
that both Christ and astrology will return to the world in power together,
and the Christ will manifest to the
world, by endorsing astrology, as the
"stone rejected by the builders.'' and
which will become the "chief stone of
the corner." "The abomination of
desolation''. has K{rdled the earth. The
time ls net far distant. when these
truths wlll dawn upon ftrst one mind
and then upon another; or, In other
words: "two will be reaping in the
fteld; one will be taken and the other
left." "He that hath ears to hear. let
him hear," but. let these ancient astrologlc prophesies work themselves
. out, and let these ignorant denunciations of astrology pass for what they
are worth. We. of today, have minds
as able as minds of the put. Can we
not prove the trnth or falsity of astrol·
ogy for ourselves? We can If we get
on the rig'ht track of astrology and not
on the fortune-telllnir track until our
foundation is sure.
Q.-Are people born on the aame
day of the month of any year, alike
In natureT
A.-Yes, so far as the sun power ls
concerned, for the sun is always at the
same place on ·the same day of each
year, and as It does not move but one
degree In a day, anyone born on that
day partakes of the same sun nature,
modified only by the Moon and the
earth, which change more or Jess In
24 hours. Any two born on the same

day ln the same year are very much
alike In their individuality, or heart
impulses.
Q.-How then do twlna. born at the
aame minute, differ In .ao many reapectaT
.
A.-lf born at the same minute. lt
Is doubtful if there would be the
slightest difference, but. a minute Is
only 60 seconds, and there is no record of any such birth. .
Q.-Why, the Slameae twlna. for In·
atanceT
A.-It is doubtful if their birth did
not take an hour or more. It must
have been quite an operation. They
differed principally In disposition.
Q.-Well, how about Eaaau and Jacob; quite different they were In sev·
eral wayaT
A.-Y es, but there ls no record of
how· much time was consumed in the
birth of the two.
Some twins are
boJD within a few minutes of each
other; othel"B are born hours apart,
and, In some cases, a whole day apart.
Q.-What makea difference• In
twlnaT
A.-Tbe Creator. or Crea.tlve Power
makes everything.
Q.-Doea astrology denote what that
Creator or Creative Power la7
A.-It does not. but lt goes further
to prove that there ls an overruling
power, and iroes nearer towards show·
Ing whence that power comes, than
any other subject known to· man. because it proves a dllferentlation ln all
· things when the forces ln the heavens
are differentiated. and a. likeness ln
things produced when these forces
are the tsame. As the earth turns Its
Northern face towards the sun ln summer, and lta Southern face ln winter,
there are differences, but the dltrerences are always the same as they
were before under like conditions.
.The same cause produces the same effect, and every etrect in life on earth,
Is recorded or regkltered In the heavens, by the position of the planets, or
the face of the earth, at the time.
Q.-Then, when there la difference
In twin• there la a like difference between the pianeta, or the face of the
earth at the tlmeT
A.-Preclsely. Now. we may say
the twins produced the difference in ·
the heavens. or the heavens produced
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the difference In the twins. but It does
not alter the fact. nor the truth of the
law, that there Is an exact correepandence In the movements on earth with
the movements of the heavens.
Q.-How are these differences produced?
·
A.-By the differing movements of
the planets, from time to time, thereby
gradually changing their relative poet.
tlons to ea.ch other and to 'the face of
the earth. Neptune moves eo slowly
that hls effects relate to the doings of
centuries. It takes him 165 years to
move on~e around the wheel. consequently the changes on earth produced
by his vibrations are hardly noticeable, except in periods of 14 years.
Uranus moves very slowly, yet twice
as ·fast ae Neptune. It takes Uranus
84 years to go around the wheel.
Changes produced by Neptune and
Uranus upon the world, generally occur about seven and 14 years apart.
These two planets are not usually employed in the details of astrology, because they rule over matters of such
long continuing .nature that their effects cannot be accurately timed. unless operating In connection with
some more quickly moving body. The
lnftuencee of Neptune and Uranus
steal gently and gradually upon the
affairs of the world, like a thief in the
night. They are tlie forces that create
reforms, new awakenings, governmen. tal changes, etc., etc. The people whose
minds are eaeHy affected by these
forces are those who live in advance
of their age, and, by gradually uttering what others term "Insane Ideas,'"
are really the "voice crying a.loud in
the wilderness, prepare ye, prepare
ye," etc. They represent the spirit in
humanity, of which Jesus spoke, as
the "stranger." the "naked" and the
"Imprisoned.''. (St. Matt.xxvl.35). Neptune and Uranus minds are the pio·neere of thought, and above the ordinary world plane in which Saturn ie
the chief representative.
Saturn le
·the slowest of all the planets that
manifest strongly upon the earth.
His movement In years eQuale very
closely the movement of the moon by
days. It takes him 28 years to move
completely arqund the wheel. eo Satnm cba.ngee matters in the general
world about every two and one-halt

years. Jupiter is a. great body ,-next
in size to the sun.-but his movement
in years equals closely the movement
of the earth in months, completing
the circle each 12 years. Mal'& moves
a.bout half as fa.st as the earth. and
takea almost two years to complete
the circle. Venus and Mercury are
the fastest moving planets. but
neither of these move fast enough t•
cause any material difference In. people born on the self-same day. The
Moon moves about 13 d~ees a day.
Q.-What, then, cauaea difference
In twins? ·
A.-The difference, if any. ts caused
by the -changing conditions of the face
of the earth. In its diurnal revolution,
to these· different bodies. which. of
themselves have not materially
changed. Both the face of the earth
and the face of the heavens. have distinctly marked characteristics, and
dlfferenees of atmosphere and aura.
At times. there may be no material
change In these characteristics for
two houM. and. in thos~ two hours
twins might be born. and be very
strongly alike. At other times there
might be a great change in the characteristics Inside of 10 minutes, a.n.d a
twin born on the 1st minute would
materially differ from the one born on
the 10th minute. These are facts that
ca.n be demonstrated by any one who
understands these laws of the heavens. Sometimes the difference In the
movement of the moon, which ts only
one degree in two hours, may make a
great difference. A case occurred in
Salem, Mass. The moon's dUference
of one degree from Saturn In the case of
twins, brought death in infancy to the
one born nearest while the other
still lives. but has never been
free from Saturnine troubles. These
laws are Divine and absolute. and
no man dares to ~nvestigate them
sciientlftcally and then declare against
them. '!'wins will differ in some one
way or another, exactly in accordance with the minute differences that
occur in the heavens between the
times of their 'birth. whether the Interval be ftve minutes or 24 hours.
Q.-And yet you say that all people
born on the same day wlll be alike?
A.-Certainly, In the overruling attributes. On any holiday Is not the

•
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general spirit of the day prevalent,
and yet, the events of each hour on
~at day will not be the !J&m.e?
In

fact, . some may ·be In torture and
others in ecst&cy. yet the spirit of the
day is the same. the world over. according to the latitude. even if it be
no more than HI manifested in the particular iwarmth of. the sun. So. the
sun condition of any day. will be the
baalc character of an iildividual born,
and, yet, there might be 144 modifications to the outward expression of
th&t saa:ne basic nature. One born at
night would not be equipped with the
same sun In the zenith, and yet, the
sun, or . earth quality would be the
same, because of location in the same
part of the heavens. The first breath
ot life Is very essential. especially In
the case of two people. who. afterwards are operated upon alike by the
same general forces. In these after
evenU!, 12 hours difference In birth
would make at least six months differ·
ence In the operation of the same
·moon influences, by what Is known as
direetional, or progresslonal laws,
and would not only make the lunar
feelings from day to day. at least 12
hours apart, but would also cause the
manifestations to occur In opposite
physical relationship, as per the differ·
ent departments and elements of life,
as marked on the wonder wheel. Al·
though these laws are as ·simJle as
A, B, C, when this fUndam'e ntal Idea is
grasped, it may be readily perceived
how dUBcult It Is to contend with
people who only argue from a superfi·
clal point, and become confused when
uked to scientifically judge the modi·
ftcatlons, just as they would judre a ·
loaf of bread, by the different lngr&dlents and their separate quantities,
without retuttng the tact that baslcly
the bread Is the same and made from
the same brand of 1lour.
Q.--Do you think you have covered
the polnta of eaaentlal objections to
astrology?
A.-It would seem so. but prejudice
you know goes about with his ears
closed. Ignorance only repeats what
others say, while worldly ambition has
no time to devote to anything but Its
own pet hobby. However. prejudice,
ignorance and worldly ambition. are
qualities produced by pl:anets at the

birth of those who enjoy them. and
they are
to maintain such attri·
butes of mind. untfl the planetary
forces move around to their relief, and
present new ideas to their particular
attention. Such matters cannot be
forced. We must pasa throur;h the
"abomination of desolation," before we
are able to reach the millennium. or
penetrate the mysteries of the Arcana.
ETery advancement of knowledge, has
first to be entered into by pioneers,
then come the bold foragers, looking
for bones, and later on the army, with
its members mentally oblivious to
most everything but the answering to
roll-call, cussing or dlscusslnr; their
commanders, and appearing promptly
on time tor ration11. or to the head·
quarters of the pay-master. Astrology
Is the science of all sciences. Ignorance fears that it wlll tear down their
Idols and so it will and give them instead a worship of the true God. with
all the noble virtues ascribed to the
idols, and more.
Astrology, when
properly understood. and its misuse
and abuse overcome, will open the
gates of the New Jerusalem. as predicted by John in Revelation. but,
for the present It wlll be enjoyed only
by the elect, for ma.n's mind is not yet
treed from Egyptian darkness• . and
the making of brick without straw.
Q.-There la a little more that· I wish
to aak. Some people declare that the
moment of conception I• of greater
Importance to the llfe than the moment of birth. How la that?
A.-The time between these two
points Is generally considered to be
nine months. or exactly three quarters of the wheel. If the conception
then was March 21, the birth would
be December 21. (approximately). In
this time Neptune and Uranus would
have moved but slightly. Saturn not
more than nine degrees, Jupiter about
20 degrees, Mars about 135 degrees,
Sun, three-fourths of the circle, Venus
gets around the sun about once and a
quarter times, Mercury r;ets around
the sun about three times and a little
over. The Moon moves around the
earth about 10 times. If a conception.
then takes place with Sun fn Aries ft
would be In Capricorn (a square) at
birth. Neptune, Uranus and Saturn
at birth would be In the same sign

t.a:ted:
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as In at conception, unless perchance,
they were at the end of one alp at
conception. Jupiter may or may not
have passed out of the sign in at, con·
ceptlon. Mars, at birth is not far from
a trine of his conceptional place.
Venus is not far from a square to its
conceptional place. Mercury is within
30 degrees of his own place, and. by
the ordinary method of figuring, the
Moon Is not far from the angular poal·
tlon which It held to the other planets
at Ute conception. This etatement is
based on the avera.re motion of these
bodies. There would. doubtless. be
many modifications, perhaps, in special cases. by fi,rurlng on what are
termed, the "fa.st and slow" movements of the bodies, but, such figuring
would more particularly relate to
earth motion, causing an apparent motion to the planets. In spite of the
many apparent Intricacies in these
apparent movements. It la held, that
"order Is heaven's first law." and the
planets, and the heavens. as a whole,
move by a regularity of motion. We
claim that the Sun. by coming at
birth, to a sign of the same virtue
(cardinal, common or fixed) that it
w·a s In at conception, Is the prime fact.or, and does not change the indlvt·
dual inherited qualities at the birth,
from the qualltles of the major In·
fluences at the conception. The major
infiuences are Impressed by the superior planets upon the sun. In square
to Its birth point. This is on the line
of what is known as destiny, because
counting the sun's movement. after
birth, as "a day tor a year.'' the sun
at 90 years of age (approximately) returns to the same part of the heavens
that It occupied at the time of the
conception, and the child from birth
to death lives out the infiuences of the
third quarter of the circle. The In·
ferlor planets, Venus and Mercury, together with the Moon, play the greatest parts In the varying life expressions on earth. These, with the llfe
energies of Mars. play the greatest
part in the affairs of the parents from
the conception to the birth. and It is
these lower sentient forces that differentiate, if at all. between the Influences of conception and birth. and,
those self-same differentiations will
most assuredly denote what the aentl·

ent condiUona of the pa.rents have
been, between the time of conception
and time of birth. and the child there·
by Inherits at birth-In addition to
the superior influences of conception,
practically unchanged-the quallt;l.es
which the parents have further equipped the child with on its journey of
life for weal and woe.
·
Q.-1• the apace covered In the heav·
ena between conception and birth,
exactly three.quartera of the wheel?
A.-Thia la a dlfllcult matter t.o
state In all cases. aa your reason will
testify. It Is yet a matter worthy of
great study by physicians, from an astrologtc . standpoint. The ancient phy·
siclans were all astrolo.rers. The art
of healing was derived from astrology.
The word "heal" Is associated with
the word "hele." The centre cJf. the
Sun, from which we receive Life-light,
Is the true heliocentric point. or point
from whic'h the life is healed. To heal
is to "reconcile," and when earth is
reconciled to the even and equitorial
rays of the Sun (springtime and har·
vest time) the earth is oroinarily in.
its most healthy, or normal condition.
The summer and winter solstices are
the polar1t1es of the equatorial lines.
When conception takes place at these
polarities of longeet and shortest days,
the birth takes place at the equinoctial
point. The earth In its passage about
the Sun Invariably takes the half-way
point in declination. between its
point of declination at conception, and
its extreme opposite point of declination. In other words. If the conception was at the summer solstice (June
21), the birth should be at the vernal
equinox
(March 21).
Astrology
claims that such a birth, would be a
natural birth. and from harmonious
conditions of the parents.
Q.-By that method could the hour
of birth be judge4?
A.-No, neither the hour of the day,
nor the exact day, because the In·
ftuence of the Moon or Influence
of some planet crossing the rays
of the Sun or Moon.
might
quicken, or retard the birth or the
actual conception. The earth's movement by day .roverns the matter of
hours, juat as the earth's movement
by year .roverns the months. It has
been found, however, that the Moon'a
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tnovement ls generally quite harmon·
loua with the earth's about the Sun,
and the horizon of the earth &t birth
is generally on the point that .the
Moon was in at the conception, hence,
when the day of birth arrives-even
if the San ls free to manifest on time,
the earth must revolve until the Moon
point arrives at the horizon.
Of
course, the obliquity of the earth
makes these variations dependent
upon fine mathematical operations,
relative to both earth movement. declination, length of days, hours. etc.,
and also the Increase or decrease of
the Moon to say nothing of the quick·
ening or retardins effects of the
planets.
Q.-Yet people often uae argumenta
concerning this matter In refuting a•
trologyT
A.-Y es, but It Is not necessary to

hear them more than a minute and a
half to learn the.t they have not the
faintest Idea of the harmonious operations of the heavenly bodies. Every
conception of a thing, whether It be ot
form but an Idea, will harmonize precisely with the planetary conditions
of the birth of that thing.
Q.-What la the parturlent time ap·
proxlmated by physlclanaT

A.-Two hundred and eighty days
as the full period. That allows the
Moon about one of Its quarters to arrive at Its proper place, as she ls
about the only body that needs any
leeway to be In the exact place required by the conceptional laws. Two
hundred and eighty days constitutes
10 lunar months. which exceed 9 SQlar
months by a few days.

Q Do the embryo and factua ap·
pear to conform to aatrologlc lawaT

A.-PertecUy. The life of the ta&
tus ls a minimum life of the maximum
Ille on earth. It begins its life at a
certain point in the clrele. and it
rounds its life out fully in that circle,
before It can be born into the higher
life on earth.
A lesson might be
learned In this tact. for mlnlmwn or
maximum, the laws of life are the
same in all of Its departments.
It
man does not fully round out the cir·
cle of his earth life, then he ls a
miscarriage and does not attain to the
higher birth. Suicides are abortloD.s.
Possibly the life of the earth wf.th all
Its ln·h abltants, ls not~ng bu.t its
own roundlnK out of faetus existence
prior to Its fa.eta.I. (or fatal) "passing
away," Into .a birth of some higher, or
grander condlUon under the law of
"Survival of the Fittest" Embodiment.

Q~How can planets so far distant
from earth Influence the earth, and Its
lnhabltantsT

A.-We do not know how. We do
not know positively that they ·do, but
we do know by many years of practi·
cal experience and study, that events
on earth repeatedly correspond with
the movements of the planets, and certain aspects which they forni from
time to time. with the Sun. Moon and
angles o·f the earth and with each
other. Such honest experience and
study ls of a like nature as those by
which most other facts are learned,
hence, why should nat the results acchieved be· as worthy of recognition
as those by other forms of experience
and study. In all things else those
who Kive their time and atte11tlon to
study and experiments are better authority than those who do not. As·
trologers are never rich. hence their
labors cannot be ascribed to mercen·
ary motives.
Q.-Why are not astrologers. rich,
If the "wise man can rule hla staraf"

A.-Because they were not born
with the proper kind of stars to rule,
tor the making of money. They ac·
cumulate ' the sort of riches which
Jesus spoke of; riches that neither
moth nor rust corrupt, nor thieves
break in an·d steal." Their "treasures
are in the heavens," and their heavens are everywhere, both without and
within.
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Q-lt la dlfflcult to Imagine how · at any time. If necessary. Astronoplanets ao far away can affect our mers are keeping track of the movellvea7
ments of the "host of heaven." while
A.-Yet It Is not dlfftcult to imagine &11trologers are makln.g judgment
how the Sun, so far distant, affects from the fundamental principles of
tiny flowers. or the snow on a roof. that host, troin which they can only
If you believe in God. and have seated
modltytngly depart, llke day and night,
him on a throne much farther away or sunshine and shadow. Bach must
than the Bun. 1t does not seem as If repeatedly return.
distance affected your belief in His
Q-What I• heaven?
effects.
Just think of His hearing
A.-To answer such a question we
prayers so far distant in the heaven must resort to the dictionary. Every
of heavens. Per contra think. of the wor(J ls derived from some ideal or
wonders of telegraphy as applied by idea.
Words often chanee In their
man. Think how quickly your toe meaillng. WI.th words of ancient use,
communicates with the head when we should observe the root. The root
it ls affected. Ia not the universe a of heaven ls the word "heave." and
com11lete oneness of body? Is not the this word may be taken as synony·
solar system a family of itself. within mous with "lifting" or "exaltation.''
that oneness? Do you imagine that Heaven then must mean some form
there le creater .relative distance be- of elevation. either ln space or ln the
tween the members of the solar family mind. In order to live, we ·heave. putt
· than between the members of any hu· up or breathe. From this sense,
man family? Go to the ant with thy "heaven Is wlthln." The earth heaves
sluggish mind and ask the ant how a In the contraction or extenalon of its
billion !lollar trust can affect the great atmosphere. The rlalnr; and falling of
earth, which the ~t possibly knows the uaes may be compared to the
nothing about. Do t:he ants think we animal mode of breathing. In another
are bodies. with Intelligence such as sense, any effort which ts accompanied
they J)OSsess or some great bodies by a condition of relief from some premoving too close to their world of ant vious satiated condition, may ~ve a
holes, as we sometimes think of me- good Idea of the meaning of "heaven."
teors crossing the earth's path. There We have completed the limitation of
ls almost as much space for our minds our breathing power when we give up
living, and In that sense. lt Is said, we
to expand In as there Is for the ants.
"go to heaven." When the splrlt goes
Only about slx feet difference.
Q.-How about the precession of the out ot the body It has to go Into space,
Equinoxes?
or into the atmosphere. and the die·
A.-They govern periods of thou- tlonarles tell us that the atmosphere
sands of years. They move less than ls heaven. They also say "heaven ls
the dwelllng place of God." and then
one slxtleth of a degree In a year;
not two degrees ln an lndlvldual llfe we are taught that God ls every·
time.
They may have some effect where,'' and we a.re also taught that
upon the Ute as a whole. ~ut are not waves of vibration permeate through,
taken Into account In astrology, ex· above, below and on every side of
cept In prophecies like those of Dan· everything.
Now. by this analysis,
lel or John ot the Revelation. They you can tell what ·and where heaven
have their correspondence. however, ls as well as anyone can. The breath·
In all the smaller cycles. as In the law lng process of everything ls out and
in, and when the force ls ln, then 1t
"a day for a year," etc.
Q.-Why do not the conatellatlona becomes a rellet to expel It and when
of astronomy and the algna of altrol· lt Is out then It ls a rellef to inhale lt.
ogy agree?
and so heaven ts "relief," and heaven
A.-Tbey do. They each move away is e\'erywhere. On.these various mean·
from each other at the same rate· of lngs of the word "heaven.'' meny JD.Y·
speed, vlz: 60 seconds a year. As· thologlcal stories have been written,
tronomers hold to the constellations and they are fllled with truths, adaptand astrologers to the sips. A good ed to Infant minds, and no matter how
tblng. Either can corre<;t the other much these stories differ, they all con-
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tain truths of heaven and heavenly
conditions. T·h ese myths are truth and
nothing but truth, but they are not all
of truth.
Q.-ln astrology you apeak of the
"heavens," In the plur~I?

A.-Yee, we scientifically dlstln·
guish the various parts. inftuences,
etc., trOIDl each other. and locate the
"host of heaven" In their different
mansions or houses of God. and by so
doing we can tell from which portion
of the heaven the earth ls breathing,
and what other wandering star. like
the earth, ls feeding upon that same
portion of the heaven. or trom wha.t
other portion any· of them may be
drawing their bread or breath of life.
By this means we may estimate the
corresponding conditions of these
w·anderlng membeni of the heavenly
host, according to their respective natures, an<l as a family of that portion
of heaven, given to the Lordship of
the Sun of God. we may easily judge
how our own member-the earth-ls
affected in a ar;eneral way.
Q.-Do you call the Sun, Moon and
Stars the host of heaven?

A.-Well, the Bible calls them such,
(Deut. lv.19,) and the Bible Is astrological authority good enough for any
honest astrologer. The astronomy of
the Bible Is far In advance of modern
astronomy In spite of thll fact of our
boasted better instruments.
G.-Did not the Biblical astronomers
think the earth flat and square?

A.-How could they think so and
speak of one sit.ting "upon the circle
of the earth."
Q.-But does not John In Revelatlon,
(7·1) speak of four angels standing
on the four .corners of the earth?

A.-Yes, and It also 98.ys these an·
gels were holding the four winds of
the earth. which ls conclusive proof,
from an astrologic standpoint, that
John spoke of the Cardinal AngelsNorth, South. East and West as cor·
ners, and every angle Is a corner. A
circle ls made up of angles. The ancients were quite scientific In the use
of their language, more so than· we are
today. At one time the language was
the same all over the earth. and that
is when astronomy arid astrology were
best understoOd. The earth Inhabitants
were one happy family, and earth and

the rest of the "host of heaven"
moved harmoniously. Since then Ian·
guage has become confused. Troubles
are due to misunderstandings, and the
"host of heaven" keeps a perfect rec·
ord of every lnftnlteelmal thing under
the chronological guardianship of Bat·
urn (Chronas.) tlle "father of time."
'Q .--la Saturn God?

.A..-The word G. 0. D. must, llke all
other words. have a root mvanlng,. or
be of Caballstlc origin. At the present
day It .seems Impossible to trace just
where the .word "God" came from, and
therefore equally Impossible to tell
just what ls meant by the term.
Every person, perhaps, in using the
term, has no doubt more or less of an
Idea, as to his own con-ception, and
various schools dve various meaning&
to the term. As used by the anclenti.,
we may readily perceive tha.t they
recognize God as a self-existing entity
or being, superior to all .other exlsten·
cles. and Creator of all things ·inferior, but just how far into the region
of entitles their minds were able to
penetrate, depended no doubt upon the
power of their intuitions or percep.
tlons.
No doubt in our age, as in
theirs, we extend our ideals· as far as
we are able.. and that which appe:i.ls
to us as superior to all other things
of which we can conceive. even
though the idea be vague, we are
obliged to stop and call that "God" or
some other term of equal Importance
to us. Some reason that "God" ls only
within ourselves. and centred in our
conscience as without that power of
conscience nothing could possibly
exf.st to us. Others are able to mythologically build a throne in some far
off portion of heaven, mentally remote
from their own existence, and to seat
thereon a being in material form like
untO the human. Still others see their
heaven in the height of their ambition,
and he, or that thing, which can lift
him towards his desires. becomes ·es·
sentlally his "God." The ancients. astrologically and mythologically, called
all of the planets "gods," but each
planet or god was considered from
time ito time in power, according to
the predominatlve Influence as felt
upon earth. When the harvest was
plentiful, then Saturn was "god."
When means were tree to enjoy, then
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Jupiter was "Cod." When war Tlc- ginning of the Chrlstlan era) as the
torles were won, then Mars was "god." abomination of desolation. spoken of
When peace and Joy relped. then by DanleL
Venus was "god." When klnlB were
Q..-Haa. Christianity, then, been a
crowned, then the Bun was "god." ·etc. failure?
These Ideas or eultatlons were mereA.-Wby, not a bit of IL Christian·
ly recognition of principles · or tnr- lty has not yet been -t ried. We have
fluences prevalllnc upon the earth had no Chrttltlanlty. It has been hidfrom time to time. and were no more den from the world mind. It has all
a worshipping of planets or stars In the while been hurried In the tomb of
Idolatry than our own form of rejoic- Joseph, waltlnc for the world mind,
ing on Washlnston's birthday or BL to get through with Its methods or
Patrlck't1 day. As the ea.me Influences persecutions for the sake of Mammon,
did not benefit all nations or peoples and become prepared to receive the
alike, Just as the same planetary truth which It has so falsUled or deforces today, or the above holidays do nied.
not appeal In the same way to all, of
Q.-Wlll we now living behold thla
course, there were differences of opinions then as now. and no doubt the change?
A.-We may catch a cllmpse of It.
differences were then about as lntelllgent, as scientific ·and as well founded or behold the "wrltlngs upon the wall"
as are many of the views of the pres- but there wlll be sreat trials and µolbent time. and by no means more Idol- ulatlons before the beginning of the
atrous. Nothtnc could be more Idol- new cycle. Only those who learn to
atrous than the attachmenttl which achieve victory over death wlll hear
some of the present age hold to their the joyous bells of the new awakenpolitical party; their social fads and ing.
their religion, wit.bout belnc able to
Q.-Doea aatrology tell thla?
analyze the whys or the wherefores,
A.-Certalnly. Astrology: tells all
excePt that ft so pleases them to wor- things. How else could It have been
ship thetie modern godt1.
known, by either ancients or moderns!
Q.-1• there a reason for all thla?
Did not Jesus of Nazareth say: "Seek
A.-Certalnly. By the planetary and ye shall find.'' ·Of course. to find
laws, these ldolators. both ancient out such things as mentioned. we
and modern. are close followers of · should not be expected to look down
their fate as recorded In the heaven a gold mine nor any where around
by the movement of the Moon which Wall street. nor In a repository for
controls the sentient natures of hu- automobllea; nor yet Iii. the colleges
manity. The Moon In the Revelation where minds are prepared like a
fa depleted as the "harlot that sltteth chain gang to follow In the footsteps
on many waters."
of their f11118trlous predecessors; nor
Q.-And how about the lamb In yet In the astronomical observatories,
Revelation?
where the men of means and wonderA.-That refers to entry of the Sun ous eyeslg'ht are so busily engaged
Into the slen Arlee; the pioneering chasing new stars. quadrllllona of
lamb of all cycles that has been slain, miles from earth; or. endeavoring to
and slaughtered and crucUl.ed again learn ·whether the contract ls closed
and again since the world began, for for the completion of the canals on
all cycleti begin with Aries, the lamb, Mars; these great men of the world
. aild each spring the world has a year- are too busy with gold. stocks. Invenly reminder of the great awakening at tions, footballs. and commercial navithe beginning of a new .cycle.
gation to bother their heads over the
Q.-Are we approaching a new usefulneBB to earth. of any new star
cycle?
that God, or some other force, puts Into
A.-We are. The things of the pr~ the heavens among; BO many already
ent age are fast passing away.
A there. The ancient wise men of the
new condf.tlon of earth ls gradually East were a . Utile more particular and
shaping Itself. and future gener1:t1ons more quizzical, and they thereby obwill speak of our age. (since the be- tained Immortal renown.
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Q.-What la dlaeaae?

A.-We ·h ave shown that heaven is
"relief." The word "e&se" may be used
in a like sense. So if e&se ls heaven,
then dis-ease must be a condition in
which the mind ·is separating from
the heavenly state.
Q.-ls 1'.10t the mind compelled by
planetary Influences to take on such
conditions of dis-ease aa the planets
portend?
A.-Most &ssuredly. If the mind Is

permitted to run on the sentient or
lunar plane of life.
Q.-That, I understand, la what you
term "fate?"

A.-'-Yes. And it Is most Popular.
When the mind is running on the
plane of destiny. Ignoring the fate
plane, except &s a "help.meet." then
dlse&se is almost totally overcome.
Q.-By your use of the word "help·
meet," you seem to hint at the Adam
and Eve story?

A.-Y es, that story is purely &strol·
ogle. Two great lights were made.
The greater light the Sun (of God),
The lesser light, the Moon, which follows the palth of the dragon in · its
serpentine movement of darkness
about the earth. The spirit of God
ls eternal light; the Sun (of God) ls
the visible manlfestation. "the ancient
of days." The earth or matter Is perpetual darkness from which the Sun
is the Saviour. The Moon ts the Sun
of darkness, and shines only by the
light of the Sun (of God). The spirit
of the Sun (or eternal Ilg.ht) Is the
destiny of man. The spirit of the reflected light of the Sun. which comes.
through the Moon to earth, Is the fate
of man. The moonlight Is first formed
out of the sunlight, and to use the

figurative !a.nguage of Genesis. we
might call the llght of the new Moon,
"a rib" tak~ from the Sun.
Q.-What haa thla to do with Adam
and Eve?

A.-Much more than most people
Imagine. As things are In the heavens,
so they are on the earth. The destined
nature of mankln<l. Is governed by the
Sun, in cycles starting always from
Aries. Hence Adam was the first manifestation of Sun life ·in fiesh, and Eve
was the first manifestation of Moon
life on earth. By Sun life. we mean
soul-life, (or sol-life) . By Moon life
we mean the exterior or sentient expressions of the soul-life. regardless
of any popular ideas of sex.
Both
man and woman today in their personality, or exterior, express the sentient features of life governed by the
senses or fate qualities. Di&-ease belongs to the fate or lunar side of life.
When our will Is strong enough to
rise superior to fate and hold fast to
the sunshlp power of our Individual
life, then we become on earth. the
Suns or lights of God. and the liver
(or Jupiter type of earth glory) will
harmonize with the lights. and there
can be no dis-ease.
Q.-What disease la the moat diffl·
cult to cure?
A.-lgnorance. It Is about the only

dlse&se. The worst types are the various phases of blgotted Ignorance.
It Is an inherited disease. due to prenatal · or· parental Ignorance of truth,
a.n<l. verlfted by the lunar and planetary conditions on the horoscopal
plane of life. There is no Ignorance
on the destined or Sun-ship plane of
life. The sins or Ignorance of the
parents are visited upon the children
In lunar diseases. unto the third or
fourth generation; yet, no matter how
lunatically diseased. relief can be ob·
talned by suggestive theraputlcs In
line with the Sun-ship sphere of the
child. Most children are ruined by
endeavor on the part of parents to
lead children In the Sun or lunar
spheres of the parents. Each child
has a sphere of his own and Is always
uneasy or dlse&sed when not permitted to exercise It. Disease or Ignorance can never be permanently cured
unless the patient Is free or frees· him·
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self from the hypnotic Influence of
popular sentimental or sensational er·
ror, thereby becomlnir; receptive to
truth, which It ls as natural for man
to receive as It is to receive the breath
· of life. Truth to be ~f benefit to any·
one must come to the heart mind,
and be expressed by thouir;ht without
authority from anyone. This ls the
freedom from dis-ease which Jesus of
Nazareth taught. Thine own "faith
hath made thee whole," or wholesome.
Suggestions from others are beneficial,
yet, like drugs, are only temporary,
though they may be Instrumental (If
not too violent) in creatlnir;. an lndlvl·
dual knowledge of the law.
Q.--What la solopathy?

A..::....It ls a form of suggestion on the
line of true ~nowledir;e of health. The
word means a discourse upon the soul
of thing or harmony. Materia-medica,
the line followed by what is termed,
"Old School of Regulars." relates to
material things or substances. The
mind conforms to foan or the exterior
instead of the exterior conforming to
the mind. and the mind of the patient
is arbitrarily expected to conform te>
the mind of the physician, Instead of
to the soul, e>r God-Sun-ship power,
·that exists dormanUy within the · pa·
tient. SoloI>&thy is a suggestive mode
ot arousing or awakening to strength
and life. this latent power within as
in the case where Jesus said: "Arise,
take up thy bed and walk,'' or the
words "Lazarus, come forth." Only
those who have faith in themselves
or who are not sceptical or bigotted,
can be thus benefited.
Hard cases
might sometimes be overcome by the
cry of fl.re. A hard case was It!: one
time cured by appealing to her religious fatt.h. "Do you believe In God"
cried the Solopath? "Yes!" was the
quick response of the patient. "Then
prove it,'' cried the Solopath, "get up
and walk." and she walked.
Q.-Are not Sun-ship spheres dlf·
ferent In these matters?

A.-They are differentiated in their
predominant expressions of the Sun·
ship as you may learn from the "tablets" on the wonder wheel. Taurus
people are very "determined," Leo
people "lordly.'' Aries, "independent,"
etc. All Sun-ships h·a ve equal power,

W·hen circumstances demand. and the
wlll ls exercised. "W·here there la a
wlll, there ls always a way." This is
the line on which chur-0h people have
attempted to teach. but by ignoring
the ancient landmarks. known as as·
trology, they are unable to play upon
the proper striu of the "harp with a
thousand strings" .(Human nature),
and so each case ls treated alike, and
only the few are benefited by the suggestions of the church. Jesus of Naz.
areth spoke of this In the parable, "A
sower went forth .to sow." Ch11rches
Ignoring astrology have lost the power
to distinir;uish the ditferentiatlons of
ma.n's Sun-ahlp, hence, like the sower,
they take chances; scatter their sug·
gestlons in haphazard manner, and let
such as will take root. We are Im·

pressed. to say thait astrology, for a
wise purpose, bas been kept In the
background by some church magnates.
while others have run wild without
It. The time ls not far distant when
astrology will .rule the world In both
church and state:
"Thy Kingdom
Come; Thy Will Be Done, In ·Earth
as It Is Done In Heaven."
Q.-Why should we depend on what
the ancients declared when they were
unprovided with Instruments auch aa
we today poaaess and could not have
known of aome matters as known today?

A.-Facts which the ancients dis·
covered and which have no~ been disproved belong to the credit of the
ancients and not to the credit of our
time.
Because Galileo thought the
Moons of Jupiter were planets should
we discard his law of motion. Because <:lot>ernlcua supported themotlon
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of celestial bodies aa uniformly cir·
cular, a.nd had not discovered the true
path of the. earth. should we discard
his other findings that ·have not been
disproved? Because neither of them
knew the laws of gravitation. should
we declare them lporant in their astrologlc ftndin&s? On the same prin·
clple should we maintain that
prior ancients were In error on the
subject of astrology, because we have
been led to think that they believed
the earth ti.at with the Sun moving
around It, and especially should we
maint&ln this unjust assumption when
by denion&trations of the present day,
it can be proven that the astrologfc
law remains unchanged, whether the
earth be a cube or a globe, or whether
the Sun goes around the earth or
earth around the Sun? We do not
think the prehistoric ancients were
as ignorant of these laws of Copernl·
cus, Galileo, Kepler and Newton. as
we suppose them to have been. but
they were not as well provided then
as now · with means to demonstrate
their lmowledge, hence by using SU<)h
means as were convenient. the after
world, known as the dark l!-ges, lapsed
Into a recognition of the means em·
ployed, as exact evidences of what
the wise men knew. Even In this age
we find thait the popular mi'1lds do not
understand truths as scientists under·
stand them, and yet books are too of·
ten written by popular minds with
truths distorted. while the real truths
are grasped only by the minds of the
few. Take the subject astrology today,
and not one. of those who oppose it
have yet learned what It ls. Those
who k·now what it Is could not oppose it. They who contend against
It are contending with distorted and
perverted astrology and we contend
with the same. hence it ls very dfftl.
cult to reach an honest mind
with true astrology.
Kepler found
hard work to present the truths which
he mew. so when he offered his book
with views contrary to those entertained In his day, he said: "It may
well wait a century for a reader, as
God lla.s waited 6000 yea.rs for an ob·
server."
Q.-80 Kepler belleved the earth
but 8000 years old?
A.-Yes. Great men are Ignorant

'll

on some points; but Kepler'a lcnorance
does not destroy the truths of "Kepler's three laws." A professor of a
college once attempted to fasten a door
with a button. He put it 0'11 the door
and then cursed the button because
It failed to do its work. Another. a
kla.rned judge, threw a dictionary fnto
the waste basket because he could not
find the word "gnome." He was look·
Ing In N. Only recently I heard a
reputable Harvard &raduate declare
that a "couple of twins" born at the
same minute. and developing different
dispositions and other 12uallties. dis··
proved ·the truths of astrology. When
evidence is wanted of twins being
born in 60 seconds I marvelled over
the advent of a "couple of twins." In
like time. All learned men may be
authority In their oW'D respective lines
of study, but no learned man ls authority concerning astrology unless he has
studied the aatrologfa sa.na advocated
by Bacon, and no student In this line
ever yet denied the truth of astrology.
Rev. Dr. J. Butler, f.n the 18th century,
studied astrology for the purpose as
he admitted "·t o throw dirrt at it." It
cured him of his Ignorance a.nd he
wrote a "Vindication of. Astrology,"
succeeded by his "On Human Nature,''
which It is admitted constitutes · one
of the most lm11ortant contributions
ever made to moral science. Locke
was an earnest follower of Bacon and
Descartes, both of whom were noted
astrologers. Locke. Butler and Bacon
gathered their knowledge of human
nature through the science of astrol·
ogy.
Q.--Do people generally expreaa
themselves from their Sun-ship nature?
A.-Very seldom. We are all more
or less hypocritical. We must suin.·
mer and winter a person to get at the
Su·n-shlp nature. Of Itself, the Sun·
ship nature Is always good, but Its
mode of expression on the Moon plane
Is what creates all troubles. all sor·
rows, all sickness and all deaiths. For
instance, Aries. Taurus. Leo or any
of the other Qualities found on the
tablets of the wonder wheel a.re all
good. The evils of life depend upon
how those qualities are expressed, In
association with others, for as we express them. ls precisely In accoroance
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with the Moon forces. as they reflect
through us; provided. we do not con·
tlnually exercise our wlll Power ln
mastery of the soul over the senses.
"Eternal vigilance la the price of 111>erit.y." True Chrletl&Dlty la non-resistance, coupled with complete selfcontrol
Q-When ehould people engage to
marry?
A.-Wben they feel moat loving,
most fastidious and most peaceful with
the world. At such times the Sun or
Moon, or both. are In aspect with
Venue. Marriages brought about by
aspects of Jupiter, are more for means,
or on moral grounds; aspects of Mare
make rash or energetic marriages.
Aspects of Saturn sometimes produce
melancholy marriages, or marriage for
a home. Aspects of Mercury make
·passionate marriages. Aspects of
Uranus often make elopements, or
some unusual affair. Aspects of Uranus and Venus create fascinations.
Q.-Are these planeta so operative
each time that they come Into aspect
with Sun and Moon?
A.-Yes, invariably, but don't misunderstand this, for right here ls a
very Important consideration. There
are two kinds of marriages. One ls
the spiritual marriage that takes place
between mind and· mind, or thought
and thought. and the other ls purely
sexual man-made church marriages,
governed by civil law or social fads,
No signs In the heavens wlll positively
declare when one will answer "Yes"
or "No," to a priest or magistrate,
but they do tell when one Is most likely to conform to the civil law, provided
other planetary Influences do not off·
set the spiritual desire. Civil marriages, disregardful of astrologlc laws,
are responsible for much of the crime
and unhappiness In the world, and
many a spiritual lllegltlmate offspring
la born of mis-mated parents, due to
· the civil laws of marriage, which,
. through ignorance In church and state,
are enforced regardless of the Divine
law of astrology. Children of greater
purity are often born out of civil wedlock, because they are the offsprlngs
of Venus and Mercury, In harmony
·
with both Sun and Moon.
Q.-How could these things be bet·
ter regulated 'l

A.-The church and state should go
back .to first principles, from which
through contentions and bigotry, and
prejudice and anger, they have departed, and so make the church what
It was designed to be; a blessing to
the world. It Is now a blessing to only
a small Portion of the world. The
"abomination of desolation." SPoken
of by Daniel has for long been standing In the "holy place," until the
truths of the heavens have been nearly
1haken from the lexicon of universal
knowledge.
Q.-Wlll church people accept thl•
trulam'l
A.-They will If they are truly Christian. I mean If they have the Christprlnclple In their heart. The Chrlstprlnclple rules the heart of man,
through the Sun. When the lunar sen.
tent factors dominate In any church,
the Christ-principle manifests outside
the church, among the masses In various ways. It did lo the days of Jesus
of Nazareth, and It surely will at all
times, DO matter by what name It may
be called. The heart, by a law of nature, gravitates towards the characteristics of the Sun. The sentient
mind follows the serpentine path of
the Moon. Both are good when acting
in harmony, with the Sun characteristic of each heart predominant In each
person.
Q.-Vou have given the planetary
law for marriage, what Is the planetary law on other matters, buslneaa,
money, etc?
A.-Preclsely the same. The law of
marriage, or union, Is the grand law
of the universe, In all things, differentiated only by the object, or the
planetary sphere. or the physical relationship. Judgment; and not thumbrules, makes an astrologer. . Thumbrules In anything make a Charlatan
or a quack. True knowledge ls the
power to apply fundamental prlnlcples
to any condition, under any or all circumstances. True Christianity Is not
limited creedology; It ls perfect self.
control In the midst of surrounding
freedom of action. The outward acts
are no evidence of the heart desires,
but self-control ls an evidence of the
Sun-ship power within. The outward
acts denote the lunar tendency of the
mind, or how It le Influenced by Its
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surroundings. It may be truly hypnotlzed by Its surroundings, or It may
be merely "acting a part" for a heart
purpose, or for some other lunar purpose. The planets or rulers of the
planetary hours. will surely denote
what the purpose ls on the "surface
within," ·and deeper study of the
planets at that time will denote the
deeper purpose or unconscious tendency of the purpose. It ls the law of
. union, in every ·case. To receive
money ts an union of mind and·money;
to secure business ls an union of bust·
ness and mind. Learn to so judge, ·bY
analysing, chemically, the various factors (as shown by the wheel) that are
In operation, at the time for which
you are judging, and you have the
whole law of astrology in a nutshell. .
If you cannot do this. then you ·must
depend upon thumb-rules, for each and
every purpose, and an encyclopaedia .
·of them would not be sumctent tor all.

thought to be the most enjoyable, ·r egardless of Its after-stings. Love and
money are generally worked for on th-e
lunar plane, because the true joys and
riches of the sol-plane have not been
experienced. The popular mind has
been taught, that to seek the kingdom
of the heavens means after death, or
after the· animal greed has become
satiated. They. forget, apparently,
that the animal qualities of life can
be enjoyed by mastery of the world,
better than as a slave to the world. All
are born masters, and then educa~
to become slaves. However, there ls
one great and grand law in nature,
and that is that when man desires to
ascend to the higher plane he will
generally manage to find a way to get
there. So long as he clings to the·
. lower plane, with his aches and pains,
and his sorrows and .despairs, nature
permits him to remain and to follow
his wlll-o'-the-wlsps as long as he
Q.-1 suppose much in life depends
chooses. to do so. As the mind of the
upon what you call the birth point.
man ls, so are his thoughts, and as his
A.-Yes, because that denotes the thoughts are so are the joys or the
constitution of the life, its equipment sorrows of his life.
for the journey of life. Unless well
Q.-1 thought that the planet. made
equipped at the start, of course the the bias of the mind. and the mind
life is subject to much trouble, just as · created thought.
the starti!lg of anything else. The asA.-True, but it ls the approolatlon
pects of planets to sun, moon or horo- of a thing, and not the thing itself that
scope work upon the original structure gives us joy and sorrow. By living 1Jl
of character, mind and body, and if the heart, or sunship nature, we can
.not in harmony at the start then the · be happy anywhere or anyhow. The
aspects play
upon the different thought ts then biased from within. By
spheres of life, and at times when the living in the head (ignoring the heart)
several spheres cannot support each we play false to our own heart in orother. The case is like unto " a house der to conform to the whims of others.
divided against itself," or like an army
Q.-Should we not sympathize with
scattered at different points.
each other?
Q.-The 1unahlp apher::i you call the
,A.---Certalnly so far as our phyeichlef.
cal necessities are concerned, provided
A.-Yes, as the heart is chief in the they make . our sympathies mutually
body. The heart part in the . mental agreeable, but, not when, to suit the
realm is that "something" within us, mere whlmslcallties of their sentient
deeper than reason and more satisfy- natures they desire us to sacrifice our
Ing when we appeal to it than a moth- own sol-nature.
er's tender lullaby to a restless child.
If we do. not play the part of the
Through a proper appreciation and ex- hypocrite, to both ourselves and to
erclse of it, man rises to the dignity of others, the law of the planets will
a god.
bring us surely Into our proper field of
Q.-Whlch la the most popular
sympathy, almost. spontaneously. It
among the people?
people could learn to say "No" and
A.-The lunar, or sentient mind. A "Yes" according to their heart natures,
man. of buslnes calls the lunar mind
instead of In accordance with their
the practical. The poutlclan knows It head policies-based on educat.ed cusls the most popular. In society it Is tom-bow much nearer the entire
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world would get to the pinnacle of
happlnoess.
Q.-Would that be Chrl1tlan?

A.-Yes, it would be '!Yea, yea and
nay, nay." All troubles arise from misunderstandings, and misunderstandings
are due to people saying "no" for "yes"
and "yes" for "no" for policy sake, and
people are so much expected to be
hypocritical that when one does say
~xactly what one means, Instead of
being credited for honesty, it ls deemed
to be an otrence, and trouble begins.
Bigotted minds and Ignorant minds
cannot understand God's laws in nature, that make thinp that are agreeable to some, repugnant to others. By
a law in nature we alf have our amnlties and our antipathies. How absurd
it la to blame others for being ditrerent than we ourselves are, or to expect
sympathies from sources not constituted to be in harmony with ourselves
or our views. Hearing, feeling, tasting smelling or seeing are purely animal. Wh-en living for the gratifying
of these, then the soul (or Sol) Is darkened, If not lost. Back of these senses
ts the Intuitive faculty, ready at all
times to lead into pastures green, but,
not into pastures known under civil
law as ·~landed poaBilBBlons." The ordinary · lunar considerations of life,
called "practical," are purely delusions, unless hacked by heart appreciation.
Q.-Name eome of these delu1lon1.

A.-Money, stocks, social positions,
property, and the various new features.
of pr6Valllng fads. Let people act out
their own heart natures, and these
things will come of themselves.
"Unto him that hath" good planets, to
him shall be given good. He that hath
unfortunate planetary condltlons, from
fltm shall be taken everything that he
hath.· "Take no heed of tomorrow.''
Tomorrow, by Its planetary laws, will
take care of Itself. If you know what
thoe planetary promises of tomorrow
are, then, prepare for them. The preparation ls not heeding the tomorrow.it
is heeding the today, and, by a planetary law, coming events always cast
their shdows before. It la the shadows that we must heed. The event,
when it comes wlll taKe car~ of Itself,
whether It be money, stocks, social .
position or anything ·else. We live
[7]
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onlt' a minute at a time. Take care
of the minute which ls the real thing
and the future will take care of Itself.
Q.-Can the rise and fall of stocks
or other speculative mattere be accu·
rately judged by astrology?

A.-We doubt of their being accurately judged for want of proper data.
The birth time ot the particular stock
should be positively known to warrant
any judgm-ent on the fluctuation pf the
particular stock. Such data la very
difficult to obtain.
Q.-On general ground1· are there
not planetary Influences that operate
on special 1tock1?

A.-Yoes, In about the same way that
there are weather probabilities.
Q.-Why then would It not be safe
to speculate on such p"robabilltles?

A.-l3ecause all speculatlpns are
matteri governed by momentary Impulses, or th-e action of some particular moment, and, on a geueral judgment there would be no assurance of
the exact dividing line between the
fluctuations of stocks.
One man
might speculate at a certain time in 11.
particular stock and gain. Another
man might speculate in same stock
five minutes later and lose. A case of.
this kind depending upon the probable
rise of stock, made one man $60,000
richer and another man with but a few
minutes difference in the act, was made
$48,000 poorer.
Q.-Could you account for this by
other mean1 than the stock fluctua·
tlon1?

A.-Certainly. It was in the planetary conditions of the individual. The
one· who gainoed was under personally
good planetary conditions, while the
other was under personally bad planetary condltlons.
Q.-How then should .these specula·
tlve matter• be regulated?

A.-The same as all other matters
should be, by the planetary conditions
of the person.
Q.-On which plane of life?

A.-Both, or all planes, for highest
good, but, good In 'either to the extent
of the good.
Q•.,.....What would you consider good.
planetary condition?

A.-A trlne or sextne; to a good
birth point, as the first consideration,
by direction, progression, transit or
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revolution, or, a parallel of decllnattoo · come useless as the l'ea In Boston harThe bor ln 1'1'16. It Is ·&n error and a desame to a progresslonal point, or to lusion to think that money gives hapthe cusps of 1st, 2d, 6th, 8th Ql' loth piness. A person with ·Moon aftllcted
houses of the horoscope. These horo- by Venus and M-ercury will never be
scopal points are not to be depended happy on the worldly plane no matter
upon In assumed hours of birth. In. how much money he has, nor what his
all cases, If bad aspects are on at the social position may be. These Inferior
same time, they will modify the planets and a debllltated Jupiter create
chances for good. It ls better to wait more troubles In the world than Satsix months for a good condition than urn and Mars.
to putter away at small chances.
Q-ln what spherea should we study
P«>ple fortunately born will get at the various planets?
Q.-For wordly matters, study the
least three excellent opportunltlea, In
three months of each year.
People place of the moon, for love matters,
unfortunately born will get very few the place of Venus, for Intellectual or
opportunities to "buck against the passlonal matters. the place of Mer·
tiger'' without getting bit, and even cury; for glorlftcatlon or means, the
then their rare opp~rtunltles are most place of Jupiter; for sober, Industrious,
apt to reverse. Speculators are born, or sclentlftc matters, the place of Satas well as poets, but the great majority urn; for enterprise, the place of Mars;
are born as victims for the especial for Ideas or matters in advance of the
age, the place of Uranus; for seditious
few.
Q.-What, then la yo.ur -advice In matters, the place of Neptune; for
greed, pure and simple, study the place
apeculatlons7
A.-To do In them, as In all things of part of Fortune; for the true In·
else; operate at times when personal wardness, or. rock of ages, upon which
planetary conditions are good, totally the true life rests. study the Sun. The
regardless of the rise and fall of stocks. places of these (except the latter) must
"What ls one man's meat ls another be obtained from a nautical almanac,
man's poison." For little dally matters, \01'. ephemeris. After that, Judge them
go by the planetary hours. Follow a on the wheel, as per the laws for birth
thing up on a good hour, and It-will point, only varying the Judgment as
surely bring you to the best good th-ere per sphere of the planet.
ls for you. The planetary hours are
Q,-Can ~II people see things In the
the little droppings that wear away a same light?
.
stone.· If not wllllng to work by naA.-Presumably not. if we judire by
ture's laws, then do otherwise and pre- the general experiences of the world.
pare sooner or later to "take your med- An artist, with ecstatic mind, beheld a
icine." It wlll surely come. as every beautiful anr;el in a painting, but an
cause produces Its etrect.
·
Indian looking as the same thing could
Q.-ls not money a neceaalty7
only see "paint on a rag." People
A.-Only as a means, Just the same with a mystical mind can see, In the
aR a shovel. So long as we have use for planetary aspect the great carmoney lt ls good. If we have no use dinal cross of the world. At the birth
for It, then It ls no better to us than point they can behold the Sun of Birth,
so much sawdust. No man can get Just starting on Its upward climb to
more enjoyment out of his money than the centre of the great cross, to which
his. planets permit him to have, and all are destined, In a 90 years' Journe7,
he would have that just the same If In material or lmmaterlal existence.
there was no money In the world. Man The Indian was climbing th-e rugged
created money only as a measure of material path of the mind. The &rtlat
values, and the value of money de- was climbing the path of ecstacy, the
pends ent1rel7 upon the mental value immaterial, or, Idealistic, mind. Jllach
placed upon It. The making of gold of them had their Jo)'ll and their sorand silver Into money ts about the rows, only cast on dltrerent planes of
poorest use that the metal could be heart and head creations.
put to. If the mind of man should deQ.-Are encyclopaedlu standard auclare a:;:ilnst mone7, then It would be- thorltleaf

to a blrthpolnt of good planets.
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A.-Yes, so long. as the standard
which accepts them remains unchanged. They merely represent popular acceptance or credullt7. As soon
as the world ideas ch!LDge, then words
and facts contained in words change
proportionately. Encyclopaedias· can
never keep up with the changing
thought-world. To understand Bible
and ancient lore, we are not warranted
in depending upon encyclopaedial
statements, when our heart thoughts
deny them. The proof of all things lies
In the heart of each individual inan.
Hence Paul spoke to the heart when
he said: "Prove all things, hold fast
to that which is good." To understand
ancient events, miracles and the m1!1Ul·
Ing of ancient words, we need not
Judge them by present popular acceptances If we are at all able to gather
any different understanding by the
heart .acceptances of the past.
Q.-Are there not more planets than
are uaed In the planetary hours?

A.-Yes, but they are not used in the
division of time. Chronus (Saturn)
governs time. As 7 is to 22, so are
all cyclic movements great or small,
from Sun to Saturn.· Sun and Moon
are not planets, but .for convenience
we call them so, just as we say "sun
rises," etc.
Q.-What 1hould be our first under1tandlng of astrology?
·

A.-It should be in accordance with
the powers of Ule signs. Next, the
particular sphere of life which we are
to express through the Sun. Then we
should understand by the aspects
when in each year are our best times
to operate, and the same understanding informs us of the people who best
accord with our life. Then we should
learn whether or not any of the planets
are in these aspects to annoy or benefit us. Having learned these we have
learned the whole fundamental law
of
astrology. All
the rest ls
but the one fundamental law, repeated
in volumes of dlfterent words.
Q.-How shall we operate with the
Moon, th• planets and the Horoscope?

A.-In the self same way as with the
Sun. Judge them each in their own
respective spheres of operation. Moon,
the sentient plane upon which the
Sun-ship expreSBeB itself. .The horoscope, the dispositional plane of ex-

'1'1

pression by reason of physical relationships. It ls only necessary to
Judge these three departments, ordinarily, because the planets are but
helpers or hlnderers to these three
superior departments. For Instance,
if two planets affect Sun. then the
two planets affect each other, but It
is through the Sun that we get the
effect, hence It is not necessary to
judge the planets' amlctlon of each
other, but rather mix the affliction of
the planets upon the Sun. and we at
once have the concltlsion. and without
confusion. Judge the Sun sphere first,
Moon sphere next and horoscopal
sphere last.
Q.-How about tranalta?

A.-1 suppose you mean by
"transits," the movement of the .Planets as found in the current year. They
are the "apparent" places, which heliocentric astrologers talk so much about.
I pay little regard to them; yet, by no
means despise them. They are ephemeral, and relate to the life In an Inferior way to the "directions" or, the
"progressional," but are seldom of
vital Importance unless, perchance,
the higher laws are in force. Momen·
tary good may be realized from a
transit, even ·though the life itself is
running to destruction. I should pre·
fer to be guided by the law that is
operating upon my general course,
rather than upon some law that is In
reality but a "false alarm."
Q.-How many different claaaea of
people are there?

A.-Only six In ·reality, but each
have a positive and negative side and
that makes 12. Each of these 12 have
12 sub-classes, and each sub-class has
12 dispositions. Each disposition has
three Decana·t e qualities. Each Dec·
anate Is divided by "terms," and each
term Is composed of degrees.
We
might go still further Into special limitations, but even terms and decanates
are finer than the ordinary judgments.
The characters of the 12 signs are generally distinctive enough to be easily
recognized. Each planet corresponds
with both a positive and negative sign,
and favors most the positive or negative sign, according to whether or not
he ls himself positive or negative.
Even numbered signs are negative and
the uneven are positive.
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Q.-Are theae 12 claaaes, what are
known as the 12 trlbea of larael?
A.-Yes. That ls the mythical war
in which the ancients attempted to
portray them to the world.
Then
again they have been portrayed as
the 12 disciples, with the Sun as the
central figure. Then the Revelation
portrays them as the 12 gates ·to the
New Jerusalem. We might again
make a mythical story founded on the
12 colonies, with.a central government
In every case, however, the worldly
mind, Is apt to worship the material
· representative instead of the principle
. or essence of the representation. The
material mind finds hard work to rise
above a material idol. and bask in the
enjoyment of .the spiritual essence
within their own material passesslon.
Q.-What are the difficult parts of
astrology?
A.-The directional and horary features. These are purely mathematical, and in which people foolishly try
to bring, by m1,1.thematlcs, their judgments down to the lunar plane of minuteness, so as to enable them to
discover when or where they wlll meet
a red~headed girl crossing a ·rickety
bridge; when or how they may break
the stock market or when or where
they will find a $20-dollar gold piece
rolling up hill. Such astrology has Its
usefulness to minds. hypnotized to the
lunar plane of life. but on that plane,
there le always a constant longing,
never fully gratified. In our practical
lessons we give a method of making
a horoscope by even houses. Thie even
house method is a good method of.
reading. It bas Its lnfiuencee, but they
are not the same as the uneven houses.
Some astrolocere prefer them to the
uneven houses. In India. they use
the method of even houses, as do also
heliocentric · astrologers.
Anything
more complicated than the simplicity
of our wonder wheel method. which
. Is the easiest method ever presented. .
we will teach by correeponden,t
courses..
'Q.-Have you any method of reading correctly without the person tell·
Ing his age, etc?
A.-Yee, but all such matters are
mere tricks, to make the operator appear wonderful. In the eyes of superstitious people or curloslQ'-seekers.

We

can
lnstroct any one
In
of the "marvellous operations, that ~e used for such
purposes.
Sometimes. In regard
to age, a lady hi foolish enough to fear
giving It. Tell the lady to write down
760 {or any number with 60 as the
last two numbers) and then add her
age to It. Then eubetract 260, and
add to that 1000. and ask what ls her
answer to the sum. The last two fig.
urea of the answer will be her age.
Her age would be in the answer before
adding the 1000, but the trick might
be seen Into. If you wish to learn the
month of birth, day of month. or how
many dollars one has in his pocket,
have the person do a sum In like man·
ner, putting down the day· of month,
month number. or number of dollars,
In place of ace. This sum wlll always
give in the last two figures of the an·
ewer the age, or other data, which
has been added. To get two datas at
same time, (say month and age) teU
them to start by doubllnc the number
of the month, add five to It. multiply
by 60; add age, and subtract 260. and
the first figure of answer will be the
month and the last figure the age.
Q.-What Is mind reading?
A.-Everythlng that we are conscious of le mind reading. One per·
son has just as much Innate knowledge of truth as another. but the majority are afraid to trust their ·own
consciousness. and so depend upon
some one else as authority, or some
form of custom · adapted only to the
natures of the few. Thie makes the
masses comparatively Ignorant, because they fear to offend such cuatoms, or deny such authorities. even
·though their hearts are not In BJ'IDpathy with them. Attempting to conform to man made laws . and the neglect of natural laws le the creator of
Ignorance and disease. God baa nothing to do with It. because th1nga contrary to nature are Ulualve and onl7
temporarily real.
Q.-How did the anclenta tell thing•
without paper, lead pencils, watches,
etc., and often In deaert places?
A.-Why, they had methods. which
were as good to them as our methods
are to us. We depend so much upon
our "Instruments" that we have lost
a great deal of the power of our
any
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brain, which ls a God-made instrument.
Knowledge 111 power. and the kBowlecge which they had we hav~ lost,
and have merely substituted other
forms of knowledge.
City · . people must have a compass or a
weather vane to tell ·Which way the
wind blows. Sailors or desert travelers can tell by Sun, Moon or Stars. An
ordinary watch ls a good compass.
Point the hour .lland to the Sun, and
exactly half way between the hour and
12 o'clock ls south. The opposite side
of the circle would be north, and half
way between would be east and west.
Use the Wonder Wheel as a compass
Stand facing t~e Sun, with the ClockHour pointing to the Sun, and Caplcorn
(where it aaya "Noon") wlll be South.

Q.-Countlng a degree for a day,
then 90 degrees of Sun movement
would be about a llf•'• span?

A.-Yes. Count 18 rings in circle of
days, on wheel. from blrthpolnt. and
the Sun there comes to its own square.
Life seldom passes that point. unless
excellent modifying planets assist the
Sun, beyond lt. Yearly moveiµents of
the Sun and transitory movements of
the planets are employed In the correapondlng Inferior cycles. ·
Q.-1 had no Idea there was so much
r.clence In astrology. I thought It
crack-brained nonsense.

A.-The cracked braina that understand .it would not wllllngly change
places with the brain that ls loaded
with its possession of worldly pelf,
yet both are good when working together In harmony.
Q.-Whlch la the quickest way
tell good and bad aspects?

Q.-lf ·a horoscope relates only to
the hours of one day, how are life
events computed from It?

A.-By reason of a day's movement
corresponding to a year; two hours to
a month, or 30 years, and a degree to
a day and· a day to a year. Judgment
depends upon which of these cycles
one ls Judging for. Four minutes of
time may be used ln judging for a
day, for a year. or for 28.090 years. lf
one wishes to go, like Daniel of old,
Into long time prophecies. The revolutions of the Moon (28 days), and
Saturn's (28 years), etc. etc~ all have
regularity of correspondence with
each other. At each quarter of 28, (7)
ls the true Sabbath. "Sun-day,'' Is the
"Lord's · day.'' so we see that the
church ls still devoted to astrologlc
Sun worship, but the people do not
realize It. · The impress of astrologlc
truth, ls everywhere. but the fool
hath said with his mouth "somebody
exploded lt.'' In the explosion it went
up so high that the fool lost sight of It.
By the law of gravitation lt has returned to earth. and some of the fools
are able to r1..cognlze that it has been
in no way Injured.

to

A.-By memorizing the birth numbers of the signs, or houses. Even
numbers are negative. uneven numbers are positive. All negatives are
in good aspect to the negatives. All
positives are In good aspest to the
positives. Only one exception. That
ls the opposite, which ls thJ necessary pclarlty ln all operations. Man
ls the cpposlte of woman. business opposite to home and so on about the
cfrcle. Horoscopal house influences
are always secondary to zodiacal sign
influences, and transits are secondary
to progressional lnftuenpes and Moon
Influences are secondary to Bun Influences.
Negative numbers and
Moon and Venus are female attributes.
All others are male attributes. except
Mercury, which ls mutable. Planets,
bias the house or sign they are ln, for
good or for lll, and per contra. the
house or sign they are ln bias the
planet. A chemical · analysis of the
combines ls the true law of Judgment,
in all astrologlc considerations beyond
the basic laws contained in the wheel.
Q.-How do we "rule our Stars?" ·

A.-By observing the true law of
Christianity, which is non-resistance,
coupled with perfect self control. Each
class has Its own predominating
pewer In its own particular field of
action. In the field of those points and
among people in bad aspect to them
their power depends only uJ)On tem·
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porary advantages. They had better
keep still or meekly accept what Is
given, as reaction Invariably follows
resistance. "Every dog has his day."
"Keep still and know that I am God."
Q.-What la the difference between
house and sign, and how do they relate to each other?

A.-The signs are the circle of. the
heavens and this circle ls d.!vlded Into
months and days. The circle of the
earth Is also divided Into 12 parts
called houses, and numbered from 1
to 12 to dlstingufsh them from signs.
The earth circle Is called a horoscope, because all matters relating to
· any particular hour-birth or otherwise-has to be judged by· the earth
circle of houses. When the. hour of
birth is not known-and that Is the
general condition ot people at present age-then no horoscope can be
made for that birth. and astrologers
are quite apt to assume an hour, or by
some form of 1tUesswork create a
subterfuge for a horoscope. That is
not right and is generally a.pt to be
misleading sooner or later. Aries ls a
let house, no matter where It may be,
and tl)e place of the Sun Cno matter
where ft may be) ls another let house,
and the place of the Moon and of
ea.ch planet In the heavens Is the let
house of each of them respectively.
The other signs arid houses bear the
same relation to these respective
planetary places as the other houses
bear to the let house . In a horoscope.
·.When there are so many true let
house elements.In the heavens on each
day, It Is not so very necessary to
· stra.!n at a gnat. over the true hour of
the birth. and "swallow a camel"
through errors.
Q.-But do not these 1st houses also
belong to everybody else born on that
same day?

A.-Certalnly, but we do not often
run Into people born on same day ana
same year. When we do, we find th~
their lives are pretty much alike In
everything except the outward appearances. In all my life I never met but
one person born on the ·same day as
myself. He came for a reading. A
something or other Impressed me. I
could not tell what when he entered
my presence. I was surprised when he
gave me his date. but without betray-

Ing the surprise, I leaned back In m7
cha.Ir and began to think over events
and dates In my own life. and related
them to him as his own. He was not
an astrologer, but his mind was Bohe·mian. Finally he said: "I thought
you were an astrologer, not a clairvoyant." I told him that clavoyancy was
merely "clear-sightedness, and I had
at once clearly seen from his date,
that ft was unnecessary for me to do
any astrologfc work. At last I told
him the secret and we shook hands
as .Diurnal twins. A casual observer
might have found much difference between us, as might be found between
a prince and a green grocer, but we,
two, who knew ourselves best. could
see our resemblances In each other,
and In, the events of our lives. ·
Q.-What . may we learn from aspects relative to the effects of planets
upon our lives?

A.-We may learn whether the
planets (of themselves) promise us
good or evu: For Instance. if the
Sun, was at the "independent" point
of a square, (or near it) and any
planet was at (or near) either the
"domestic," "Intuitive" or "ambitious"
points of the square, then that planet
would promise resistance or dlmculty
to our heart nature, or higher mind,
just as a stream of .water, a court of
law, or a mounta.!n In our path would
disturb the faculty of Independence.
By keeping still nothing need disturb
one's independent thoughts, but with
desire to move, these obstacles might
offer resistance to our Independence,
and cause us to be dependent upon
something outside, or beyond our ordinary energy to overcome them. If
a planet was In "Lordly" or "proud"
points · of the trine (from "In.d epend. ent") then It would promise us assist. ance through our own pride, or lordllness, or ft might furnish us with asslst~nce from some proud, or lordly
person.
Q.-Are these aspects always to be
considered from the same exact placea
as .t hey are drawn on wonder wheel?

A.-They are drawn under the tablets only to teack the prfnlcple of
trfnes and squares In astrology. The
qualfties In nature as printed In the
tablets and their aspects as given always hold the same, but the influence
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The Wonder Wheel skeletoned blank for Nativities or Horoscope Work.

Designed to show the law of aspects
between the signs.

Cut showing the Individual Cross of Life
and other Aspects, from any
given Birth Point.
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of each tablet extends from the centre
of one of the obliquity circles to the
centre of the next following one. That
distance ln any circle. (great or small)
la 30 degrees, and the exact point. of
any of. ·the degrees of a sign and
the squares and trlnes of a circle
would, of course, change to the same
degree, In the other signs. Squares
and trinea always start from the same
point, but do not extend to the same
point. There Is a drawing that shows
the squares and trlnes of a circle
starting from the same point. In the
centre, you may catch a slight idea
of how the Sunrise affects the face of
the .earth by these aepects or angles.
Our place at Sunrise Is at the top of
the earth.
Q-Are we not alway• on top of the
earth.
A:.-Yes, wherever we are, that Is
to us the top, and to us It is the centre
of the universe, whether Sun goes
around the earth or earth around the
Sun. From our own place we can
make best calculations and that Is what
the anelents did and so led us to be·
lleve that they thought earth the cen•
tre of all .space. The Sun. comparatively, does not move, but the earth
turns towards the east, so at Sunrise
we are top of the earth, west of the
Sun; at noon we are "top" directly un·
der the Sun; at evening we are "top"
east of the Sun, and at midnight we
are top, with the whole body of the
earth between us and the Sunlight.
Don't you think this makes differences In our thoughts and feelings
during the 24 .hours?
Q.-lt must, but how does that affect
a birth?
A.-It affects a birth by Inspiring
the first breath of the chtld with the
· prevailing thought of Its worldly en·
vlronments. The pr.evalllng thought ·
condition of the parents at that time Is
most faithfully stamped upon the
child, so that the sign quality of the
Moon at that birth denotes the local
surroundings of the child's birthplace.
This, of Itself, Is a most wonderful
evidence of the truth of astrology. ·
Q.-What la · this law of aspects,
called "trlnea, squares, oppoaltlon,"
etc., fOUl'.lded on?
A.-Every point In a circle ls angu.
larly related to every other Point. as

la also every human being to e"lert
other human being, or ever)' spiritual
or material thing to every other thing.
T!1ls condition of 1Jnlty, or onenesa la
God-spirit or power. The whole la
·known as the Macricoem. and each
pa.rt as the Microcosm. a single dot, or
speck la the protoplaat of the greatest
circle. The dot of itself contains all
the virtues of a great circle . except
quantity, as a speck of salt or sugar
haa an. the quality of a barrel of salt
or sugar. Every day In the circle of
days, la of ttaelf equal with any other
day, and has an equal amount of the
circle each aide of It. We are therefore all born free and equal, so far as
the circle ·of itself ls concerned. U
even pressure la brought to bear upon
all points of a circle. then a circle. no
matter how large or fine it might be,
could not be broken. Certain points
in a circle are called "points of least
resistance" and others "of greatest resistance."
We naturally move for·
ward and towards thln&s opposite to
· ourselves. If obstacles are In our path
we move to the right or left, or else
join forces with the opposite. We look
ahead, which Is opposite to where we
are, and our eyes are so focused that
we see things ln a ranee of vision like
unto the V shape of a sign, or the
two aides of a trlne. When our sight
in space has gone to the extent of
the trlne, then the space beyond form.a
the reverse. or antethesla of our trine,
and there ts where our opposition begins, and Its view fades away in the
~!stance until It becomes a mere dot,
which equals our own position in space
or In the great circle that la around
us. We can see little about us so
long as we stand with a fixed gaze.
This la the ·philosophy of what are
termed Aspects In Astrology. Alt our
relationships ln llfe are like unto this
lllustratlon, so 180 degrees of a circle
marks our opposite aspect. and 120
marks the trlnea. or outer points of
our focus. . To all other points we
must turn to a greater or leseer ex·
tent. In life, no matter where we may
be; every point of the circle may be
more or leas focusaed upon us. Thia
by tbe ancients was termed the "All
Seeing Eye." The aspects or points
of greatest resistance to the gaze from
our own standpoint, we are apt to call
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ev ll, and trom thence ls derived the
term the "evil eye." There ls no evil,
only from our relative position to the
other P.Olnts ot the great circle ot mankind, the .unseen forces. God is opposite to man, and but a mysterious speck
to our gaze. When we move straight
forward, wavering neither to the right
nor the ·1ett, then we behold God "tac.e
to face," as the face ot the earth to the
face ot the sky. Gad, then becomes
to our view "good." The Sun represents the God-centre ot the solar system because It ls the most fixed ot the
bodies In It. The Moon.ls the most
changeable, hence under moon condltiuns, or aspects, with the planets, we
are apt· to be easily led from the
straight and the narrow path.
While the moon to us ls quite a distance from the earth, yet, as viewed
from the Sun, It would be In the ·seltsame degree ot the circle; hence from
heliocentric standpoint the Moon ls 1\8
useless In astrologlc work as would be
~e moons of Jttplter from geocentric
standpoint.
Moon's aspects, then,
must be judged from earth. As we
cannot well judge from earth, with ·
out some object. to judge by, the Moon
becomes the best marker tor the earth
that we have. There must be some
slight variations between themoonand
earth and the other bodies.
Theso
variations ·are provided tor in astrol. ogy by a figure called "Part ot Fortune."
In horSll"Y work. It ls often
found to be quite a factor In earthly
matters.
Q~la the geocentric er hellcentrlc
ayatem (ao-called) the better ayatem of
astrology?
A.-As to which ls the better ot anything · depend8 upon the use or purpase ot our practice. It I wish· to catch
fish I go to the seashore ,but it I wish
to gather corn I am more likely to find
it Inland. These heliocentric and geocentric claims are much misunderstood, just as the quarrel between
Gallleo and the priests . ls misunderstood, and just as the Bible ls mlsu&derstood. T~is great cry ot "We
are right and you are wrong" has delug~d the world with blood. Right or
wrong, better or worse, are but rela- ·
tlve tE'rllls and depend upon the standpalnt from which we view. the matter..
If I stand •pon the hlll I cannot see
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the detail ot the valley as well as It In
the valley. It I stand In the valley I
cannot see the detail of the hlll as
well as It on the hlll. In the days of
kings there were contentions between
those who worshipped in high place11
and those who worshipped on the
heath, and the latter were called
heathen. The former were called the
hierarchy (from "higher arc"). The
word "heath" ls in someway· alUiid to
the Greek word tor "wild ass/' and
. this wild ass, or "asses" was not only
a term · tor a beautiful and very swift
animal, but also tor a standard of
measurement, and by some t.h e pictorial sign tor Aries was an ass instead
ot a lamb. The heathen, prior to the
Christian era, were called "wild asses"
and the heathen became the Christian.
The Jews accus.i the Christians ot
"worshipping the sun (not son) and
tho head ot an ass." (This no doubt
referred to the first point of Aries,
represented by a lamb, or the head of •
that gentler but independent animal
known as a "wild ass.") ·
It your mind ls keen you will se<l
the drift through all ages of thl:i
one continual contention in the human
family over good and evil, or bette1·
and wqrse, and furthermore ·that it
has been nothing more than a dispute
as to· whether a man should follow
the dictate& ot his heart or his head .
Now the heathen before Christ became
the Christian after Christ, · and then
the Christian became the hlgher-arc
(or hierarchy). and th~s hlerarchlal
church stood above the .state. The
state then represented the people or
the lower arc. Now, note: The papal
tiara was then the Sun, and the Imperial crown was the Moon; a strictly
astrologlc form ot distinction, as the
Sun In astrology, since the days of
Abraham, has always stood tor the
superior and primary forces on earth.
The ·Moon has generally stood tor
the interior or. secondary powers. You
will see the evidence ot astrologlc
reverence m the fiags ot all nations.
The Sun has always been recognized
8.s the higher arc of the heaven~. and
the Moon as the arc ot the heathen (or
people who live on the lower or sentient plane of life). From time Immemorial, the fight ot the world, irrespective ot· church, nation, race or
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color has been nothing but a continu- reverence to our church sods, under
ous one over the same question, which the laws of astrology; we reverence
. was begun when man ftrat learned to th bleBBed days of the Sun (Sunday)
understand that he had an internal by the laws of astrology. We sleken
nature which did not seem to coincide and die because we are Ignorant of
with his exterior views of the things the laws of astrology and therefore fall
without. Which was first, or which to "Remember the true Sabbath day
the better of the two, the hen or the and keep it holy.'' The church. holdchickens. man or woman. state or ing consciously or unconsciously to
church, sun or moon, heliocentric or the higher arc of the Sun, maintains
geocentric, light and darkness, God or life for the heart spirit of the world
the devil It la all one and the same
{through the observance· of Sun-day),
question, from age to age, assuming but the spirit of our sentient nature
new shapes and phases. "fhe world does not receive its allotted season of
will never attain to a condition of true rest, and s<J'fails to cal'l'Y. sentient life
Christianity until it learns the law of beyond the square of the Sun. The
non-resistance, coupled with · perfect Moon squares its own place at birth,
self-control adapted to the particular every seventh day, and every human
needs of the ever present, wlthprepara_ being should observe that seventh day,
tion for the future on earth, by aid of "that his days may be Ions." etc. The
the divine power of fore-knowledge quarrels over heliocentric and geocenthrough the infallible laws of astrol- tric are illustrated 'by Adam and Eve,
ogy. To know the heart current of Cain and Abel, Noah in the higher arc
the world, or of one of its atoms (a of the sun, with the waters of the
human being) we must follow the Moon, filled with destroyed mentalicourse of the sun's infiuence upon the ties about him. Joseph and his
earth, which is the mover and anlma- brethren, Moses (drawn out of the
ter of the heart's blood. To know the water) and Pharoah, Daniel, working
mind of the world, or of one of ita . the "three witnesses as one" (John
creatures, we must follow the course 6-8) a~lnst the astrologers of Nebuof the moon, which is the mover and chadnezzar, who were working on the
animater . of the waters of the earth. sentient. plane, Jesus on the plane of
The spirit attributes are In both of non-resistance
with
self-control,
these lights (or enllghteners) of the against the Roma12 and Jewish disworld, and in them we have "the spirit, putants, as to r!Kht and wronc. The
the water and the blood." These three early Christians on the Sun plane, with
bear witneBB In the earth, In corre- the Romans on the Moon plane, and
spondence with the three (sun moon so the astrologic foot prints through
and zodiac) which bear record in all the. ages may be traced, until the
time of Galileo. He accused the prlestl:I
heaven.
The sun sphere, the moon sphere of using the lunar zodiac instead of
and the zodliLcal sphere are separate the solar. The world, not understandand distinct, In regard to special re- ing the genius of Ftolemy, who had
quirements, but the misery or happi- combined the two systems into one,
ness of our soul depends upon the har- really thought that Ptolemy supposed
mony ot the three. Paul became con- the Sun to go arouJl'd the earth beverted through the power of the Sun cause his figure (for convenience in
upon his heart, and he then began to calculating) placed the earth point in
exalt the Sun (or heliocentric system) centre, with ·the circles of the other
above the system of the Ephesians, host of heaven about it.
who were, like the present age, so senSince then the world at large has
tiently disposed that they combated paid such little attention to the
him with the shouts. "Great is Diana heavens that only wars and conten(the Moon) goddess of the Ephe- tions have been going on over forms,
sians.'' Whether we are wllling to ceremonies or commercial greed, and
recognize It or not, we are moved in Diana, Luna or the Moon (as you
life by the laws of astrology; we cre- choose to call it> has become great, and
ate or elect our state affairs by the ls today worshipped under the nam"3
laws of astrology. We bow down In "clvWzatlon."
Large temples are
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erected In unconscious honor to the
goddess, which we call 'Jails, poorhouses, hosplt&ls and asylums." These
are grand and beneftcent institutions
for the times, but when the world understands the laws or both heliocentric
and geocentric astrology, combined in
one ·harmonious whole, as we illustrate as best we can In our Wonder
Wheel, then Diana. the hulot. "seated
on many waters.'' will be cast down to
her proper plane, or the lower arc. Tho
Sun In the higher arc will be the heliocentric (or healing centre of confused
Ideas) and the Moon will still move
about the geocentric, and the 24 hours
of each day (the saints and angles, or
angels, as you choose to term them)
will together be full of praises and
shouts of h06&nna from the hea.rts ot
men.
Q.-Where la the spirit world?

A.-Wherever thoU&htis. Thethought
world ls the spirit world. ·Man ilves
In the spirit world of thought above
the spirit world of the body, which ls
a lower form or expression of thought.
When we think of a thing then the
spirit of the thing comes to us according to our own mode of thinking. By
thinking we may create everything, In
process of time. If one with child
should persistently think of an augel,
the child would no doubt be born with
wings, or their suggestive appearance.
If such thinking should become a fad,
no doubt humanity would soon be provided with wings and destroy monopoly on flying machines. Man can In
time create whatever the thouKht desires.
Q.-la astrology a fad?

A.-I do not know just what Importance to put upon the word "fad." If
you mean "a thing to be trifled with,"
then I should say It Is too serious a
subject to faddle with. If you use
"fad" in the sense of "forte" or talent,
then I should say: By those who know
what astrology ls, it ls certainly a gift
of the mind to be able to be interested
in

Ii

Q.-Are people gifted with different
minds?

A.-No. There ls but one mind in
the entire universe. Each atom of nature · ls but a dlfl'.erent mode of manifesting that mind. We call our own
manifestation "our mind,'' but It ls

only that particular sphere or the one
mind which we are permitted to manifest.
Q.-How do we know our own particular aphere?

A.-By the process of thought.
Without thought we are unconscloUL
Without thought we are not our ldentifted self. Thought ls man, as by
thinking we are conscious of mind.
That ls, unto us It ls man-lfested In
the ftesh, and to the world about us it
ls man-lfested by our speech or action. Our speech ls th& WORD or
thought-the action of mlnd-i!poken
or written, that they who believe in
what ls written or said may be saved.
Q.-8hould we believe the word of
everybody?

A.-Yes, we should believe that
what ls said proceeds from the mind,
made manifest from some cause In nature. Back In our belief, which ls only
one phase of thought, we have another
phase which ls called Choice, or "acceptance." It ls not necessary that we
should accept what we believe we
hear. We cannot. It ls an lmposslblllty unless the action of our phase of
mind ls attuned to the action of that
phase which has said what we have
heard. If we confirm that which we
doubt, then we condemn ourselves,
unless, perchance, our soul ls beyond
au condemnation. It ls not necessary
to disbelieve anything. It ls merely
necessary for us to prove to ourselves
what ls best suited to our particular
phase of mind, and permit others to
enjoy the same privilege.
Q.-Are there distinctive pf1aaea of
mind ahown In astrology?

A.-Certalnly. The Sun ahows one
phase of mind, the Moon another
phase, the planets still other phases.
These are In the spiritual relationship. Then the horoscope shows
corresponding phases to all of the
others In the material relationships.
Q.-Whlch la the greateist of theae?

A.-Each one of them ls greatest In
Its own sphere, just as a flea ls the
greatest In the world of fleas and a
man ls the greatest In the world of
man. These dlfl'.erent phases In a human mind create corresponding conditions of thought. Our joys and our
sorrows depend upon thought, whether
sleeping or waking. Whatever thought

-
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can appreciate In form, whether with these various elementary correspond·
eyes opened or cl<>Be", ls the material ence, while good of themselves, when
manifestation of the spirit entity with· required, are relatively good or bad In
In the form of Its essence.
the world, il.ccordlng to their environ· .
ments.
If the environments are
Q-Doea matter think?
A.-Nothlng thinks but man, yet man equalized by &fry, watery, earthy or
ls ev.erywhere that mind ls, for m&D fa fiery combln&tloDS. then what might
the action of the mind, and events are otherwise be termed evil might be hon·
the records of. man. We are only the ored as s&lntly, gentlemanly, heroic
hu-man portion of man, represented or good. Appreciation or disapproval
by Adam and Eve, but man was cre- depends entirely upon Thought, or,
ated, male and female (positive ant\ the Manifestation of Mind.
negative thought), before Adam and
Q-Are we not leamlng that man
Eve were formed. The seed of every· can eo undernand his facultla that
thing was In Its eternal self,before the Ile can control thought?
process of creation, and formation
A.-Man fa Thought; hence to 11D·
were begun. Human beings are but deratand his faculties. Man or
one form of man, and they are brothers Thought should know what Thought.
to the ox, the rocks and the trees, or Man, Is. "Th~ greatest etud7 of
which are likewise man In other ll&n fa Man." The createst atud7 .of
forms. They move In their :;lower OP· Thought la Thought. "Know th7Mlf."
eratlons, as we move In our quicker
Q-From whence comes Thought
operations only by the action of mind, or Man?
which la thought, or the true man.
A.-From the Mind. Thoug'ht or
We merely express mind, after our Man, la but the action of Mind. Kind
kind, and the mosquito does the same · ti the Father of Thought. There la
after his kind of thinking. That he but One Mind, and that Is Unlvera&l.
can think qufoker than the hu-man Each man. or Thought, Is but a ManIs evident when the human attempts to u~statlon of Mind. adapted to ita
murder his form of thought because he particular attraction from time ·to
disturbs the human form. ·
time. Thought, or Man. la in a conQ-What do you call earthy mat· stant process of obange; nev~ for
ters, aside from perceptible sub- any two consecutive ·moments allke,
stance?
but Mind ls always the same, :vet
A.-Well, we call the following mat· varying Its expression. or action
ters of an earthy nature: Reserved through Thought, which la the true
thoughts, slow speech, deliberation, Man, made In the Image of its Crea.tor,
close counsel or timidity of Intentions, which ls Mind.
covetousness, suspicions, unforgiving
Q.-la the Mind "Godf"
or unforgettlng tendencies, melan·
A.-No. God ls the Omnipotent
choly, self-esteem, regardless of the power behind the Mind. Mind ls an
esteem of others; withal prudence, attrlb~te ot' God, through which Man,
carefulness. austerity or surliness In or Thought, exlata.
manner or deportment.
Q-What la that which we call the
Q.-And what are watery matters?
Mind of Man? ·
·
A.-Thlngs which, like water, are
. A.-It ls the God attribute. or God
not substantial, as cowardice, luxurl· made m&nlfest In the flesh. The •··
ance, wantonness, mutability, dullness, presslon of God through flesh ls tn ac·
femininity, timidity, or deceit.
cordance with the changing Thought
Q.-And what are air matters?
or the attractions from time tio time
A.-Somethlng like water. but dry.
of the Mind. Regul&r laws of a.ttracAiry things are the Intellectual or pas- t!on are laid down In the operatJona
sional things of life. Mutable, mirth- of Nature. and true Man conforms to
ful, liberal, free, reasoning, argu- these regular laws, by thlnklng It hot
mentative, llterazy and such mat· WheL>. It la hot and thinking It cold
ters as belong to civic recreations.
'Wh811. it Is cold. etc.. because tale God
Q.-And what things relate to fire?
attribute minds the heat or the cold.
A.-Rashness, hastiness, earnestness, There la, in Thought. aa In &11 th1nga
combativeness, pride, ambition, ln- else, a positive and a negative power
genuitJ and fUrJ. l!llther or &11 ot ot apreaalon. ancl tbeee are termecl
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·thellaleandFemaleMan,lrrespecUve of sex. which belongs to the A.nlmal expression of life and not to the
Men expression. These poSttlve and
negative powers, when tn harmony
with each other create a condition of
pea.cetulneBB and jo:y In that particular realm of the et&rnU mind, aa la
eipre88'ed In the Individual ao favored
tc possess the harmony. Mind can
express itself b:y Inward Thought or
b:y Outer Thought.
These are the
esoteric and exoterlc phases ofM&n,or
Thought. The Mind or God :Manifest
in the ftesh cannot change the regular
worltfnga of Universal laws. for individual purpoeee. It would stop the
whole machiner:y of t.he univer,se for
SGIJlle dwarftsh purpose, but, b:y an
. exercise of Individual will power, the
Individual phaae of the God-Mind
(such as :you and I are) can tum Its
mind Inward, and review, or draw
from Its crea.t storehouse of Mind
Knowledge, and thereby create peace,
or beneftt to Its Individual requirements. Just aa a belt ma:y be thrown
otr a special ma.cbJne in a manufactor:y, .and the machine comes to a rest
with Its power conserved, without
etopptng the operations of the entire
factor:y.. This la the proper course
for eaich Individual when In certain
kinda of trouble. "Be 9tlll and know
that I am God."
Q.-Should one not put hi• spiritual forces Into full equipment for ser-

vice?

A.-No. ma spiritual forces are always equipped for service. The 1lnt
and moat essent!&l thing to do la to
look within, aerloual:y, and without
prejudice or outs1de auggestlons, and
learn Just what ·the spiritual forces
are, and ·to ·which realm of life the:y
each belong. The .Animal realm baa
Its splrltual forces, so do the beast
and the material realm have theirs.
These are all · equipped for service In
ever:y Individual, although in man:y,
tlhe powers of some of the realms, or
"Seven Heavens." have been stultlfted
b:y paren·t al errors, b:y social fads, b:y
clvfl laws, or some such outside In·
ftuences.
When we know which
·realm of spirit forces we desire to
arouse, we have but to turn our
Thought Inward, to the Father Mind,
and call Into service that spiritual
force desired. It will surely respond
according to our Will. We may call
up to our own Immediate use the
spirit of ·that which the world calla
"devil" or 1!hat which the world
calla "jo:y." The Father Mind giveth
as It ta serlousl:y desired to be given,
tor with God there Is no evil All la
Good.
Man's appreciation m&kes
Heaven or Hell. through his own A.aawned Knowledge of Good and Evil,
which Is the "forbidden fruit." Proper
a.ppreclatlon make& all things good.
Evil (so called) does not Injure God,
or the Universe; It merely destro:ys
the true · peace and happiness In
Thought, or Man.
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. MAN.

Dld'st e'er retire by self, alone, ln
peaceful, silent, sweet repose,
Devoid of care and thought of toil. in
trancellke state, Yet not & doze,
And have you deemed yourself alone,
in that sweet rest from worldy
care.
Alone we cannot ever be, for angel
thoug.ht ·is always there.
This angel guides us night a.nd day,
no matter what our moods may
be.
This angel came tO earth with us; ls
with us through eternity.
Sometimes he muks in robes of hate;
again In robes of pride or love.
We won:Jer whence this angel comes,
as if from spirit realms above.
There · ls no up nor down,
in that vast realm which we term
"space."
For "up at night ls "down" at day,
the front or back ls as we face.
Aside from what .this angel ls, come,
tell us where are we, or what.
Thought is our own sweet consciousness, without him we are simply
naught.
"Abo~e?"

Then are not we an angel band, composed of thought that comes and
goes.

Our body-self, & human selve, through
which t'hought runs as water
ftowsT
Are thoughts apart from us, our
friends, from spirit-world, or,
worlds of space.
Or are they our Immortal selves, fn
earthy forms, aa human raceT
These thoughts are things, yea, splrltthlngs, which guide the flesh to
good or ill.
The flesh ls not immortal man, fleeh fa
but "grass," or fleld to tllL
The body ls the mask of man; & house
composed of rooms or cells.
This house ls built by conacfous
thought, and thought within this
structure dwells.
Expresslonal thought fs mortal man;
the inner thought the spirit-aoul
Man's limitations are but thought; the
. end of thinking ls man's goal.
Since thinking does not cease hi sleep,
when body-dumb ls ln repose,
wm thinking cease without the form
·of living flesh-alas, who knowsT
Sweet spirit thought, with reason
comes and says: This subject
we may scan.
I am your spirit friend, and I am
thought and thought ls you, and
you are man.
. -C. H. Webber.
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GOD.
What la God, and why and wh'ereT
Is there a God to answer prayerT
Pray, pause and think. Ia not your
thought,
On what In nature haa been
wrought?
What wrought It, was It you or meT
Or was It more than we could be.
Do you think God ls good and greatT ·
Do you think God la chance or fate T
Do you think God la right or wrong,
What ls the burden of your song?
What you think God ls, that, ls He,
What you think God la, He wfll be
To you, my friend-but, unto Me
He may be more than you can see.
To you, He may be more, Indeed,
Than ever I could have conceived;
To you, my friend, God may be Love,
Or strength, or wlll, or power above,
He may be cruel unto you,
Or, unto you God may be true.
He may be vengence, or be joy,
He may be but a mental toy.
Just what you think Him, that ls God,
And, as you think. you feel His
rod.
· 'Tis you who make the God, for you,
· And as you make Him, pray be true,
But never make some other knee,
Bow down to what ls your decree,
For-God to them ls just as true
To what they think, as unto you,
The strength of All In All le God,
And your own strength ls your own
God;
You did not make the strength you

own,
It ls not strength to you alone,

For you ar.e but a part of All,
You only can your strength extol,
Beyond your strength you cannot go,
Beyond your strength you cannot
know,
Yet, as you grow In strength, you see,
That something more than you, must
be,
That something more becomes your
iod,

That aomethlng more, you know, ls
God.

C. H. WEBBER.
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A GOOD STUDY.

The Sun ls the ll1ht of strength.
The early Christians were filled with
this truth. The Bible, In every portion of It, attests this fact. The early
Christians were called sun- worshippers by the Jews. The Romans were
worshippers of the Moon (Dlanah) and
In contest over the sentient and ethl·
cal phases of llfe the Christian era began with the Bun (precesslonally) in
Aries. Either the world does follow
the Sun or the Sun follows the world
-in earth as It Is in heaven-or It Is a
remarkable coincident, that the chronology of the movement of the Equl·
noxes and the chronology of the world,
so precisely agree with the ancient
astrologlc laws. The light of strength
of the Bun ls Illustrated by Sol-o-man
-the Sol-man-the .de1lnltlon
of
which Is "peace" or "peacable." It ls
personified by the 10th son of David.
Again, this same strength ls illustrated by Sam-son, or strong-son. which
means, "like the Sun," "distinguished"
or "strong." This type of the Sun was
personified by the son of Ma-noah. .
David means "beloved~' and Manoah
means "rest." The visible Sun ls the
ruler of the visible world. Without It
nothing would be visible. not even the
Moon. The unseen forces from within the Sun are manifested In our conscious existence, and In these forces
we live and move and have our being.
The unseen within ls the Christ. dwelling centrally at our heart. This ty·p e
of the universal spirit element. or
virtue, was personified among the
early Christians by Jesus of Nazarpth,
to show to the Jews (or Jupiter type
of religionists, who are the Bible
Jews), that Christianity ls not based
on a worship of the visible Sun as an
Idol, but on the central essence of the
Sun as manifested fn the heart of
man. This same central essence; this
Christ of the early Christians, ts as
much crucified today as ever. It has
never as yet arrived at a satisfactory
blending with the sentient, or lunar
forces of the world, because of the
ever vexing contentions, as to which
ls the first, bead or heart, spirit or
matter, mind or Soul, labor or capital,
the egg or the chicken. Or from which
centre shall we measure. or what
point of a well balanced wheel shall

we mark the beginning., Not one of
these can exist without the other, for
capital ls that with which we operate
whether It be tangible or lntan·
glble. Inflnl~y has neither beginning
nor ending, and the end of all finite
clrcles la the beginning thereof.
· The sign that the Sun ls In at birth,
shows· what part of the Chrlst-esaence
we are expected to begin our manlfe•
tatlon In our share of Christ rulershlp
In earth. W,here the Moon ls shows
our sentient beginning. These two
must harmoniously blend or ·there ls
no peace on earth. If people under·
stood this law better and each Sol·
man, would rule over his sentient-man,
and exercise It In his own sphere of
life Instead of permitting the sentient
forces to usurp, or covet the places or
enjoyments of others (vain endeavors) then .the world would be more
ha.rmonlmte and sorrows would be
less. The Pioneer seldom reaches the
Throne, yet the P1on:eer may build
the throne. For Instance. let us consider the first Sun-ship, as given In
the sign Aries. the first of the zodiacal
signs. Like the lamb. born In spring,
he belongs to the head, or the fl.rat .
forms of animal life. manifested after
the dreary dearth or sleep of the
earth, through winter. In the human
family (correspondence) the lamb represents the head.
Abraham. or
father, a personification of the lamb,
and who was commanded to sacrlftce
Isaac (laughter) but afterwards commanded to slay Instead, the pugna.
ctous or posltlve qualities of the
Ram.
Like a Pioneer. Aries ls always found worktq at the he&d of
the procession. and generally some
sort of a victim of sacrifice. Arlee
people are noted for advanced Ideas,
and · usually manifested In acts ot
recklessness, as against the prevailing settled notions of the world, as
In the case of Jesus of Nazareth,
whose life ts commemorated at the
Vernal Equinox, by those who have
adhered to the ancient landmarks of
the Scriptures written In the heavens.
Arl~s people are Independent. live or
die, sink or swim, survive or perish,
this Independence cannot be knocked
out ot them, any more than you could
destroy the fragrance of a rose b7
crulJhlng it. It ls born within them,
by a higher law than the law of man.
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Watch the actions of the lamb, and
of the ram. Note their independence.
Gentle if undisturbed and permitted
to act out their own heart Impulses,
but send that heart Impulse to the
head by a disturbance of their rights,
and they know nothing but their desire to be free.
Born of the fire-not thfl hottest of
fire. or Sun warmth, because the hottest Is In July generally, but-the
Sun's warmth in April, when nature
In man, and In other forms begins to
feel Its liberation from the icy blasts
of the winter! born under the planet
Mars. and therefore easily Influenced
for good or evil by martial things,
and generally in such departme!ltS of
the general life as represented by the
sign that Mars happens to be In at
birth, and more or less by the signs
that Mars happens to be In from time
to time. We do not stop to consider
for the present this condition of Mars,
as that belongs to a special study, but
we know that Mars Is called "the god
of war,'' and that his children (born
under him) must partake somewhat
of his energetic, warlike spirit, either
physically or mentally. We . have
learned that Aries has dominion over
the head, so this person must have
bis real forces centred at the heart;
hence we know that be must be .a
thinker from the heart and expressing thought through th~ bead, for
good or for evil. The birth point. or
Sun position does not denote the
moral virtues; It merely denotes the
central point of the person's nature,
most vitally affected by the moralities
which come from other forces, later
to be considered. Knowing these
facts concerning a person born In
Aries any year. we know the strongest
possible things that can exist In this
person's makeup,
No matter how
strong anything else may be In any of
his acts, or bis expressions, they cannot rise above the expresslonal forces
which belong to his Aries or bead nature. In this case, we have selected
one of the strongest of characters In
the zodiac; the sign from which all
pioneering movements come.
You
w111 remember that Jesus was called
"the lamb,'' and you wUI also notice
In the book of Revelation, that It Is
"the lamb," that shall overcome those
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that make war upon him, and it ts
a generally recognized law In astrology that while Aries' people, like the
lamb are often sacrificed, yet in the
end they are the victors. That Is due
largely to their Independence. They
cannot be easily driven, and unless
they can surely feel that they are
right, or on the right track, they will
stand still and fight It out on that
line, rather than "jump Into the dark,''
or "out of the frying pan Into the fire."
They often stand still when they might
move very advantageously (from a
worldly standpC)int) but as they are
not able to see It, their Independence
will not permit them to act upon the
judgment of others. In the end. however, they generally come out all
right, and wiser at least if not richer,
than through haphazard efforts, which
would torment them at the head.
Thus, ·by knowing the nature of the
lamb and of the ram, and of the fire
and of Mars, "the god of war,'' together with the words "head,'' and
the key-note, "Independence,'' It does
not take a great deal of originality to
tell or describe ·the basic or Inner nature of a person born In Aries.
It Is just the same with all of the
other signs. ·Find the day of birth
that gives the sign, the lord of the
sign, the animal correspondence, the
part of the body ruled, etc.
"ORDER IS HEAVEN'S FIRST LAW.''

There Is a natural regularity in the
movement of all the other spheres In
relation to the earth sphere. This
makes certain conditions of life, precisely the same to all.
The Bible
says, "each after his own kind." Life
In general Is like a railway journey
and the years or periods of years are
scenes along the road, the railroad
stations, etc. This fact Is 11Iustrated
in the "Seven Ages of Man,'' by
Shakespeare, as well as by the following lines:
At ten a child, at twenty wild,
At thirty tame, If ever.
At forty wise, at fifty rich,
At sixty good, or never.
Regardless, now, of whether the life
of every separate person conforms to
the tenet of this rhyme, Is It not a fact
of 'Which we are conscious that the life

[8]
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of humanity does J'1lJl quite a1m11&r to
it? Why la this? Why la the general
tenor of a life at 10 different from that
at 20, 30 or 40? Growth, maturity, experience, etc., you say, but by what
law In nature la this orderly proceedure of llfe. It certainly la not the work
of chance. "The operations of God,"
you say. Granted, but how? Through
what Instrumentalities? Have unseen
forces no repreaentatlve In the visible
world? Man writes wltJi his flngera
and not with nls toes. He sees with
his eyes and not with his earL and so
on, every portion of man's body haa
Its proper function to perform. · Has
God no parts assigned to special operations, or does every part of God
perform the self-same thing In His
mlght7 manipulation of a universe so
fllled with differentiated functions?
Fruit decays, or runs to seed. poes
the same condition of atmospheric Influence upon the same virtues of the
same fruit send one piece of· fruit to
decay and another to seed? Our reason says no. On constituents of precisely the same quantity and quality,
the self-same atmospheric conditions
wlll produce the·self-same effects. Is
not man governed b7 a like law according to his constitution? Wlll not
two human beings of like nature suffer
alike from cold or heat, or If dlfferenUy
constituted, will not one better withstand heat and tne other cold? Does
not !J-11 nature in the same latitude and
longitude on eartn enter alike Into the
darkness or the sunlight, or into the
changing conditions of the season? By
what Instrumentalities does God produce these constant phenomena, and
again make varied the effects upon the
different constitutions? Is It from parental Inheritances that one member of
a family ls different than another, In
form, feature and the events of life?
Is It from within the individual him·
self that these differentiations proceed? . Is It from a miasma or some
other Influences proceeding out of the
earth that produce the wonderful operations, regular and constant In their
general operations and varied In the
Individual cases? Is It merely a chemical operation going on. In gasses that
surround us, or that are within us?
Ir 110, what produces these miasmas,
the~P other Influences from the earth,
or these gases? Does earth alone pro-

duce them? Does earth· alone produce
the sunlight, the bursting of the storm
clouds, the growth of the Illies and the
grotesque form of icicles? Out upon.
thee, vain man. to think that these
wonders are performed through no instrumentalities but those within the
reach of meddling mortals. From the
bosom of Old Mother Earth man may
draw forth the stored-up energies of
the sun and the planets, in coal and
gold and silver and oil, but he cannot
touch with his profane flngers the Instruments of God, from wlilch these
energies were Implanted In earth. nor
can he by his sacrellglous denials overcome the fact that these same Instrumentalities Implant In the human
breast. and in the heart and. the mind,
the energies of light. and substance
through which he lives and moves and
has his being. As go the flowers, the
birds, the beasts, the forest and the
hills, each in Its own appointed time,
so goes the flesh, the bones and ·the
blood of man, and by the same laWll
of disintegration, from one form to another elemental combination, with no
loss of elemental power, save as manlfested In quantity of parts. By the
law of cause and effect, which are the
divine or divining laws of that unlver·
s&1 oneness, termed God, all things,
by the evidences of the past and our
own proofs of the present, move In regularity of operation, with the regularity of the movement of the Sun, Koon,
planets and of even the farthest of all
the stars. No tiniest light In the
grandeur of the starry heavens is shining without some definite purpose in
the great economy of time and space,
and so, when we come down to a consideration of the plgmy existence of a
mortal life, of only a hundred years in
time, we must content ourselves with
the limited area of the Bolar system, In
which as a brotherhood of planets, we
accept the Sun as the Father, and
the Father as the 'Sun of God, with
creatures of our ilk .w alking the earth,
with the energies of the Sun stored
within our heart, .making us the Sons
of God manifest In the flesh, with the
cardinal cross .Influences of our heart,
extending outward Into our environing
llmltaUoa of space Influences, In which
we mentally exercise our personality
as sons of men.
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On our journey of da18, we meet
with thoee grown gray with a journey
of days exceeding our own and they
tell us of the ltfe scenes In the journey ahead of us, which are constant
experiences to all, and In revery we rel>eat, as did the mart)Ted Lincoln:
We see the same sights that our
fathers have seen,
We tread o'er the ground where our
fathers have been; .
We hope as they hoped; we view the
same sun,
We do the same things that our fathers
have done . .
The purpoee, then, of our wonder
wheel la ftrst of all to Inspire a realization of the fact that there Is a general
law that ls. altke operative upon both
saint and sinner (Matthew v. 46) In
the realm of the heavens lorded by the
glorious Sun, and from that come down

to the things which relate more partic-

ularly to the Earth and the l)eraonal
minutiae of astrology.
Those who deny the operations of·
these higher laws, prove that they
have not advanced above mundane appreciations, while those who grasp
these laws are easily equipped for a
grander appreciation o,f the minutiae
Just as one who can measure a gallon
may by the law of division measure a
gill. So, too, may one who can measure a gill, by the law of addition
(which la the law known by the name
"Joeeph" In the Bible) measure a gallon, but what .shall we think of him
who has learned to measure a gill, who
cries out In his lack of extended knowledge that there can be no gallon, as It
la too great a quantity for the human
_mind to grasp. The extension of man's
mind la unltmlted when It la under the
mastery ol the I am soul pow:er.
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EYES.

B7 C. H. Webber.
Blue eyes are oa.lled the weakest
eyes
Of a.11 the eyes we mortals use.
Caucasians onl7, ha.ve blue eyes,
To some this ma.y be wondrous
news.
Brown eyes a.re called the strongest
eyes,
By strength and weakness, I mean
sight,
For blacks a.n... browaa predominate,
'Mongst those who autrer mental
blight.
Gray eyes, when tuml•g green In rage,
4re under strong excitement's rule,
Display a choleric tempera.mentAll gra.y eyed people should keep
cool.
Wide open eyes are Ukewlse ra.sh,
Side-gla.ncing eyes denote distrust.
Small eyes a.re cunning, tricky eyes,
The eta.Jing eyes show alight dis·
gust.

The All-Beelng I.
The downcas. eyes, are modest eyes,
For shame they ma.y be, or, be shy,
The melancholic ra.rely ha.a
A femininlc, clear blue eye;
The rapid constant moving eyes,
Denote a.nxiety, fear or ca.re.
Side-Jerking, quick, unsteady eyes,
Are never settled anywhere..
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An horizontal upper lld
Across the pupils ot the eJee
.l.Jenotea a ve17 able mind,
And long, sharp-cornered eJea are
wise.
The proper distance 'tween the eJea
Should be the width of Just one e:ye.
If white beneath the iris shows,
One's character is surely high.
The upturned, la devotion's eye,
The eye of faith, belief and prayer.
Eyes wide apart are mem017'a eyes,
Backed b:y Intelligence, everywhere.
Weak brows with eyes of any hue,
And concave lashes also long,
Will modify some other Points,
As constitution is not strong.
Eyes close together ln the head,
Are Jealous eyes, fault·flndlng mind,
With fretty, peevish, petty freaks,
And outbursts of most eve17 kind.
When upper eyelids, under arc
Is perfect semi-circle form,
The person is of goodly mind,
But timid, and, alone, fQrlorn.
The eyes of genius, bright and clear,
Are slowly moving, strong and true.
When prudent ·thought denotes tho
move,
They search the detail through and
through.
The bulging eye; e'en though · 'Us
small,
Is better than the sunken form,
For fortune favors bulging eyes,
While sunken eyes are oft forlorn.
Dut, gentle people, do not think
That eyes are all there Is In life,
'.l'ake other thoughts aside from eyes
It you are ·choosing man or wife.
The eyes are "windows of the soul,''
Yet, don't forget, man weans a mask,
And, windows are for looking out,
. To look In through them, la a task.
Some window might not be quite clear,
Yet, close behind It stand a saintAt window clear, migAt stand a
fl.end,
Disguised In fine deceptive paint.
Our eyes should be an open book,
Which all might read and under·
stand,
Bui, art and nature, In our age,
Are aelJom walking hand In hand •
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THE GREAT I AM.

The Great "I Am" of the earth la an
Image of the Great I Am. of the solar
system, and the Great I Am of the
solar system, la no doubt an Image of
some greater system, and the Great
I Am of this greater system, la no
doubt an lmace of some stlll greater
B)"Stem. Thia law of resemblance In
all things work& both ways from the
standpoint of the human . race.
As
those above are Macracoams those below are Mlcracoama. or as those
above are lords or i;oda, those below
are subjects or Inferiors.
In form,
those above are termed by various
names as superior bodies; those beneath are termed by various names
as Inferior bodleL The largest body
that can be conceived of la termed
the universe, hence. It 11 the body
of the Almighty God. Thia cannot be
a per-sun to us, because we can comprehend no superior ltght to which It
can be subject; hence, to us, It must
be self-existing. As all things within
the universe from Its Oneness, down
to the oneness of the smallest atom
la within and la a part of the universe
Itself, then the essence of all things
must be llkewlae self-existing. The
change of things la never In essence;
. only In form. The Earth by the ancients, w.aa recognized as the "Great
Man," or Great Fixity of Thought
force, which held Its atoms together
In space; Its mind centred upon the
north pole of the heavens. The human race as a whole was called the
Great Man of the earth; wltq mind
centred upon the Sun. Thought or
m&n la from the beginning as the action of the mind, In all parts of the
universe, In which mind la operating.
Man In human heart form la represented as Adam, but. before Adam,
thought was In other forms created
by the crossing of the forces from the
north pole and the Sun, changing the
forms of everything In nature, on
earth, as the earth changes Its face
to the Sun. Each sign of the zodiac
expresses In human form, the different
phases of · mind or heart attraction;
the mind being centred at the head, In
brain form, as help-meet of the heart.
The outward attraction of the former,
and the sensations of the mind. from
both wlWn and without creating

thought, which la all there la to
"man." Man. however. doee not alone
exist In human form. He exlate
wherever mind or obedience to law
la evident.· and It 11 evident everywhere, but not everywhere In like nature, except from time to time, as
mind constantly chani;ea, llke the
lights In the firmament. from one aide
of material forms to the other llke
daylight and darkness. waking and
sleeping, or what we term "llfe and
death." Our · Individual characters
and our personal forms, are but atoms,
or molecules of the Great, Greater or
Greatest I Am.
When the whole world la restless
and dissatisfied. then heavenly bodies
outside the earth are operating upon
the gravitation of the earth and upon
Its mind, creating an element of
thought In Its atmosphere which la
likewise sensed by every creature on
Its face.
Each human being from
time to time 11 Impressed, precisely
as his sphere or sub-sphere In the circle of earth, la related to him, by blrtll
condttlons. We state these facts, to
show the science of the Dtvlnlng laws
•pon which the wonder wheel ls constructed, yet It la by no means nece•
sary for you to believe In the earth
as a giant, and of the family of solar
system giants, warring against each
other with hammers, etc., as mythologically lllustrated by the Norsemen
and others. Catch the spirit of these
Illustrations In the light of the Blble,
or In the Ug'ht of Kilton, Darwin or
any of the other forms of presentation and you wlll find these matters
alike, In differing methods only of
presentation, and all and everyone
founded on the astronomic and aatrologlc laws of the heavens. of which
laws we are but atoms performlni; our
own allotted part In the operations,
as the Individual I Ams. of the Great.
Greater and Greatest I Am, eternal In
the heavens.

-------

We divide our daJB Into 12· signs, H
hours, 1440 minutes and 86,400 seconds. The Hindus divide their days
Into signs and hours like our own,
but, the smaller divisions are 60 ghatlkas and 3600 vlgbatlkaa. A ghatlka
equals 24 minutes and a vlgbatllka
equals 24 seconds. We divide our algna
Into dec&nates, terms and ·degrees.
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"Gulliver's Travels;" and Harriet
Beecher Stowe in "Uncle Tom's Cabin," tried their hands at It In later
The dividing lines between the 12
days and engrafted truths Into the
zodiacal signs are 12. They ma.ke, in
a circle, six lines crossing each other . mln'd at th'e people In a manner that
could have beeen done in no better
at the centre, at which the sun (heliocentrically) ls supposed to be. These way. If a truth ls contalhed In the
six lines form three crosses, one at the story what matters It how
prln·
clples of truth may be personified. If
centre, one right and· the other left.
God made the glorious sun In the heavThese croeses appear to be very much
ens, which gives us light, salvation,
like the three spoken of In the Gospels,
life and warmth from day to day, ls it
and particularly so with the sun at the
not as creditable to God as any other
centre, with a halo a.bout it.- Of course
this sun is the Sun ot God. Place moon act that could be done for earth. There
in the centre, with the zodlcal signs
can be no doubt. In our heart! over the
beneficial influences of this sun. We
about it and we might call its llght the
have to depend upon no one for eviSun of Man, or likeness of the sundences In this matter. We know It
light.
for our ourselves. Such knowledge
These 12 zodiacal signs seem to conthrows no shadow of doubt over the
form to the order of arrangement In
benefit of churches In preaching of
the matter of discipleship, as well as
to the i2 tribes of Israel and the 12 this wonderful Sun of God. It · destroys no glory due to Jet1us of Nazgates of .t he New Jerusalem. The lowareth In proclaiming to the world the
er halt of the circle would be an arc,
divinity of the Sun, nor of Its oneness
and a beautiful story of an ark In a
In operation with some Father Sun,
flood of ignorance might be created as
and so on to the very Godhead of the
an illustration of truth from this mysuniverse. From the beginning of the
tic symbol. The signs have ever been
called positive and negative; or male
Bible to the end thereof, the raws and
the symbols of astrology fit the alleand female, so In this arc we might
easlly find the two of a kind of all
gorical language of the Bible, as nothcreatures on earth. The four cardinal . ing else will, to say nothing of' the
corners of the circle have been long
fittings of our ow.n life to both asknown as north, east, west and south, trology and the Bible, when both are
and the Initials of these names spell
understood and honestly compared. A
"news" and the word "gospel" means
study of the mysteries of the· Bible,
"news" or God news. These corners and all other ancient mystical works,
In the · early days were called East
show . how the ancients utillzed
Diurnal and East Nocturnal and the
nam.es (with meanings)
numbers
lnltiil.ls of these terms spell "Eden." and
pecullar forms of speec'h
The extent of any planetary movement to tabulate and record their studies of
ls completed In six signs, and these the heavens. The failure of the world
signs corespond with degrees and deto recognize these facts is because the
grees with days, so the circle might world mind bas been educated to vtew
easily furnish the base for a story of things In a different llght. Is It not
the creative movement. Each sign as about time that the world gets through
·per each month In th-e year creates
with this crucification of the true
different forms of life expression. The Christ spirit, and permit the Christ to
come speedlly and dwell In the hearts
sun (or earth) In declination, stands
still each· year just before Christmas,
of men. ·The church has only to open
its doors to this. astrologlc evidence of
and then begins to resurrect . from
south to ·north. A pretty foundation
the true Christ, the true cross and the
for a beautiful story In nature. The true God, whose wonderful manifestations are before our eyes dally, and
ancients were adepts In creating wondrous stories from the operations of the churches would be packed, and the
ministers would have, not only good
nature, as Illustrated in "The Arabian
audiences. to preach to, but would fl.nd ,
Nights," "Aesop's Fables," and the
various mythologies. John Bunyan In
an honest hand-grasp on every street
"Pilgrim's Progress;" Dan SwUt, In
corner. .
THE ASTROLOGIC CROSS.

the
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OUR CROSS.

The great circle, as shown by the
wheel, or by the planetary aspectus,
is made up of three great crosses. The
Cardinal cross is the central, pivotal
or equilibrated cross. The lunar mind
·looks up to It either In hope or derision, .but each and everyone must
sooner or later, take his place upon .
its centre. Then In the anguish of the ·
departing lunar mind we cry: "My
God, my God. Why hast thou forsaken
me." In the silence of our heart, we
hear the response. "Thou hast no
other God but Me, for Me and My and
Thee and Thou are One. I am Thee
and Thou and Me and My. I Am the
central light In Thee and In the solar
system and In the great universe Itel!.
There is none other besides Me, and I
Am In Thee, and Thou art In Me."
Only the engllghtened or illuminated
mind-the Aaron of our present age
can understand this. All others will
still continue In the old quarrel, first
entered upon by the mythical Cain.
For every Abel slain there will arise
a new Seth, with h.fs hands turned
against the Caln, whose scowls of
jealousy are ever manifested In his
forehead, be ft ebony, black or alabas·
ter white.
The two other than the Oe.rdfnal
cross, are known In astrology as the
"Common" and the "Fixed" Crosses.
The common cross Is represented by
Gemini, Virgo, Saglttary and Pisces, or
"active, critical, proud, and absorbing
qualities. These are the qualities most
common to all members of the human
family. They correspond, respectively, to the 3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th houses
of a Horoscope Drawing, and are declared to be the Cadent, or Fallen
Angles (or Angels). Their planetary
rulers are at present, and for a long
time · have been, the dominant rulers
of worldly operations, viz.: Jupiter
and Mercury. They are classed as selfdetrfments, visionary religious and
business relationships, with the mass·
es. The Fixed Cross Is represented by
Taurus, Leo, Scorpla and Aquarius, or
the determined, lordly, Magnetic and
useful qualities, fixed and unchangable fn the constitution of the human
race. The fixed cross corresponds to thA:l

2d, 5th. 8th and 11th houses of the
Horoscope, and termed the cross,
which succeeds to the Cardinal cross,
the planetary rulers are virtually
the same as· those o( the Cardinal
Cross, viz.: Venus, Sun, Mars and
Saturn. Study these correspondences
on the Wonder Wheel and mar·
vel
at
the
arran1::ements
of
these Divine Truth-s. They were
established &K:es before the Bible
was written and are In strict accord
with biblical 'stories, and with every
law known to man. The Cardinal
Cross Is ruled by Mars, Moon, Venus
and Saturn, but the Moon Is merely a
representative of the earth. Ea.rth and
Sun are to each other as th-e opposite
ends of a pole, changing their position
relatively In the circle continually, so
Sun and Moon are but polarity corre·
spondences. Th-e Sun ts the representative of the God, or Cosmic force in
the heavens beyond the Solar system,
and the Moon, the representative of
the order and harmony of the animal
(or animated) operations of the world,
-a secondary operation of the Sun.
The earth in the centre of the circle
represents the ·head. or mind centre
of animal creation. The Sun at the
birth point represents the birth of the
heart. or spirit force, ctvlnll: life to
the animal chest. and expressing It·
self in the first .breath. at the nostrfls,
or centre of the head. which at ·birth
occupies the ceDltre of cross upon
which the animated being is born. The
creature, now, by Earth experiences,
must rise. degree by deit-ree (year by
year) until the heart force of the Sun
reaches the centre of the -cross, as fl.
lustrlllted by the Life of Jesus of
Nazarus. The sin cancer represents
the Home, and the home. represented
by a crab within Its shell, is the birth·
place of every animated being born
into the world. The Sun point is the
Ascendant of the spirit. or Heart
force, and 1::tves the Destined Character of the befn.v; born.
The
Moon represents tbe sll&ht variation from the earth centre
breath of sentient life. These two
forces are the natural representatives
of the Cardinal and the Fixed Crosses
of Heavens' laws of harmony and order. If these at the birth are unafllfcted by the planetary rulers of the other
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points of the three crosses, then the being born will meet with no serious dUD·
culty in the journey_ of the spirit. The
spirit and its sentient companion must
in harmony reach the centre of the
croes before it can be peaceably harmonized with that Christ, or Croes
principle, with which thoe Earth, as a
whole, has been annointed. equilibrat·
ed and glorified. If the Sun and the
Moon-are or both-are detrimented
by malific influences from the planetary rulers of the other points of the
crosses, then exactly in prop9rtlon to
the power, or the quality, of these detriments will trials, sickness or sorrow
occur in that particular sphere of the
life, as may be represented by the light
afflicted at the birth.
The Horoscope, in astrology, ls the
fate department of life, and may be
more easily overcome than can be the
laws of the animal or spiritual nature.
Of course all are spi-r itual in a certain
sense, but each has its own fteld of operation. When ·they are in harmony,
or in meekness, the influences within
us work together, easily or laboriously,
according to the individual condition
of birth. The Horoscope merely de·
notes the relative life attractions or
surroundings, on the lower plane of
life. To minds of the lower order
these, of course, are considered the
most essemtlal factors in life. These
factors may be viewed correspondingly
from either the heart, the head or the
external or dispositional standpoint.
Without fall they will l;>e viewed according to the natural birth bias. until
the mind is educated to a proper appreciation of divine laws, from the
higher forces. Each department ts
divine, only differentiated by spheres
of mind knowledge.
GOD, OR GOD-I.
While the earth Is moving about the
Sun, the Sun also ts not relatively in
the centre of this elipse. It is nearest
the earth In January and farthest
from the earth in June. Books on
astronomy will give these matters.
Our purpose ls merely to show some
of the reasons for ancient mysteries,
one of which ts the word "God."

The greatest of all studies of the an·
cients, prior to the Christian era. was
a study of the heavens. It was also
the chief study up to the time of Gali·
leo, {only four centuries ago), since
which time the heavens have been
studied mainly theologically, or for
In these 400
commercial purposes.
years, theology · has been engaged
more in the discussion of doctrines
than in the teaching of universal
laws. Different nations and peoples.
. of the past, cave different names to
the stens, and the planets and to the
heavens, so that in this age people
are often found opposing each other,
over different names which mean the
self-same thing.
The word "God"
seems to be of Saxon origin, from
"God!." Northern people have always
been the greatest students of · the
heavens. In fact, their opportunities
are better. We believe that the fun·
damental laws of the heavens were
first gleaned, at or about the north
pole, and thence filtered down to us;
second-handed. Now while the earth
Is moving about the Sun, the Sun's
relative position changes, and these
two factors. expressed In combine on
paper, actually form the three letters
"G. 0. D.," so that we might well say
that this· word is written every year
in the heavens directly above our
heads. In these movements. year by
year, for all time, are contained all
things of which we can be materially
conscious, and so far as we know, the
solar system with Sun in centre is
life·; light and eternity to us. What·
ever lies beyond that, Is to us but
conjecture, derived from the earth's
relative position and observed effects.
For instance, while we know little or
nothing of the north pole of the heav·
ens, or of the earth's. yet we do know ·
of Its magnetic effects, &nil these ef·
fects belong to the science of astrol·
ogy and not to astronomy.
Just as the word God ·is formed
from the movement of Sun and earth,
so, too. lt Is formed. by putting the
two hemispheres together at the north
pole, allowing one hemisphere to over·
lap the other slightly. The Arctic
zone would form the central O. and a
dividing line at Its right would· form
the other two letters.
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arouse that planetary influence into.
action, and this may be often very
People are often led Into business easily done, on a planetary hour, even
operations .by reason of laws superior though there be no transit, no directo the laws of one's individual or per- tional, no progresslonal or other evisonal attractions. Interior influence dences to be found in the ordinary concannot overcome a superior, neverth&- siderations of a life. The tick of a
less, there are certain attractions un- clock haa as much to do with the reder all circumstances or conditions. cording of the clock's movement as
For instance, were Jupiter influences have the hands. The moving of the
dominating, by being in the sign which hands do not Indicate that the tick is
he lords, and Bun were in Aries. and correct, nor does the ticking indicate
Moon in Leo, we could not positively tliat the hands are moving. There are
amrm that the subject would be a basic laws relative to the clock
speculator in Wall street, and PoS- through which we may all make JudgseBB much flnance. Buch a subject ments and be benefltted thereby, but
might be on a lonely island with no when dee11er Judgments are necessary
knowledge of Wall street, and where we must apply to the clockmaker, and
flnance would be worthless. The en- even then we do not flnd all clockmakvironing influences would be superior · ers satisfactory to our own mind. It,
to his personal and superior influences of course, is needless to add. that the
and what goodness he might receive same considerations may be applied
from Jupiter, Sun and Moon would to Astrology and Astrologers.
have to come from the resources of the
island. If there was but one oyster
upon the beach and but one plank to
get away from the island on then he
would no doubt be the lucky one to get
them. The planets do not tell, in an
individual llfe what wlll be. They tell
merely the grade of privileges which
the individual is warranted to express,
according to the opportunities granted
by the superior influences of ·his environments, hls community, his age, or
the age in which he lives. Business
qualiflcations in like manner, do not
denote Just what business a man wlll .
follow, for there are many lawyers today who ought to be farmers and farmers who ought to be lawyers. In the
line followed, however, you will see
the natural qualiflcations stick out
plainly in the particular business
which superior inftuences have forced
the man into. It ls ln the exercise of
judgment ln these matters that constitutes an adept in Astrology, and not
Tycho Brahe's Observatory, 1576,
in the thumb rule judgments gleaned
(Drawn by Him.self.)
from books, · which an Astrologer can
reel off glibly, through his power of
The morning of our life begins
memory. Each planet l;las something, where the Sun is at the time of our
In hls individual case, to govern in birth, but lt may not be the clvll mornevery operation whether it be in busl- ing to the world. The civll day bene88 or social affairs, or any other, arid gins at midnight. The Biblical or asthe planets give the secondary condi- trologlc day begins at noon. "And
tions to the predominant operation, ln the evening and the morning were the
every case, no matter what that case fl.rat day." The clvll year begins Janmay . be. It la merel7 necessar7 to 118.l'J' 1. The astrologlc 7ear begins
ENVIRONING INFLUENCES.
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or Sunship forces, hence,
interests
became sensual, rather than intellect• al, and human wants became llke the
aeonlc cycle created by the precession
lower animals dependent upon the pro·
of the Equinoxes. · It takes 26.868
ducts of a wiluernees.
years to complete this cycle.
Not
The "sons of God" or the fntellectuone-quarter of ft has yet been made
since the Moaafc age. By this cycle, - al Sunshfp, united with the daugh·
the astrologlc afcns and the astronom· ters of men," the Lunar influences,
lc constellations. do not asree, each · and worldly valor and renown incressed to a degree termed "wickedschool adhering to it's old iand
marks, for dlfterent Judgments of efnest1," from which life was ·preserved
only through the prophetic wisdom o!
fects and motion. . The sign Aries
now, almost covers the constellation
Noa.h, who learned his Astrology from
Pisces, and ere long the first point of
Seth.
Arlee will enter the constellation Ac"Seth" means "compensation," or
quarlus, and the world will respond
amends for the errors of Adam, and
to the change. In spite of thia change
"Noah" means "rest,'' or a cessation
which baa lta correspondence In both
cf Lunar waywardness. Thie Lunar
dally and yearly movements, the
force was afterwards called "Sin" by
Gregorian calendar, like a clock as rethe Chaldean Astronomers, who it
lated io the Sun, provides for the dlaseems undertook tc. build a tower t·l
crepanctea so that the Vernal Equl·
Heaven, with nothing in mind but the
nox always happens on the· 21st of Sunship side of Astrology-<>r, as Bib.March. The earth la nearest to the
lically stated. with "one tongue,'' or
Sun on January 1, and farthest from
Gne understanding.
the Sun about the 3rd of July. Thie ·
'!'his was the opposite extreme frorn
Sun does not rise, it la the earth that the Adamic error, and did not last
revolves. And so we might go on and Controversies began over the Luna"!"
In hundreds of ways denote how
and the Solar ideas of right and wrong
mixed up these matters appear when termed "confusion of tongues." and
presented to minds uneducated to dissensions anu eeparations into classthem. and ft la very dangerous for
es and schools began, mythically rep·
some people to attempt to solve these resented as a building of the Tower
problems, it continually harping over of Babel.
this thing or that. and . mixing astroGenerations later Abram was born
nomic, cfvll, church and astrologic and became noted in the line of AsIdeas, and heliocentric and geocentric trologfc history. He took sides with
standpoints. With. our wonder wheel, n£:ither school, but advocate<: harwe present the true aatrologic laws, mony (see Gen. xlU, 9). The science
as simple as A.. B. C. When these
"f Asu•onomy was cultivated by the
other tantalizing questions are eU111i· immediate descendants ·of Adam.
nated from the mind, ours wlll be
Josephus Informs us that the eons
fully and plainly understood. These of Seth employed themselves in the
various claims are all right; are wise, study of Astronomy', and that they
sound, and have their purpose, but wrote their observati'o&s upon two pilthey depend entirely on the stand·
lars, one of brick and the other of .
point from. which they are viewed.
stone, In order to preserve them
In the Genesis .story Adam repre- against the deliltrucUon w'hich Adam
sents the first expression of Sunshlp,
had foretold should come upon the
the ''sea.led book" ln the "earthen ves- Earth. Was not this Astrology?
sel," and Eve ls the first expression
He also relates tha.t Abraham argueJ
of the Lunar force in humanity. The the unity and power of God, from the
serpent ls the path of the Moon, either creerly course of things, both at sea
side of the ecliptic, and bAllt repre· and land, in their tl:n:;.es and seasons
eented In ABtronomy by the .. Dragon's and from his observations upon the
Head" and tne "Dragon's To.11." In motions and influences of the Sun.
other words, humanity yielded to the '-foon and Stars; and that he read lr
tnres In Astronomy and Mathematics
sentient forces of life, making them
of greater importance than the Solar, to the Egyptians, of which they unat Aries 1, (March %1).

The Chris- ·

tfan era began at Aries 1, In the great
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dt·1stood nothing till Abra.ham brought
theso sciences from Chaldea to Egypt;
from whence they passed to the
Greeks.

Berosus also observes that "Abraham was a gre&t and just man, and
famous for his cetestlal observations;
the ma.king of wbich was thought to
t-e so necessary to the human welfare."
Astronomy and Astrology were then
one and the same thing.
If Astrology ls but an "ancient, foolli;It superstition," ls it not strange that
at a time when we are taught to believe that God talked so familiarly
v; ith man, that He did not persuade
Noah, Abra.ham, Joseph, Daniel, Jesus
and John to give up such foolishness.
Why did He leave the world until 300
years ago to discover this !foolishness,
when Ga11l~o and the priests became
Involved in Astrologl.c rivalry over
HeleoCIUltrlc and Geocentric me&eurenients from opposite ends .of Polarity.
'"~ ·should not forget that t11e "dark
ages" were since the beginning of and
not prior to the Christian era.
The long and the short of this whole
Biblical story ls that man was created male anii female and put Inside of
a vegetable and a mineral body. The
true nature of man was "to think,"
or to exercise the lmaglnatory or creative functlo1:1s ot the Universe,
which Is God. This thinking power
Ml centralized In the Sun, and Individual man ls a personal thinking marblne, or a Sunshlp of the Universe.
The animal or instinctive functloJls of
l•larth are centred Ill the Moon, a secondary or objective Power of thought,
which is nothing of Itself, but Inert
matter, Ulumlned by the Sun, and
ls ftret created as a new ·Moon In the
form of a "rib." She waxes strong
a11fl follows a ses·pentlne path· through
the Zodiac, or a.ulmal forces of elementary life in tile ambient, cl"088lng
the Sun's path at the Dragon's head hi.
·Jter elevation, and at the Dragon's tan
in her fall. "As ln Heaven. llO in
Earth." These forces of nature In
generic man, are Biblically personified as Adam n.nd Eve, as a kindergarten story for those whose mli:.ds are on
the animal or sentient ·plane.
To th.,se· whose minds are 111umlned
these forces in F.arth are·8een to work
and evolve and progress from the

Adamic condltim1 of puerile Infancy,
to a unified condltlon of power known
as JsraeL After n1an possessed this
knowledge
the
aeilf-aame
story
of Nature"& forces are worked
over in Biblical stories with progressed modifications, with Astronomical, Astrological and Historical
truths blended and lnterblended according to the knowledge and genl•Js
of the writer.
The writers are of
coun.e testifying to the word of God,
written In the HMl.vens by the .lrisplratlons of the Stellar or Celestial forces
a& operating upon them at the time.
These forces are Astrologically termed
"Lord and M~ter," . or God, which slgn\fles "strength."
The stories are most Q'.cellent of
tbemselvefl; they. are condensed embodiments ot truths such as nave since
been elaborated by Da.nte, ·Darwin,
John Bunyan, and a hoet of other:i,
but the popular i•nderstandlng of them
has been vague, contradictory and
fiendishly Inhuman, on the priestly
plan or secrecy. Not only has woman
for ages been robbed of her rights
as "man." by the . Adamlc story, but
the world has again and again been
de)uged In blood in the one contention
as to which ls better for man, the Solar
or the Lunar metaphysics of lUe.
Man and woman are "help meets" to
ea<'h other, polarH1es, not helpmates,
for the Solar force ls prl:nary and tho
Lnnar a<:!condary. · 'l'hey ·meet on the
meslal or middle line of life, as repret>ented by Aries and Libra, the "lamb
and the scales." These are the open
and the sealed book in one vessel, or
man ancl woman in union at the centre
of the cross, formed by the horizon
and the meridians at the equinoxes.
This Adamic i.t.ory Is aga.ln but the
story of human life from cradle to
grave, or, as Shakespeare mustrate l
it In his "Seven Ages of Man.'' The
child is born with popltive and negative forces-male and female-wlthl l
lt&elf. The posiUvc fOrce the Sun.
The negative fcrce the Moon. The
first Inhabiting a form of clay, or
Adamantine dust, ls the vital epark, or
eoul, of a new born babe. Too young
to comprehend himself. the sentient or
animal forces are its first impressions.
its early life comparing with Adam
In his "deep sleep," or sleep of the
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Sunshlp estate, In which objective life.
f:xtends first into sens-cal observations,
and wilderness of perplexed thought.
The Ute of a child progresses in the
order of Zodiacal signs, Just as the
world progresses hi dispensations by
precession of the. equinoxes.
Where does the life of the child begin, or where did the dispensations
begin, are as yet problematic. Was the
Garden of Eden, or Is the vital spark
of humanity in the embryo statt>; or
was the beginning of Earth life after
the flood? . Astrologically we may rationally trace the dispensations backward to the days of Moses, or the life .
Of a· child to Its i>frth, but beyond that
point data ls quite uncertain.
Some claim that the heart, as represented by Leo: is where the breath of
llfe ftrst responds; then the chest
"heaves," next the arms move. the
neck manifests "determination," the
head displays Independence; the feet
next absorb power, the legs become
1.1seful in the fl.ow of life from heart to
feet; the knees R.dmlt of ambitious
power to DJDve about; the thighs
strengthen and admit of uprightness;
the loins give intuitive strength to
manhood, whlle the secrets and the
bowels rule magnetic and dlscrlmlnatl11g faculttu of Internal power of hidden Import. With this order of procedure the dispensations would carry
us back 2000 years for each, a period
of at least 12,000 years to the creation.
We are now at the close of Pisces, the
Christian dlspensa.tton, or just onebalf of the Zodiac, from the 30th degree of Leo.
By precession then, our meslal line,
or first point of Aries,. has be~n In conjunctlonal condtuon for some years,
with the star called the South Fish, or
Fomaha't, of the nature of VE$>.us and
Mercury. This, to the worll, ls said
to be moderately beneficial In the conferring of honors. Some say it threatens bites by venomous creatures, when
joined to Mars, and Aries Is equivalent
to Mars. Wilson says this Is ridiculous
as lt Iles too far south. to be Joined to .
any planet, or to do much evil or
good in our hemlr.phere. Neverthelef!s, moat everybody ls getting badly
bitten by the trusts. and the south
ha1:1 been bltt.Pn by volcanoes. etc., and
thEse certainly are venomous creations.
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All of these matters and thousands of
others, Biblical, phyafoal, metaphysical, solar, lunar, politit'al, social, comIDf.rclal and universal, may be studle-1
and harmonized and diversified, according to the knowledge· and genius of the
student, by use of the Wonder Wheel,
as it can be done in no ether one piece
of printing ever placed upon the market. It is the open book and the sealed
l>00k of Jeremiah. The book of the
Sun, the book of tbe Moon, the book
of the Stars, the book of the Earth,
the book of both the Spiritual and the
Material World, the Intellectual and
the Sensual, for the Sun shlneth as the
rain descendeth upon both the just
and the unjust.
To emphasize these general facts has
been my purpose In presenting the
Ideas contained in this article. I endeavQr to show that the Wonder
Wheel belongs to that order of Astrology as Is taught from the pulpit by
the Illuminated thoughts of the priest;
of the order taught by advanced Theosophists; of tha order as taught by
mental as well r.s material scientists.
and all advanced thinkers of the world
whether they call It Astrology or tlddlewlnks.
"What's in a name?" It is the
truth that Is wanted, with a rational
basis of comparison; a Uttle from you,
a little from me and a little from all,
with our fragmentary Jots and tittles
we may bulld a tower that will reach
to the heavenly heart of man. We
need first the guiding power of the
Sun-or spell ft "Son," If you willand ~en the help meet power of th~
sentient Moon. In the Lunar department of lite, both saint and sinner
1:iay enjoy the worldly pleasure of
sense, whether It be called ·Mooney,
Lunar, Diana, Eva or Sin.
I first presented the Wheel thinking
that Its splrltuat and pi .osophlc slgr.lfl.cances and .higher. principles of lits
wf:re better known. I was surprised
to ftnd minds which I had supPoBed
be lllumined striving to build their
tower only with others of the 81\mt!
tongue and the one understanding.
· In so building thf:Y create a whop-sided
tower, on either Moon or Sun basics.
They lack ·the comblued strength of
the meslal line of equ1llbrlum. The
Moon minds could not understand the

to
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Wheel without Horoacopal features and
co1respondence1
better explained,
hence I was forced to present a short
series of "lessons."
The Wheel Is now being quite generally understood and it Is deslgne1
to assist in the work of lifting th{'!
abused science and philosophy ot Astrology back to that exalted place from
which lt has been ostracised by ignorance, which does not even dare to assign a tangible reason for Its ostracism
excepting it be the doctrines of Galileo, which In no way destroyed the
truths of Astrology. They only· destroyed the popularity of the science.
Even Galileo's doctrines were deemeJ
to be at variance with truth and revelation. Astrology proves Itself today
as much as lf Galfleo had never been, ·
Just as though Copernicus had never
lived. The nebular hypothesis of Herschel and the consequent investigations of Laplace, when tlrst brought to
light, were regarded as an impious attempt upon the Mosaic account of ere. atlon.
Neither Orthodox Christian nor Astronomer would examine nor hardly

glance at them. How could they understand what he maintained.
There ls a curious feature In the
Wonder Wheel, which I ask bright
mlnd1 to study. The 12 Unes or cusps
ot signs when brought to the centre
form juat three crosses, and the Sun,
or the Earth, aa you choose, occuptea
the centre. One of these crosses la
called the "Cardinal Croaa," at the
centre of which ls the ftnlt point of
Aries (the lamb) Draw your own conclusions.
The outer circle represents the Heaver1s, the inner circle the Earth. Well
tc. "begin with,'' ln rDakfng the
ure we must tlrst "create this Heaven
and Earth," and these two circles do
that. Now we must complete the 12
divisions of life In six dies, or dlvlalona.l Unes. We do so, dividing the waters of Cancer ln one hemisphere from
Scorpio and Pisces ln the other hemlapher~ as the fl.rat die, then the mertdlanal line as tile second die, and so on
with the other four dies. Then as the
figure ls completed we can as .lid the
God of Genesis, rest with our creation
on the seventh die and let the planets
inr:.lde of! 1t do their work.
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THY KINGDOM COME.

"Thy kingdom come, thy will be done,
on earth as 'tie in hea.ven,"
Yet when and how this kingdom
comes, are thoughts but seldom
glven.
The ea.rt.11. itself is heaven, in part, a
speck . among the stars,
Yet kingdoms come and go, on earth,
enecrlb~J with human scars.
The poles of heaven and poles of
earth move on by cyclic laws.
The BUDS and BUDS of BUDS whirl by
with not the slightest pause.
Our breathings come, our breathings
go 'thout e'en an effort given,
And etlll we pray, "Thy kingdomcome
on earth as 'tie in heaven."
Where le this heaven, in boundless
space, to which . poor mortals
pray,
Where le this kingdom yet to come,
from which we seem to stray.
All space le decked with .wondrous
signs, In constellations formed,
Y-et plodding men scarce recognize
these heavens with stare
adorned,
With speed and might through space,
by time, . exact moves every .
star,
·Yet man In: mortel form perceives no
motion, change, or jar,
Still towarJe that kingdom In God's
wa.y, like on a ship at sea,
Man, on the earth as passenger, approaches Destiny.
The Arlee of the Zodiac through
Pieces wUI be passed,
And soon Aquarius will receive the
Lamb of God at last.
The hopes and thoughts of man w111
change, "Thy will, Oh God, be
done,"
The true Christ-cross will soon be
reached and with ft "Kingdom
Come."
· C. H. Webber.
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(Note-No · person need ·expect to
thoroughly understand
Astrology,
scientifically and philoso'phically, in
less than eight years close application
to the· study. By the Wonder Wheel,
one may easily grasp th·e essential
features of Astrology in as many
weeks. The explanations accompanying the wheel, are straight to the
point, with no superfiuous words. Un·
derstand w.hat is written in the \lX·
planatlons, just as it is written and
you wlll 'have the Key to the Wihole
Science. After having the Key its
application depends entirely upon your
own tact or genius. Words may 'be
multiplied and· volumes written, but
no Facts for Astrology can be given
that are not already given in the Won.
der Wheel and its brief explanations.
Learn the wh·eel by its explanations as given, without a.tUem:pting
to learn anything not laid down, and,
you wlll advance quicker and be bet-

ter able to master anything else in
Astrology, no matter how compllca.teJ. Otherwise you wm only learn
to solve some one matter and never b~
quite sure of that. One-half of the As·
trologic laws and judgments as ordinarily given &.re mixtures of Truth
and sentimental bosh, and it ls tbe
wading through th-ese errors that
makes Astrology so difticult to understa.nd. The worldly minded, take·a to
tr..ese errors tlrst, and because they
cnnnot understand the errors they
think they cannot understand th~
science. Astrology ls easy; very easy,
but it ls verY hard to explain in opposition to the erroneous ideas which
most people have concerning it. Popular ·e rror iB t'he only dlfticulty which
Astrology meets. · The Wonder Wheel
presents Astrology with the errora
TerY largely eliminated.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF

THE WHEEL.
Every lhte, figure, symbol and number of the
Wonder Wheel bas a meaning and a special use as
hereafter explained. The different features of tho
Wbeel are designated as follows:
Clrele of Days. This circle Is composed of
small rings, linked together. Each ring represents
five days. Six rings represent one month. The
beginning of the months are marked Jun., Jul.,
Aug., etc. The numbers 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 show
the dates of the month. Find the month, and the
day of the month, on which you were born.
Zodlaeal Signs. These are the spaces, from
the pictures to the outer edge of the wheel. They
consist of 30 degrees each, and are separated by tho
heavy lines running outward from the pictures.
There are 12 In all, and are numbered from 1 to 12.
They commence at the left, as 1, which Is called.
Aries (Of), and then count down, and way around
to the 12th sign, which Is called Pisces()(). Your
Sign Is the one uader your date of birth.
The Degree Line of each sign Is the black
ribbon line.
Thirty ·degrees In each sign are
marked off, as 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25.
The Names of the Signs are Aries (Of), Tau·
rus (~),Gemini (II), etc. The name will be found
over the figure 5, In the degree line of each sign.
The Symbol of the Sign Is the character
orlnted In white, In the round black space directly
over the name by which It Is called.
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The Cusp of the Sign Is the heavy black line
running from the name to the picture. It Is the div idlng line, and represents the ending of the 30th
degree of the preceedlng sign, and beginning of
sign whose name and symbol ls there given. Whea
the Sun, Moon, or any planet Is at this cusp then
they are leaving the one sign and entering the other, moving forward as per number of the signs 'in
regular order.
·
The approximate day of the month when the
sun aosses each cusp, each year, Is stated directly
beneath each pictorial sign, as "22 July," under
the lion.
The Kumber of eaeh Sign Is given In the
1bwtl &MU running outward from the •sth degree,
as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. These are called Bil'th Si~
Rumben, as per sign over whlda the date of
birth Is.
'
The Lord of the Sign Is given In the •lil1
lrianplar spau formed between the cusp of the sign
and th~ word "sunfise.'' The "lord" Is the planet
that has qualities similar to the qualities of the
sign, no matter where the planet may be.
The Symbols of the Planets are as follows:
0 Sun; J> Moon; W: Uranus; lz Saturn; ll Jupiter; t Mars; ~ Venus; ~ Mercury. The lords
of tho. signs arc given In symbol, Instead of by
name, to economize space. Learn these soas to tell
them by name, on sight, as they appear In various
·
parts of the wheel. ·
The Pictorial Signs are the pictures, which
are known as follows, In order: Ram, Bull, Twins,
Crab, Lion, Virgin, Balances, Scorpion, Centaur,
Goat, Waterman, Fishes.
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The llemental Quality of each sign Is given
directly above the.picture of the sign, as "water,"
"earth," "fire," "air."
Obllqutt)' Circle. This Is made up of 12 cir·
des, marked off with houses, signs and compass
points. Each of these represent the Earth's posl·
tlon, (with Sun In centre) In the month that the cir·
de Is in line with. Only necessary for .study by
those who wish to become Impressed with the
movements of Earth about the Sun Centre, and the
changing operations of Houses and Signs each 24
hours • . For this purpose wo have several other
methods.
Terms of the Planeta. Given In the seal·
loped white ribbon border,on the black background,
above and below the Clock Hours.
Deean&tes of the Planeta. Given on the
scalloped white spaces on the outer edge of the
wheel; 3 decanates to each sign, with ruling planets
therein. Starting with Aries the ruling planets run
In the exact order of the rulers of Planetary Hours.
The Places of . the Plane~ In any person's
life should be calculated by an astrologer, or. as·
tronomer. One dollar ought to pay for the work.
A good penman can Insert them in the Wheel In
their proper places, In the Circle of Days. The
month that they happen to .be In, ls where the Sun
comes in conjunction with them opce each year.
From that point follow the course of the nearest
square and trine (interblended about the photo) and
you can tell what kind of people are In harmony Ol'
ln discord with you; also your natural good and
bad times each year. The squares are bad, the
trlnes are good. The two signs or houses each side
ot the planet's places are also considered good, If
no other planet squares them.
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Pixed Stal'I. These are given, In a somewhat
confused manner, around the outer portion of the
· Wheel. The Influences of these stars are like unto
the planets, marked In the little white disk with
the name. These stars are of no great Importance
Jn this life, but are "drops In the J>ucket." Use of
the straight-edge from the centre will show you
which are nearest to your Sun, or planets.
The Lord of. ea.eh Week Day ls given over
the name of the day In the outer edge of the
Wheel, In the Second Decanate of each sign. The
Clock Time of seven places compared with Green·
wlch Noon, Is given In the small clock dials In the
corners of the Card.
Note. Learn to associate the Picture, Symbol,
Name,. Number and Lord of each sign, as these
all relate to the sign, and have similar meanings,
only differently expressed.
Learn the method of Character Reading, Read·
Ing of the Lordships, How to find the Signs Ruling
at present age, and preseat Year of Life. . Also get
familiar with the Tables of Planetary Hours .so you
can tell In a second what planet Is ruling at any
hoYr or minute of any day, and then, after that, get
such further lnformatlo11 as you may wish from
the Wonder Wheel Co. There Is nothing lo life or
nature that cannot be revealed by use of this Won·
derWheel, but some, of course, can learn more from
It than others. It takes time to grasp and appreci·
ate the greate5t of the Wonders and Mysteries con·
tained, but by frequent use of the Wheel they will
dawn upon the mind.
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The Photo In the centre suggests four things:
a place for every owner of a Wheel to Insert his
own picture. 2, the position of the Sun, hellocen·
trlcally; or the Earth, geocentrically. 3, the 12 div·
lsions of the Earth (or Horoscope) by the black and
white alternations In the frame about the photo.
4, the position that each human being occupies as
the Atomic Centre of everything that surrounds
him. The nostrils are the centre of the circle.
Into them God breaths the "breath of life," upon
which every life depends. The nostrils are the
gateways of God's Holy Temple, through which
the elements of life enter and depart.
1,

Sign Bon In. With the Wonder Wheel
you may at once tell the sign that any one is
born in; also the degree of the sign, the elemental
quallty of the spirit nature, the lordship (or planet
born under), etc., without an ephemeris, by taking
a straight-edge and extending It from the nostrils
of the photo In centre, outward across the desired
date of birth, as found In the Circle of Days. The
straight-edge wlll also pass over one or more of the
I arge tablets which contain prominent words, sur·
rounding the photo, as, "Independent," "determln·
ed," etc. These denote the character, In brief, of
the person born at such time of the year as the
straight-edge Is used for. If it passes over two of
the tablets then the birth Is near a cusp, and the
person's character Is a slight mixture of both. Per·
sons born In signs with even numbers arc "nega·
tlve" In their spirit force, while those born In signs
with uneven numbers are "positive."
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Read Character by the Birth Sign Number
(see the "Number of the Sign") as follows: If
born In sign 1 (Independent) you love to excel,
are a brain.worker and fl thinker, would be a good
leader: live to live. Sign 2 (Determined) are of
a conquering turn of mind with a business tenden~
cy: live to save. Sign 3 (Active) are nervous and
subject to extreme Ideas, strongly Intellectual: live
to know. Sign 4 (Domestic) love home or local
matters and reading or writing: live to bless. Sign
5 (Lordly) not easily crushed, act from feeling,
spontaneously: live to enjoy. Sign 6 (Critical) see
Into thtngs quickly, are aspiring with self control:
live to serve. Sign 7 (Intuitive) Positive, and fond
of·excltement, quite foresighted: live to love. Sign
8 (Magnetic) great power for good or evil.: live to
heal.
Sign 9 (Proud) Executive, fearless and
quick: live to worship. Sign 10 (Ambitious) Schem·
Ing for good or evil: live to glorify. Sign u (Useful) Faithful and devoted: live to please. Sign 12
(Absorbing) fond of accumulating knowledge or
goods: live to mourn. ·.
Readings on these lines, as gl~en, are almost
without limit.
Business Quallfteatlons as told by the
Wonder Wheel. The sphere of greatest usefulness
In the long run of life Is denoted by the Birth Sign
Number.
I. Head work In which the native qualities of
I ngenulty or mechanical skill may be brought Into
play, more especially in some manner of leadership
or reform;
2. Almost any business sphere or worldly en·
terprlse In which the Intuitions and self·will may
have play.
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8. Art. acl•ce, or educattonal dalrs, a.
""ich tho nervous, restless tendencies may not M
annoyed. Teaching or reportlag 11 toCKf.
4. Some occupation not far removed from
home or nature. Reform work Is good on the intellectual plane.
6. Some occupation which permits a display
of power, intellectual or pbyslcal.
6. Dealings with food, or mixtures. As social
reformers their power ls good in connection with
food for thought.
·
7. Fine a1'Q or mercantile occupations. Schools,
stage or platform are good dloices. Beware of
garn bliRg.
8. As doctors, cbemlats, narses, or In govern·
•ental employ they do well. Make good managers
but not so good at the head.
9. These are the speaalators generally, a little too Impulsive and wavering for conservative
lines.
IO. ·Large undertakings with great expecta.tloas are the business pleasures of this class. Tilley
will 11ot stop loag la meaial positions.
11. Most aything of a public nature, or la
soaethieg ·where they can deal with many.
12. This class Is too apt to be In the drudgery
li11es of life. By continually plodding aio11g they
are oftea successful, but more so with someone
back of them to pusb them. V«Y faithful geaer·
ally.
·
People who partake a little ot two numbers by
behag bora about the 20th of a moath are of a
double aature aad may be good ha either of the
numbers, yet apt to be sblftlag from one to tho
other.
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The Cloek BOUJ'I of each day are marked in
prominent white figures, on black background just
Inside the Circle of Days. "Noon" Is marked at
the top; "6" on the east, which Is morning; "6"
on the west, which Is evening, and a white star,
meaning midnight, at the bottom of this hour circle.
Carry a straight-edge out from any hour that a
person was born, and the number, of the sign that
the straight-edge passes over, will give.the House
of a Natural Horoscope that the sun was in at
time of birth. For Instance: suppose a person was
born at 9 a.m. July 4 (any year). We find that
July 4 shows the Birth Sign "Cancer," and the
degree the sun Is In, about "rs," then we look for
9 a.m. and the straight-edge from 9 would give
us the sign "Aquarius," the number of which is
u. Then we would say, "Your sun was In Can·
cer governed by the 'lord )) ,' and in the nth
House of the Natural Horoscope governed by the
'lord \I.' " Here then you have, for judgment, a
mixture of the qualities of Cancer (!ZD), Moon ()) ),
Aquarius(:), Uranus (W:) and Sun (0). As these
mixtures are, so the person born Is, or will be, in
the Higher Expressions of the life.
.

Cancer is domestic, Moon is common,
Aquaries Is useful, Uranius is queer, Sun is· noble,
11th house is frienJly, heace the nobility of the
subject would be Inclined to domestic common·
allties, u sefu I, odd but fr i en di y. In this
way In Astrology, we blend the different influences
as we find them, and thereby arrive at eur coaclusions, making the story In our ewn w0rdlag.
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Yean ot Lite. These are tbe numbers between the pictures. There are seven between · each
picture. Each year of one's life Is affected, primarily, by the soul forces of the particular sign that
tho year of life Is found In. All mortals, In their
Initiation Into the Knowledge of Higher Life; pass
through similar experiences. The y~s of life are
counted from the east (¥), then up and around;
contrary to tho ·order of the signs. A life of &t
years, experiences each of tho signs just seven
times.
Whlleeveryonehasslmllarlnftuencesatthesame
years of life, the modifications In the several lives
cause them to be differentiated In their detail. The
modifying sign may be learned by adding the age
(not year of life) to the Birth Sign Number, and
divide by twelve. The remainder will give the
number of the sign that modifies. If there Is no remainder, then the life is ending a round of experiences, from Birth sign, and soon to enter a higher
degree of earth-life Initiations.
· In addition to the Years of ·Life and the age
findings, add your ag1 to the approximate · d1gru
that the straight-edge Indicates, when running
from the nostrils of the photo, across your date of
birth, and divide by thirty, and the remainder will
show how many degrees Into the next sign (or
your own sign) your life has progressed. If well
on In years, or If bom In the la~er degrees of a
sign, then your progressed place may be In the second sign beyond your birth sign. These progressed
conditions show the nature of your progressed life,
but they seldom overcome the Natural Blas of tho

Birth Sip.

'

.
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Bxample fol' Reading Ch&l'&etel'. Sup. pose the birth to be July 9, 18.p, at 2 p.m. We
find July 9 In Circle of Days. It must be between
July 5 and 10. From the nostrils of the photo run
a straight-edge across this date. It runs outward
across the degree line at about the 21st degree of
the sign Cancer (IZO). It runs across the tablet
marked·"Domestlc." It Is the 4th tablet, equivalent to the 4th house of a horoscope, and the sign go
Is numbered 4. · The word "Chest" Is also In line
with the tablet. We have, then, learned that the
on'e born at this time Is of a domestic nature; born
In the sign Cancer, the lord of which ls the Moon.
The solar forc,e of the is life in the chest, and the
· Birth Number Is 4. Look In each of the circles in
the corners of the card and you see ha the Fourth
Division the words," Inheritance and home," "Hidden Treasures," "Father," and "General Endings,'' and these belong to the "Domestic" (tablet)
or Local Sphere of life, and will be prominent featur1S ha tbe life of the one born. la another portion
of this sheet you will find still further matters connected with "Slga 4." These combined will give
you a fair ldoa of the Basic or Destined scope of
this life, and from these points you ca11 make a
Basic Judgment of the character. Character Is not
governed by Time, hence the Year Is aot here
Reeded for the Basic, but for the horoscopal or disposition ot this Basic you must go to the plADets
and the Moon for the glvea year. Each owner of a
Wheel should have the planets Inserted In the Circle of Days. What we have giveD Is CDough to
leana and judge at first. The Birth Siga Is your
ISt or Life Sign, the next Is your :ad, the next .Is
your Jd, aacl so oo arowad. Tbls la oa the bigber
plau.
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Tlte lcrtnr' plaae Is goftll'Md bf tile Hour of
Blrtlt ud Is laoroscopal. Tll«e Is a Datural met&
od ud aa artmdal ..-..00 of judgiDg the bor·
oscope. Eada of them coabibute features to the
life, and all are alike judged by the same rules and
laws. We give the Natural method. This birth
(for aaaple) was at 2 p.m. So carry the straight·
edge out from tile centre across the figure 2 p.m. of
tile dock hours, ud that would strike the cusp of
the 9th sign, or 9tb house, with Jupiter the lord.
The tablet says "Proud," the elementary quality ls
"Fire," ud the 9th house matters In the circles at
tbe comers are "Loag Journeys, Omens, Visions,
Religion,'' etc., thereby modifying the domestic
character by this natural dispositional tendency.
No matter what the modifications In a life may be
they can never overcome the Basic without destroy·
Ing the SOUL.
Find aow by Years of Life and Age, as other·
wise stated, and tho Signs (their lnftueaces) for
current year, will give the temporary modifications,
Inferior to the others, but generally more apparent
for the time being.
These various matters are very dltlicult to state
In brief, but study them over and over and talk
them with others, and as SOOD as you catch the
spirit of the matter It will become plainer and plain·
er to your mind, how fearfully and wonderfully
man ls made, and how grandl7 sublime (though
apparently compllcated) are the subtle vibratory
laws which govern our lives from day to day. The
forces from North, South, East and West form a
cross with our bodies as the centre, and on that
cross we are too apt to be crucified by our own mlsconceptlons of It, or by our fellow ••·
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Bouaea. Houses are the Natural, or Artificial,
Divisions of .a Horoscope, corresponding to the
Natural Divisions and order of the signs. Signs
belong to the Heavens; Houses belong to the Eartli.
See the small figures In the little white disks, be·
tween the tablets. With the straight-edge you will
see that they correspond with the cusps, of signs
bearing the same number. For convenience and
better understanding we give these Houses In the
Circles In the four corners, which we call the "Hor·
oscope Circles." Your House Number Is the same
as your Birth Sign Number.
Jnftuenees of the Houses. These you will
find stated In the spaces In the Horoscope Circles
at the four corners of the card. Wherever the Sun
is, gives the Soul attractions. In Cancer (corresponding with 4th House) shows Father, Hidden
Treasures, Inheritance and Home, also the end and·
outcome of things In general. In the uth House
the attractions would be: Advlsers,Father, Friends,
Hopes, Wishes, and some way exercised over death
of father. These examples give simplified methods
of arriving, with the WdnderWheel,(wlthoutmath·
ematlcs) at the foundation laws and eventualities of
any or every one's life.
Physical Dlsabllltlea. The different parts of
the body are marked between the Obliquity Circles.
Any evil planet In these parts, or In square to
them (if not also protected by the presence of a good
J>lanet or Its trlne). denotes the weak portions of
your physical system.
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Planetary BoUl'I. These are given In a un·
fquo arrangement, very handy for daily reference. .
· For their use alone everybody should havo a Wh•J.
Under and above the words "s.u nrlse" "eve" and
in the middle column of tho table (arranged In 11Ull
ofllu Sips, ~tween the pictorial sign and the degree line), will be found (following each other from
early morning until midnight), the hours and min·
utes·when each planet begins to rule, In the several
months, (approximated). The planets, each day of
the week, have a different ruling; tiler.tore, to
know which planet Is ruling at any given tlmo, lrst
find the table for that month, then find where the
hour and minute come5 in one of the tlaree columns
mamed, aDd, on a line with that hour you will fiad,
under the""-' o/li1 VJui, the plaDCt that is workiag
at that time, for good or evil, la or about you,
SURE I I I This is one of the most useful fuhlr•
of the Wheel. Can be depended upon from day
to day. Our "POCKET MASCOT" give these ud,
all the fine explanations connected with them. Tile
Mascot and Wheel are works whic8 no one sbould
be without if SUCCESS IN LIFE is desired. If
used in places differing from these leagths of days,
then ascertain .the length of day for the givea time
in your longitude, and select such one of the tables
as correspoads nearest to your length of day, and
the planetary hours will be near enough for general
purposes. The hours of Jupiter ()l) may g,.,,.al/p
be depended upon for most anything; tho hours of
Venus(~) are not unpleasant, Saturn (\),Mars(I)
Sun (0), Moon ()) and Mercury ( ~) hours are
uncertaia, yet
good for such tilings as are es·
pocially ruled by them.

are

lfatunl Hours. These are exactly 6o min·
utes In length. They are tho same the world over,

.

--·
;,
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ud will be found In the sip Aries (¥). Ordlnarl·
ly they are safe to depend upon, aad to me at uy
date lo any longitude.
APtlftelal RoUl'I are of unequal length, and
consequently changing from month to· month. lo
Important matters It woul.d be well to select an hour
when both the Natural and the Artificial Hours ·
are not ruled by evil forces. Ask questions at
any time (serl0usly and not out of mere curiosity)
and the hour It Is asked In will de•ote whether the
matter will be attended by good or evil results.
Diseases may be diagnosed, or revealed, by these
factors, and also the kinds of people to be met with
-whether good or bad to ,.Ou, and th~r persoaal
appearance.
The elieacy of Planetary Hours bas beeD rec·
ognlzed for ages by adepts In mystic lore, and mudl
that Is known as clalrvoyaacy has been .operated
through knowledge of the laws of Planetary Hours.
For Instance, when a person comes seriously for aid
or advice to another person the business Is apt to
be of a nature corresponding to that ruled by the
hour; as, for Instance, In the hour of Venus ( ~) It
Is apt to be love, pleasure, dress, or something fastidious; In the hour of Mars (I) quarrels, accidents,
or something Inflammatory or pushing; In hour of
Jupiter (ll) something of a ·financial, popular, or
glorifying nature, connected wltb pride; In bour of
Saturn (\)something gloomy, slow or conserva_.
· tlve; In hour of Mercury(') something lbtellectual
or nervous; In hour of Sun (0) business, credit,
or ambition; In hour of Moon(:)) something of a
common nature, or changes. By knowing these
rulings, and hinting to another the nature of the
thing upon his mind, might lead him to think you
•ere possessed of supernatural pow.ers, wben they
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are only the operation of that ancient mulm of
"Knowledge Is power."
Only good mathematicians have been disposed
co take advantage of the Artificial Hours, (as described In explanation of ~e Wonder Wheel) because the Artificial Hours are so difficult to compute for the different periods of the year. Jo the
Mascot and In the Wonder Wheel will be found the
easiest, briefest and most unique form of tabulation ever presented. These tables are ,,,."-' ;,,
paf'TJO, as follows:
.
Find the hour or time of day In either the first,
middle, or last column, and under the day of the
week, on the same line, you will find the planet
that rules from the time given on that line to the
time given on the next line. For Instance, what
planet rules at 2.30 p.m. on Monday, April 27 (no
matter what year) l April 27 would be between
April 19 and May 20, and nearer the former than
the latter date, so we take table marked April 19.
s. 30 p.m. should be In the middle column, but this
exact time Is notthere. We find 2.12 and next
3.20, which shows that the planetary hour at this
ti me of the year, and at this time of the ciay, Is 1
hour and 8 minutes Jong (clock time), and extends
from 2 . 12 to 3.20. On the same line, then, with
2. 12 (which begins the hour) we would look in the
column marked Mon. and we would find 1z (Saturn)
and that signifies that Saturn rules from 2.12 to
3.20. Eighteen ·minutes of his hour would be gone
at 2. 30, but he would yet have 50 minutes to rule,
because the hour Is long, up to 3.20, when Jupiter
(),0 would take the ruling of the next hour, from
3.20 to 4.27, as per the next line.
In like manner read the planelary hours for
any time of the year, as per day of week and · timo
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of day required. The Natural Hours are of equal
length, and In ordinary matters may be used for
any time of the year, but It ls sometimes found that
the Artificial and the Natural Hours are at such
va rlance that they neutralize or modify each other
to some extent. For altlcal matters It Is better to
select the minutes In the hour when the planet desired rules In both cases. · This seems to be all
the explanation required for finding the Planetary
Ruler. Anything not understood kindly write (en·
closing stamp) to WONDER WHEEL Co., X3"67
BOSTON, MASS.

The kind of people you are most likely to have
dealings with; or the kind of conversation most apt
to be Indulged in by you or about you; or, your
likes, dislikes, joys, troubles or sorrows, are most
apt to be from day to day of the nature of the
planets as they are ruling the hours. Nearly all
accidents, rows, fires, etc., occur in Mars (I)
hour. Not always, but when otherwise there wiU
be some other prominent matter In connection, cor•
responding with the planetary hour. Watch these
from time tCJ time, as you grow familiar enough
with the hours and the planetary natures to judge,
and the Wonder Wheel Co. would be pleased to
hear your testimony on the matter. Of course
there Is much to learn of modifying Influences, the
same as In all things in life, but, If you make the
law of these hours your gui.dance, you will find
them, in the long run, of great service, In business,
. or social affairs. The more familiar you become
wlta them the more you can judge or tell by them,
and can make appointments for good times, or even
describe the people you wilJ meet at such appointed
times. Tbese are Natural Laws, and by no means
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supentltlous or stralaed, for If every detail ls not u
apected It Is because some future la formlDC tho
judgmellt Is omitted.
Yo111' Spirit Friend. See what his or her
· Blrtb Slga Numbw Is, ud at the times when the
Saa I• la harmony with It, then you may commun·
lea~ Also when the lord of their Birth Number is
ruUng the hour. These communications are best
on worldly matters. For matters connected with a
futnre life, or tlae friend's present condition, you
abould operate when the Sun Is In harmony with
his or her Death Sip Number (as per date of
death) or tbe lord of that sign when ruling an
hour.
To Communleate. At times given go into
a quiet place and think deeply and calmly of the
friend. Ask a question If you please, mentally, and
tbe answer wlll be what at this time your own mind
conceives It to be. · There Is affinity In the spirit
vibrations.
To See the Friend, op Bia OP Ber Sur·
rouncU.nga. Close the eyes and calmly think of
tlae friend. What you then see wlll be In harmony
with the spirit life of the friend. The more con·
staotly these are worked,-but only on tho proper
times as glven,-the better will be the results, be•
cause you advuce lo Adeptshlp.
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A PARLOR GAME WITH THE WON·
DER WHEEL.
Shake a dice. and th• one getUq

the highest number la the beghme11.
He places a button on .A.rle8. and· then:
. shakes a dice. He ·moves the button
from Aries-the point ot departureas many signs as the throw ot dice
calls tor The beginner moves in the
regul&r order of the ..gns, Alrl-.
Taurus, Gemini, etc. The other
pl&7er throws the dice 8!lld Diovea the
button backward, Gemini Taurus,
Ari.es, etc., as many alps u his throw
ot dice qalls tor. The game ends when
the buttoD. alter going from Arlee.
around once, lands exactly on A:rfes.
'lo extend the game, use counters, and
ll:eep rtcht ·on with the game until one
of the players lands ·the button ftve
times on Aries. He is then the wl1t11er,
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18 THE WORLD FAIR?

Good preacbera tell without reee"e·
How much we creaturee iln,
With wlDS01De smiles and loving
words
They strive each heart to win.
Yet they well know the Lord of Lord'&,
When honors are proclaimed,
. Ia· be who baa of money moat.
No matter bow obtained.
The truly good, with money scarce,
Are never In the van.
What think you, la the world quite
fair
To truly honest man.

Old Abel waa an honest man,
Yet, be was killed by Caln,
And Esau, be was bone11t,. too,
But Jacob stole bla reign.
Why! Esau mlgbt have '&tole the
Po't,
And also stole the herbs,
And made the Pottage for himself
Without exchange of words.
But, no-Just Uke these honest chapa
He paid for herbs and pan.
·
What Ullnk yciu, ls the world quite
fair,
To truly honest man T
The Nazarene-most noted caae,
So honest and so good,
To him, what did our humane world,
It plied his back with wood.
An·d yet the cry ls "Follow Him."
While honest, faithful hearts
Obey the cry, and they like him
Are slaughtered In the marts.
Yea, aacrlftced to worldly greed,
Led like the precious lamb,
What think you, ls the world quite
f.alr,
To truly honest man.
Poor Gallleo, Socrates,
And other honoest men,
Who spake the truth, for sake of
truth,
What did th'e world to them,
No glory In their Ute on earth,
But persecutlon-palnJust O'Straclzed and cruclfted
To further mammon's gain.
This world shouM speedily be changed
To ReTelatlon's plan, ·
Or soon 'twlll be no pro~ place
Jl'or any honest man.
C. H. Webber.
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GOD'S BIBLE.

By Dr. F;

J~

WJJ.er.

'!be star of night shows us the ~
'Io steer our coume IUld dnd the ra;y
Of light which teaches us to say,
·· I'm rlght.17 guided.
The Pocket ·Mascot does the same
And shows the businees man, no blame
Can be his heritage for fame .
Whe~ rightly used
The Planets in their courae roll o'er
.Ant tell to man that their is more
Than trick)', shrewdness, gain and
store
When understood.
1be Wond~r Wbeel, a mighty plan
Of law divine for man to scan
And leam hi's place as be'Bt he can
In the blue expanse.
For In these Symbols God makes
· Kn.own
The purposa of His WHl enthroned
By His own dnger in the dome
Of spangled blue.
So we must study well this lore
Of Planet rule and time, before
We understaod, to gain the sho.r e
Of Truth immortal.

To this we'll add the special tribes
Of Isrsel's sons, who placed aside
The different gifts, tbat 86Ch imbibe
And learn the lesson.

Then to the Pocket Yascot turn
And from its leaves fall not to leam
That in each hour, some law doth
burn
For &'OOd to all.
So · in God's book, we dnd the lore,
Of hours to work and time to store
Our forces on this washed wave shore
Through Divine law.

Then to the Wonder Wheel repair
And saek to know what path we share
In Universal Divine care,
And follow on.
·
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If such a cour11e we seek to take
We walk unhurt, our path and make
The law of God ·our llfe, and shake
·
·Off non-success.

Success we gain ff we thus think
And at all worldly law we wink
And live the life of peace and alnk
·Into the Universe of Good.
And thus 111. Wisdom's Hall we'll stand
Unscathed with knowledge In .our
hand
And leave apon the sll.ore.s of sand
A God-like blessing.
How grand in thought it is to roam
Among the stars which God hath
shown
In wondrous symphony and tone
'l'he ·Jaw of Truth.
In this rich spangled banner blue
We know that all there found is true
F'or God hath writ ft through and
through

For us to :find.
So rest In peace ancl kl?ow that naught
·caQ. come 'cept through Divine law

·
sought
ln wondrous re:veJ&tion taught
In God's own Book

..
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APPENDIX. ·
The grea.t.est difficulty in the wa.y of
honest people understa.nding astrology is
due to the popular misundersta.ndinga of
it: There are many cha.rla.tans who take
a.dvantage of this popular misunderstand·
ing and claim to be Astrologers, when in
. rea.lity they know but little of the sci·
ence. Even tha.t which they do know
is the most superficial branch, and deals
in guessed-at-Horoscopes.
Charlatans have caused worthy people
to denounce astrology, or to look upon
it with distrust, I11any even refusing to
examine it, fearing that it may in some
way be allied to the devil, or cause them
to lose faith in their religious teachings.
If honest people would but examine
astrology, bereft of its Horoscopical and
its Fortune-Telling features, they would
find it to be a. key to the mysteries of
the Bible, which church people have
faith in, but are unable to ·expla.in.
There must be some over-ruling power
in the universe; and there must be instruments, or agents, through which
that power rules in detailed affairs. Do
we p0sitively know of any greater agent
than the Sun, which for the first three
hundred years of the Christian era, the
followers of Jesus worshipped each mom·
ing at daybreak.
Why worship the Sun T Because that
·Sun, as it stands related to the earth in
line with the Zodiac, at different parts of
the year, is a sign of the days, the sea·
sons and the years. It also gives us life,
light and comfort. Furthermore, it git·es
ea.ch individual mortal his particular
Spirit power in the human family, ac- ·
cording to the particular time of the
year in which he is born. In other words,
the spirit of · the sun, as individually
manifested -in the human race, Is, truly,
the God-given power of. life on earth.
It is "God manifest in the flesh," as will
be shown by the Soul (or Sol) characteristics. The Sun-power is not the flesh; it
la in the fteah.

The :Moon power is the refiect.ed, or
second~ry influence of the Sun, known
as sentient forces, or animal instincts.
These also are not the flesh, but are in
the flesh.
The flesh is of the ea.rth,
earthy, and must ·return to the earth
from which it came. In na.ught else but
astrology can these distinctions be
proven.
I now give you proofs of your Soul (or
Sol) characteristics:-If you sa.y "No,''
then I will assure you, on the evidence of
a life's study, and of des.lings with people of every class and in all walks of
life, both at home and abroa.d, that you
are a "lost sheep," ''bom out of time,"
or are like unto a sheep that has strayed
·
from its fold.
You had better attend to the matter
and get your bearings in the great work
of human redemption, Gr you will lose
your Soul (or Sol) characteristics, and
be as one bereft of the true light. In
the following, kindly prove your birth·
right.
.
If bom between :March 21 and April
21, your Solship is Aries,-the lamb of
God-independent, with a scientific and
philosophic trend to the mind, whether
literate, illiterate, high, low, rich or
poor. Always thinking or exercising
your bra.in power for . good or ill, yet
always with good intentions, even
though otherwise judged.
Quite re·
sourceful, whether a: money-maker or
not, and fond of order, beauty, or sys·
tematic arrangement, according to your
own ideas. Bom under :Mars. If plan·
ets are not in square at birth these people ·can fight their wa.y against great
odds.
If bom between April 19 and :May 20,
your Solship is Taurus-The Sacred Bull
of B. C.-Veey determined, and con·
quering, "if it takes all summer." In·
clined to be studious, disposed to be ex·
ecutive, with na.tural busineu intui·
tions, yet quite apt to imitate rather
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t.han originate, b7 reuon of a pqchologio
wealal.a, when under excit.ement& Bora
under V enua. U plaaets are not in
1quare at birth theae people generally
&CC11D1ulate worldly meam or power.
U bom between May 20 and June 21,
your Sol8hip ia Gemini-the Univenal
Brotherhood of Prehistoric nm-Active,
mentally or phyaically, nervous, restleu,
diacontented; diapoeed to be extreme, or
imaginative of evils; always wanting
something, or on the move, with no deft·
nite aim, except it be to do more, know
more, or enjoy more. Highly intelligent,
whether scholarly or not, always pleasing, whenever so dispoeed, but as semi·
tive aa a feather. Bom under the planet
Mercury. U planete are not in square at
birth th81!8 people accumulate a great
amount of surplus knowledge, and are
apparently the ama.rtest people in the
world, and benefit the world by their
hustling.
If bom between June 21 and July 22,
your Solship is Cancer-the Home of
Humanity, or Man's Place in the Hu·
midity of Ea.rth-Naturally disposed to
home, family, or to famili!P.r scenes. You
are best suited to local matters; capable
of trading with local people, or of manufacturing or dealing in domestic articles;
or of talking or writing on domestic
themes. Bom under Moon. These peo·
pie are the true Home Folks, and like
their own hearthstone best. If planets
are not in square at birth they make
excellent parents and good citizens.
If bom between July 22 and August
22, your Solship is Loo-The Lion-heart·
ed-Ea.sily led or· misled by impulsive
likes o~ dislikes; ever seeking for the
lion's share of the good things of life.
Never daunted; never crushed. Good
hearted, but unreliable, because of · im·
pulsive changes, and always able to fur.
nish self-satisfying excuses. If human·
ity were fully civilized, you would be an
ornamental figurehead in some path of
life pleasing to you, and you would
make a good one. Bom under the Sun.
If pla.nets are not squared at birth, these
people will always manage to find the
easiest places in social life, and the soft·
eet mape in ~ industrial line.

U born between August 22 and Sept.ember 23 your Solship is V:irgo-This is

the sign of the Biblical Virgin, and Virgo
in astrology is called the ''House of
Bread," which is the meaning of the word
Bethlehem.-Pure love, which you pos•
sees, comes from this portion of the
heavens, and gives you ·discriminating
tastes and excellent ability to criticise.
You quickly see into things, and are
capable of chemically · harmonizing dif·
ferences, whether mental or physical.
Self-control and aspiring qualities are
quite strong. Repeated discouragements
are not able to crush you. Bom under
Mercury. If planets are not squared at
birth, these people will succeed in most
anything that they undertake to do, in
spite of successive obstacles, but they
fail to receive from the world the full
amount of credit due them.
If bom between September 23 and October 23 your Solship is Libra.-This is
the line of the Mediator between Spirit
and Matter, otherwise called the Equinoxtional point, or Balances, "Weighed
in the balances," says the Bible.
You
are positive, decisive, spontaneous, intui·
tive. As an opposite from Aries, you
are not disposed to think, but thought
springs spontaneously from you without
effort. You are foresighted, fond of ex·
citement, and your first decisions are al·
ways best. Bom under Venus. If plan·
ets are not squared at birth these people will succeed best in matters of art,
or something disposed to please others.
Some Libra people make good specula·
tors; not easily cheated, while still
others make good merchants, account·
ants, teachers or scientists. It is a versa·
tile sign. On the equatorial line, like on
a fence, they can easily jump either side,
but, unlike Aries, there is lack of reason
in the act. ·
If bom between October 23 and November 22, your Solship is · Scorpi<>-the
Serpent that biteth the horse's heels.Strongly wilfiil and passionate, willing to
rule or to be ruled, if self-gratified. Very
magnetic, with psychologic power for
highest good or greatest evil as per dis·
position. "What other people do not
know will never hurt them" .is a Scorpio
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motto, a.nd friends are valueless unless
useful. Born under Ma.rs. If pie.nets
are not squared at birth these people
have great staying powers in responsible
positions. Scorpio has unfortunately
been termed the Judea Iscariot of the
twelve, but that quality depends upon
·circumstances. When betraying friendships they do it with a kiss, or in other
words, cut throats with a feather.
If born between November 22 and December 21 your Solship is Sagittarius,the Astrologic Jews of the world, the
horse whose heels the serpent bites.Bold, fearless, .self-glorious, combative for
glory or mea.ns; timid in physical combat, unless aided by the planet Mars.
Very determined, and naturally disposed
towitrd money, or towards church for
. worldly standing. Very quick to decide, impulsive and executive. Born
under Jupiter. If pie.nets a.re not
squared at birth these people manage to
occupy the most respected and the easiest
money walks of life.
If born between December 21 and January 20, your Solship is Capricorn-The
goat diSposed to dizzy heights flaunting
the sceptre of Judah.-Very ambitious,
and capable of great attainments, if possessed of sufficient means. When once
crushed very easily kept down, because of
your own contempt for trivial amounts
or demea.ning occupations. Great powers for schemes and for prophecy. Very
positive and executive, but very ambitious of honors, or personal recognition.
Born under Saturn. If planets are not
squared at birth, these people are great
at organizing or· promoting stupendous
affairs.
If bom between January 20 and February 19, your · Solship is Aquarius-The
true quality of HMianity, which succeeds Christia.nity.-Very faithful and
devoted, humane, active, nervous, and
exceedingly useful among many. Capable
of ada.pting ways and means to end without unnecessa.ry means or waste. Disposed to be helpful, even at a self-sacrifice. As a natural judge of huma.n character you can easily deal in personal
ways with the general public.
Bom
under Saturn. If planets a.re not
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squared at birth these people are quite
saces8ful, especially in doing good. . They
are the representative people of the New
l)ispensation, which. follows the Chris-

tian Era.
If bom between February 19 and
March 21, your Solship is Piaees.-The
sign of the Christian Dispensation, in
which the world has 'been engaged as
"fishers of men."-Faithful, restleu, kind
and considerate when others a.re likewise, but tricky when trickery prevails.
Ever anxious, -seldom careless and highly
responsible in positions of trust. Melancholy at times, even when no special
occasion for ii.· Great capa.bility for absorbing means, knowledge or information, and with silent tongue. Bom under
Jupiter. If planets are not squared at
birth, these people quickly amass fortunes in money or knowledge, and are
ever feamll . that it may slip from them
and leave them dependent upon others,
the most fearful of all events in ·life to
them.
When people a.re bom on the dividiJlg
line of these signs, i. e., within a day or
two of the dates given, they are termed
to be of a double nature. They partake
of a mixture of the two signs, or else at
some times express the characteristics of
one sign and at other time& the cha.raoteristics of the other sign.
Of course
this makes them hard people to read,
and more especially so if the planets
were squared at . birth.
The Sun at birth gives the Solship;
the Moon gives the Sentient Nature; the
Horoscope gives the Dispositional Nature; Mercury gives the Passions; Venus
gives the Loves; Jupiter gives the Pride;
Saturn gives the Stability; Mars gives
the Energy; Uranus gives the Eccentricities.
·
. Each of these may be in ditferent
signs, and thereby make a mixture of
conditions, from times to time, thus preventing the real character manifesting
itself openly, but knowing where the
Sun is, we know the foundation character upon which all of the other oonditions rest. When we "winter and summer" a person, we find the Solship to be
th~ quality upon which to depend. We
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cannot get away from our Bolship with·
out "losing our BOUl" any more readily
than the leopard can change his spots.
The Divine law radiating from the
Bun, is the Bolahip of our being. It mas·
ten us, and our Lord of Lords is the
planet that· ou~ Bolahip is born . under.
Hence, remember the Lord's Prayer, that
the Father's will, not ours "be done in
earth as it is dc;me in heaven.''

AUTHOR'S NOTE.
The lliies entitled· "God's Bible," wer.e
presepted to the author of "Astrology
in a Nutshell" by a lady- i:egistered
· physician-who is seventy-five years of
age, and is one of the oldest and moat
advanced students in all phases of occultism in this country.
Bhe was a

leader when prominent leaders of today
were in their swaddling clothes.
When our book wa.s more than half
printed, another pioneer in progre&llive
thought, and one who has passed seventy·
six mile-stones in life's journey, presented
the following lines setting forth her soul·
fu1 ideas of the · portents of our new
century.
For nearly three-fourths of the nineteenth century these two Beptegena.rians
-now in the Babbatari&n period of their
years-have · intelligently watched the
progre8s of thought and action, socially,
politically, commercially and religiously,
and from their ripened scholarship we ·
may receive leBBOns of hope and chee~,
more subetantial than from mere imitative minds, which as yet are but manifest
in the bud, or, like unto half-ripened
fruit.
c. H.

w.

The Twentieth Century.
By Mrs. MAllY HOOK BAllTON, 64 Mt. Vernon Street, Bo.ton.

The twentieth. century, what is . its
ing told.
Its myriad fetters· being loosed
voice!
Shall hinder no longer the progreaa of
Down with oppression, envy and strife I
Make way for the white light of justice
truth,
and right!
· For truth is a power to break evflf"f
chain,
The thought in this light is the wings of Making brothers and freemen in all God's
the soul
domain.
Bearing the message or ~ce and good
will,
God gave for man's heritage the land and
For God has piade of one blood all nathe sea;
tions of men.
Made man over His treasuree His steward ·
The law of the soul makes its demand,
to be.
And is now echoing in every land.
All down through the ages is thundered
God's plan:Freedom of thought, freedom of soul,
Bhare ye then my bounty each man with
Is this century's legacy, and is now beea.ch man.
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